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Riker Video Industries continues to grow and we 

thank YOU for making it possible. Even now our 

new plant is " bursting at the seams" with new 

concepts and new products to further revolu-

tionize Video Broadcasting. 
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RIKER MAKES THEM ALL: 

SYNC EQUIPMENT • SPECIAL EFFECTS • VIDEO PROC-
ESSING AMPLIFIERS • DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT 
• VIDEO TEST EQUIPMENT • VIDEO SWITCHING EQUIP-
MENT • AUTOMATED PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS FOR 

SWITCHERS • VIDEOTAPE DROPOUT 
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Atlanta • Los Angeles • Detroit 

Dallas • Washington, D.C. 
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This kind of programming costs you money 
You're in business for one reason: to make a profit. 
Anything that takes away from your profit-making is your 

enemy. That's why you're way ahead when you choose 
Lenkurt microwave transmission equipment for your CATV 
or ETV system. 

For instance, there's our 76 TV microwave relay system 
that has become the standard of the industry, due to its out-
standing performance. ease-of-maintenance, and economical 
operation. 76 TV is designed to handle monochrome or color 
transmission and lets you insert and drop programs with ease 
at intermediate locations. 

There is also Lenkurt's 75A, the ideal backbone microwave 
relay system. Because of its non-demodulating heterodyne 
repeaters, 75A delivers clear, sharp monochrome and color 
TV pictures regardless of distance, terrain, or weather. 

Lenkurt microwave systems have proved themselves in 
virtually every situation. From high on Freel Peak in Nevada 
where 76 TV brings in a sharp high-resolution picture ( evert 
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when snow levels reach 20 feet), to an ETV closed-circuit 
system at the University of Kansas Medical Center. And our 
75A has been transmitting high quality pictures for a number 
of CATV networks in New York and Pennsylvania. 
And remember, when you buy Lenkurt equipment, you are 

buying more than hardware; you are purchasing Lenkurt's 
heritage and reputation for quality and continuity. 

It all comes down to this: when you're thinking about 
microwave transmission equipment, for any application, think 
of Lenkurt. We'll show you how to improve your picture — 
both TV and profit. Write or call Lenkurt Electric Co., Inc., 
San Carlos, California. Other offices in Atlanta, Chicago, 
Dallas, and New York City. 

MI/KURT ELECTRIC 
SUBSILIARY OF 

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS Cirr PE 
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"It's the antenna systems is-
sue, pass it on." It's not for the 
birds, though; it's for station 
engineers. Artist Art Suddith 
advises the birds definitely will 
not affect the ERP and field 
strength of the fine articles 
inside. 
Would you believe that Hertz 
is in the driver's seat? Would 
you believe that Hertz equals 
cycles-per-second? Would you 
believe that the FCC, Bureau 
of Standards, NAB, et al, are 
adopting the Hertzian line? 
Beginning with this issue, 
BM/E is switching to the 
Hertz standard ( sorry 'bout 
that!). From here on we will 
use Hz for cycles-per-second, 
kHz for kilocycles, MHz for 
megacycles, and GHz for giga-
cycles. We don't like it, but 
feel we shouldn't continue to 
use terms no one understands 
anymore. 
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data on new products and literature described in this 
issue. 
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1966—Banner year for fines. Somebody must be doing 
something wrong! 
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Shows how a military space antenna can be used to solve 
critical TV coverage patterns. 

25 Computing A-M Nighttime Contours 
How to compute nighttime coverage including interfer-
ence from other stations. 

30 Practical Experience with Dual Polarization 
Vertical and horizontal—among other things. 

34 CATV System Design 
Tailor your antenna systems to get the most out of avail-
able signals. 

43 Satellite Stations—Interest Renewed? 
Consider a satellite station to increase coverage. Power 
limits higher than translators. Local programming possible. 

49 Broadcast Equipment 
Reports on newly introduced products and components. 
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Feedback and chit-chat from BM/E readers. 

72 Literature of Interest 
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"...CBS Volumax performs 
flawlessly. Please do not 
invent any more until 
we wear these out. At the 
present rate of deterioration, 
we will need to replace them 
by 2015 A. D." 

This is what station WRNC in Raleigh, North Carolina, said 
about our equipment. They own both the Audimax Automatic 
Level Control and the Volumax Automatic Peak Controller. 
Station WIGS in Gouverneur, New York, wrote, "Enclosed find 
check for Volumax 400. You couldn't get it back from us for 
twice the price . . ." KLIN in Lincoln, Nebraska, purchased 
Audimax. They told us, "It is an engineer's dream for absolute 
level control". WAYB in Waynesboro, Virginia, tells us, "Pur-
chased a Volumax and we are tickled to 99 and 44/100% 
modulation with it ... Congratulations on a fine product". Sta-
tion KHOW in Denver, Colorado, said, "It was surprising to 
receive equipment that exceeded specifications". 

There isn't enough space here to include all the letters 
we've received praising Audimax and Volumax. But judge for 
yourself. Like all CBS Laboratories equipment, they're avail-
able for a 30-day free trial. Audimax $665. Volumax $665. 
FM Volumax $695. Write to us, or better yet call The Pro-
fessional Products Dept. directly — Collect. Telephone (203) 
327-2000. Maybe you'll be in our next ad. 

LABORATORIES 
Stamford, Connecticut. A Division of 
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 
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:ABIElorROADCAST INDUSTRY 

Radio Production 
Service 
Stallion Arts Inc., Valley Stream, 
N.Y. (4 W. Mineola Ave.), has 
announced a new service to radio 
stations, contracting the produc-
tion of local announcements and 
program formats for as little as 
$2500 per year. A staff of male 
and female voices has been as-
sembled to handle orders within 
12 hours of receipt of copy or 
fact sheets. The firm, headed by 
Gene Ladd, is now syndicating 
programs and services to about 
65 stations, and also provides 
consulting and production serv-
ices to several ad agencies. 

Manpower Recruit 
Problem Topic At NAB 
Meet 
Roy E. Morgan, president of 
the Association for Professional 
Broadcasting Education a n d 
exec. v.p. and general manager, 
WILK, Wilkes Barre, Pa., told 
radio and TV executives at the 
3rd NAB Fall Conference in 
Denver that the industry faces a 
difficult job in recruiting per-
sonnel because of its increasing 
manpower needs and the fact 
that broadcasting "is not the 
glamour business it once was." 
He said the industry may need 
another 7,000 people by 1970 in 
addition to the more than 101,000 
persons now working directly in 
broadcasting. 
The personnel turnover rate 

also "places a burden on manage-
ment," Mr. Morgan pointed out. 
In radio, it is estimated at 33% 
a year; in TV, it is 28%. Much 
of this is caused "by personnel 
moving from one station to an-
other," but at the same time, he 
emphasized, "a growing number 
are moving out and into other 
employment areas." Mr. Morgan 
noted that the best and closest 
source of future broadcasters is 
the 5,269 students enrolled in 
broadcasting courses in 132 
schools. "Even if we could get 

all of them, it is doubtful if we 
can fill our needs." 
To attract more young people 

into the field, Mr. Morgan said 
broadcasters and educators need 
to work together to create in-
dustry advisory committees and 
in-service training programs, and 
to set up the systematic recruit-
ment of better high school stu-
dents to college broadcasting 
majors. 

ITV Courses Offered 
More than 80 recorded instruc-
tional television courses, avail-
able for lease by U.S. schools 
and educational institutions, are 
described in a catalog published 
by the Great Plains Instructional 
Television Library, U. of Ne-
braska, Lincoln. The 92-page 
publication contains summaries 
a n d outlines of video-taped 
courses offering varied instruc-
tion in many subject areas from 
elementary to collegiate level. A 
special college section includes 

31 courses from Chicago's TV 
College; there is also a special 
section on the Library's collec-
tion of 98 historical Ford 
Foundation ITV kinescopes. 

CATV System Rebuilds 
A contract for reconstruction of 
CATV distribution facilities in 
Taft, Cal. has been awarded to 
Anaconda Astrodata Co. A 600-
subscriber extension will be 
added to the 1800 subscriber sys-
tem. Plans also include new serv-
ice drops for existing customers. 
The system began operation in 
1953. 

AES Convention Set 
The 32nd National Convention of 
the Audio Engineering Society is 
scheduled for April 24-27 at the 
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. More 
than 35 exhibitors will showcase 
new products, and more than 50 
specialized presentations will be 
delivered in seminar sessions. 

An election night scene at NBC's Studio 8-I-1 in New York. Five TK-43 
cameras (only 4 visible) were used in the ballot report, the first time 
so many of the new RCA color cameras had been used in a single origi-
nation. Two will be installed in NBC's "instant news" studio in New 
York; the other three will be assigned to other studios. 
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40 Hz to 5 MHz 

7 Measurement 

Ranges 

Color Subcarrier 

Trap: 3.58 MHz 

TYPE UPSF 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

FROM STOCK 

$3,995 

True RMS or 

Peak-to- Peak Indication 

Scope Output 

Low Pass Filter & 

Weighting Network 

VIDEO NOISE METER 

FEATURES 

• Meets requirements of all U.S. 

black and white and NTS color 

systems 

• Measures noise voltage in the 

presence of sync and blanking 

pulses 

• 7 Measurement Ranges: 

1/3/10/30/100/300/ 1000mV 

• Input impedance: 1M1 shunted by 

30 pF, or 75!? bridging 

de». 

APPLICATIONS 

MEASURE VIDEO NOISE 
VOLTAGE ON: 
• TV Cameras 
• Film Scanners 
• Video Tape Recorders 
• Radio Links 
• Coaxial Lines 
• TV Transmitters 
• TV Receivers 
• TV Transposers 

COMPOSITE 

VIDEO 

SIGNAL 

IGRE1 LEVEL) WITH 

NOISE SIGNAL 

SYNC 

PULSE 

CANCELLING 

PU - S ES 
I I 

NOISE SIGNAL 

WITH 

BLANKING— INTERVAL 

COMPENSATION 
r r 

Li EJ 

BLANKING SETUP 

INTERVAL INTERVAL 

SIGNAL 10re : 

; SYNC 

9111" 

Principle of noise-voltage measure-
ment with H or V internal blanking 

Type UPSF Video Noise Meter is de-
signed to measure the unweighted 
and. weighted noise voltages of TV 
transmission systems. It has the 
unique advantage of measuring low 
level components in the presence of 
high level horizontal or vertical sync 
and blanking pulses (see line draw-
ing). The UPSF meets the require-
ments of all U.S.A. black and white 
and NTS color systems. A bandstop 
filter adjusted to the color subcarrier 
frequency (3.58MHz) prevents any 
residual color subcarrier in the test 
signal to be picked up. In addition to 
supplying true RMS value 0.3 mV to 
0.3V (full scale deflection) it also 
can provide peak-to-peak value of 1 
mVpp to 1Vpp (full scale deflection). 
The UPSF can also be used as a 
conventional broad band VTVM. 

Get The Extra Capability, 
Greater Reliability, and 
Longer Useful Life Of ... 

ROHDE St SCHWARZ 
111 LEXINGTON AVENUE, PASSAIC, N. J. 07055 • (201) 773-8010 

Inquiries outside the U.S.A. should be directed to: Rohde & Schwarz, Muehldorfstrasse 15, 
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Munchen 8, West Germany. 
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"News" Book 
"The Newsroom and the News-
cast," edited by Sheldon Peter-
son (Time-Life Broadcast), and 
containing 43 presentations from 
the 1966 Conferences, is avail-
able from the Radio Television 
News Directors Association. 
Price is $2.50. Get one! 

CATVs Merge 
Jackson TV Cable Co. and Cas-
cade Television Co., both of 
Jackson, Mich., have merged 
their systems. Included in the 
newly merged operation are 
Knorr Broadcasting Co., licensee 
of WKNR Dearborn and WKF1M 
Jackson, and Time-Life Broad-
cast, Inc.. licensee of WOOD-TV-
AM-FM Grand Rapids. The new 
firm is known as Jackson TV 
Cable Co., and is using the cable 
network already installed by that 
firm. A contract between Cascade 
and Michigan Bell for a duplicate 
cable network in Jackson will be 
terminated. 

CATV Seminars 
A :series of technical seminars 
and meetings, intended to ac-
quaint CATV system operators 
and their technical staffs with 
advancements in equipment tech-
nology, are being offered by 
Craftsman Electronic Products, 
Inc. Meetings are scheduled in 
Manhattan (N.Y.C.), Independ-
ence, Kan., Denver, Oklahoma 
City, and Oroville and Fairfax, 
Calif. 

NAB Calls For 
Continued CATV Battle; 
Urges Industry to 
Challenge Advertising 
Criticism 
Broadcasters must continue their 
fight for regulation of CATV be-
cause "not only is the battle far 
from over, but the outcome is 
still in doubt" said NAB Presi-
dent Vincent T. Wasilewski in 
a luncheon address sponsored 
jointly by NAB and the Inter-
national Radio and Television 
Society at the Waldorf Astoria in 
New York. Mr. Wasilewski said 
that to relax now in the CATV 
battle would be "a serious 
strategic error." Although the 
FCC has established "fair and 

reasonable rules" governing 
CATV operation, he said it has 
granted waivers from those rules. 
In addition, the FCC staff talks 
of granting mass waivers. "If 
that view prevails," the NAB 
president said, "it is obvious that 
the rules, arrived at after long 
and exhaustive debate and based 
upon public interest considera-
tions, will be seriously compro-
mised." 

Discussing recent criticisms of 
advertising at high government 
levels, Mr. Wasilewski said such 
remarks "go to the very heart 
of the role advertising plays in 
our economy." While one group 
charges that advertising con-
fuses, deceives and is ineffective, 
he said, another says it is too 
powerful and effective. The latter 
group argues that it may be a 
major contributor to economic 
concentration and monopoly con-
ditions and should be counter-
acted by forcing large companies 
to limit advertising expenditures 
to percentage levels set by gov-
ernment. "The shrillness of the 
criticism has been growing with 
the inflationary pressures in the 
economy," Mr. Wasilewski said, 
noting that "advertising seems 
to be emerging as a scapegoat. 
charged with being a principal 
contributor to higher prices." 

NCTA Moves Up 
Effective Mar. 1, NCTA head-
ouarters will be moved to One 
Farragut Square, diagonally op-
posite present facilities in the 
Transportation Building at 17th 
and H Sts., Washington. NCTA 
has signed a lease for the entire 
12th floor of the office building 
in order to accommodate the 
burgeoning growth of member-
ship and services required to 
keep pace with the industry. 

SMPTE Calls For 
Technical Conference 
Papers, Schedules 
Detroit Meeting 
SMPTE has issued a call for 
papers for its 101st technical 
conference, scheduled at the N.Y. 
Hilton April 16-21. Session topics 
will include TV engineering and 
studio practices, TV and film in 
medicine and education, space 
technology, instrumentation and 
high-speed photography, labora-
tory practices and sound record-

ing and reproduction. Author 
forms and information are avail-
able from the Society (9 E. 41st 
St., N.Y.C.). Forms and synopses 
of proposed presentations should 
be submitted by Jan. 16. 
The Detroit, Chicago, Ro-

chester and Toronto Sections, in 
cooperation with the U. of Mich-
igan, will hold a joint 2-day con-
ference on Color TV Broadcast-
ing in Detroit, Jan. 27-28, Rack-
ham Educational Memorial Build-
ing, Main Auditorium. Hotel 
reservations are being arranged 
at the Park Shelton. 

EIA Publications Index 
EIA's engineering dept. has up-
dated its Index of ETA and 
JEDEC Standards and Engineer-
ing Publications to include over 
300 technical documents. The 22-
page index listing includes test 
charts for color chips, color regis-
tration, gray scale overlay and 
resolution linearity, linear re-
flectance, etc. Copies are avail-
able free upon request to ETA 

DON'T BUY MORA RADIO! 
WHY PAY MORE 7 

BUT WE KNOW YOU'RE A SMART 

ACCOUNT EXEC I 

SO WHY PAY MORE 7 

With over 40 radio and TV sta-
tions in Puerto Rico all trying 
to convince account executives 
to "buy us," WORA Mayaguez 
developed this promotional piece 
to get their message across. An-
other sheet, headed "WORA Costs 
More," compared rates with four 
other leading stations. Also en-
closed in the direct mail pro-
motion was a map of Puerto 
Rico, showing WORA's coverage 
area over the eastern 2/3 of the 
island and displaying the mes-
sage, "But It Covers So Much 
More." Manager Glenn Tryon re-
ports that results have been very 
gratifying, pointing out that, so 
far, the "Don't Buy WORA" 
slogan has not been taken 
literally. 
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ANDREWS 

QUICK-ERECT 

TOWERS 

Another First  

CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES: 

• Towers can be erected in the following 

times. 100'— 11/2 hours; 200'— 21/2 hours; 

300'— 31/2 hours. • Erected in sections for 

safety and efficiency. • Sections are held 

permanently in place by special safety locks. 

• Tower may be raised, locked into place, 

tensioned and lowered from ground level, no 

climbing necessary. • Selected heights at 3' 

intervals. • Any wind load requirement up 

to 50 PSF (110 MPH). 

ANDREWS QUICK- ERECT TOWERS can be 

used for signal relay or camera platforms 

for sports events, etc. Also for microwave, 

radio and TV restoration. 

90-DAY DELIVERY 

a 

Nike. *todire:411;! - 
CALL OR WRITE 

Trailer has its own 
power unit and is 
completely self-con-
tained. It can carry 
transmission lines, 
reflectors, etc. 

Trailer carries its 
own base plate. Earth 
type expansion an-
chors are used for 
guys. No concrete 
necessary. Reduces 
erection time to a 
minimum. 

Stacked sections are 
pulled upright by tow-
er guy wire. Rising 
sections pull remain-
ing guys into place. 
No extra equipment 
required. No scaling 
of tower necessary. 
All erecting is con-
trolled from ground 
level. Easily erected 
by five man crew. 

Tower may be erect-
ed to any height for 
maximum perfor-
mance. Complete unit 
is as permanent as 
any conventional 
tower. 

ANDREWS TOWERS, INC. 
1420 LAYTON AVENUE • FORT WORTH. TEXAS • 817 TE 1-1222 

DESIGNER-MANUFACTURER OF SUPERIOR TOWERS 
Çirde 8 on Reader Service Card 
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TBM-4500A FM STEREO MONITOR \ 

SOLID-STATE 
Our new FM Stereo monitor, the TBM-4500A has 
all silicon solid-state circuitry. Some circuits use 
Field Effect transistors which have amazing per-
formance characteristics ideally suitable for monitor 
applications. FM stations all over the world are 
ordering McMartin stereo monitors— and one good 
reason is the solid-state circuitry. Order yours today, 
or write for literature. 

McMartin 
Marketing Manager, Broadcast 

McMartin Industries, Inc. 
605 North 13th Street 

Omaha, Nebraska 68102 
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TBM-4500A FM STEREO MONITOR 

PLUG-IN DESIGN 
Electric sockets are called "convenience outlets". 
McMartin's "plug-in" modular design for the TBM-
4500A is certainly a convenience and is the only 
design of its kind in the monitor field. With "plug-
in" convenience it's easy to trouble-shoot and replace 
any circuit, if necessary—as easy as working with a 
"convenience outlet". Order your TBM-4500A FM 
Stereo monitor, or write for literature. 

Mc Martin 
Marketing Manager, Broadcast 

McMartin Industries, Inc. 
605 North 13th Street 

Omaha, Nebraska 68102 
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Headquarters, 2001 Eye St., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 

CBS-TV Buys Color 
Cameras 

CBS-TV has ordered 27 Mark 
VII color TV cameras from the 
Marconi Co. The order, which 
also includes color coding equip-
ment, follows an earlier contract 
for 6 cameras which has been 
fulfilled. 

Saudi Arabia Buys TV, 
M/wave Gear 

Saudi Arabia's Ministry of In-
formation is planning expansion 
of that country's TV service to 
include Mecca and the cities of 
Medina and Buraida. Included in 
a $1.5 million contract, awarded 
to RCA Great Britain, Ltd., is 
additional studio, transmission, 
and microwave equipment. Micro-
wave equipment will intercon-
nect Jeddah and Taif, and some 
transmitters are to be installed 
in Jeddah for training purposes; 
installation of all equipment is 
expected to be completed in 1967. 

Kentucky ETV Network 
Formed 
The FCC has granted 11 CPs for 
ETV station construction to the 
Kentucky State Board of Educa-
tion—a record number issued at 
one time and to a single appli-
cant. By September of this year, 
the Kentucky System expects to 
have stations operating in Ash-
land, Bowling Green, Covington, 
Elizabethtown, Hazard, Lexing-
ton, Madisonville, Morehead, 
Murray, Owenton, Pikeville, and 
Somerset. The Covington author-
ization had been granted pre-
viously. The Dept. of HEW has 
approved matching grants of 
$916,663 to assist Kentucky in the 
construction of these stations. 

Tubeless TV Camera 

A battery-powered, tubeless TV 
camera, said to be smaller than 
a man's hand, has been developed 
by RCA. Arrays of 132,000 thin-
film elements deposited on four 
1" square glass slides are used 
for video pickup. Among the 
thin-film elements are some that 
respond to the presence of light 

and others that perform various 
circuit functions so that the net-
works take the place of conven-
tional pickup tubes and process-
ing circuits. A miniature trans-
mitter, separate from the camera 
and employing conventional tran-
sistors, makes it possible to send 
pictures directly from the camera 
to a TV receiver. While present 
resolution, sensitivity and speed 
are inferior to a conventional 
camera, these limitations are ex-
pected to be eliminated by adopt-
ing new circuit ideas and by 
developing photoconductive ar-
rays with as many as 10 times 
more light-sensing elements than 
those used in the experimental 
model, developed for the U.S. 
Air Force Avionics Lab, Dayton, 
O. 

National CATV Week 
National Cable TV Week will be 
observed Jan. 30 through Feb. 
4th. NCTA President Fred Ford 
said the observance will be sup-
ported by concentrated publicity, 
advertising and promotion. Sup-
port will be enlisted not only 
from CATV systems but also from 
manufacturers and suppliers, TV 
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John Lannan (I), Science and 
Medical Editor of the Boston 
Herald Traveler, interviews Air 
Force Col. Louis C. Kossuth on 
"Your Health and Your Life," a 
radio program originated by the 
National Science Network. The 
series of 15-minute daily reports 
are phrased in nontechnical ter-
minology, a-id this particular pro-
gram emphasized the need for 
immediate and proper care of 
vehicle accident victims by 
showing basic lifesaving tech-
niques using dummies and color 
photos. 

set makers, and others allied with 
the growth of the industry. 

ETV Gets $16 Million 
The Ford Foundation has an-

nounced support for noncommer-
cial TV to the tune of $16 million. 
$10 million is to be used to con-
tinue through 1968 a series of 
matching grants begun last year 
for community-supported ETV 
stations and $6 million goes to the 
National Educational Television 
and Radio Center for its infor-
mational, cultural, and educational 
program service to 112 noncom-
mercial stations across the coun-
try. 

Perfects Color 
Transfers 
Acme Film and Videotape Labs, 
Hollywood and N.Y.C., has per-
fected a process of transferring 
color tape to produce broadcast 
quality color film. Called Acme-
Chroma Color Film Transfers, 
the process is being marketed to 
networks, stations, ad agencies, 
educational institutions, etc. 

Recording Studio/ 
Sound Research 
Motion Picture Sound, Inc., 
Cleveland, has opened a commer-
cial recording studio and sound 
research lab offering creative 

and technical services to film 
producers, advertising agencies, 
etc. The $100,000 facility in-
cludes a "Mellotron" sound ef-
fects machine capable of pro-
ducing an infinite variety of 
taped effects; a 35mm Norelco 
Cinemascope projector; 16mm 
Bell & Howell projector, 4-track 
35mm recording equipment; echo 
chamber; Hewlett Packard and 
Datamatic test equipment; and 
a "dialogue room" (a floating 
sound-proof unit floating within 
a sound-proof room). 

Add Q-Tape 
Dispatchers 
Several key market TV stations 
have purchased white-on-black Q-
Tape Dispatchers which super-
impose news bulletins, weather 
reports, sports scores and other 
information at the bottom of 
viewers' screens. Stations which 
recently purchased the unit in-
clude WJXT-TV Jacksonville, 
Fla., KCRL-TV Reno, Nev., KIII-
,TV Corpus Christi, Tex., KATV-
TV Little Rock, Ark., WSB-TV 
Atlanta, Ga., and WCYB-TV Blue-
field, W. Va. The system is man-
ufactured by Q-Tv, Inc., N.Y.C. 

TBM-4500A FM STEREO MONITOR 

ONE SWITCH 
Operators like our TBM-4500A FM Stereo monitor. 
One reason is the hard-working left hand switch 
used for all metering functions — RF level, pilot 
injection, left and right modulation, L R, L — R, 
phase angle, 38 kHz carrier suppression and AM 
and FM signal-to-noise ratios. Order yours today, 
or write for literature. 

McMartin 
Marketing Manager, Broadcast 

McMartin Industries, Inc. 
605 North 13th Street 

Omaha, Nebraska 68102 

 I \  
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TBM-4500A FM STEREO MONITOR 

THREE METERS 
One reason McMartin sells so many TBM-4500A 
FM stereo monitors is that the design helps the 
operator do his job easier, faster, better. With three 
meters left, right and TOTAL modulation can be 
read simultaneously. FM stations all over the world 
are ordering McMartin stereo monitors. Order yours 
today, or write for literature. 

McMartin 
Marketing Manager, Broadcast 

McMartin Industries, Inc. 
605 North 13th Street 

Omaha, Nebraska 68102 
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Why the g fuss 
over such a iny item, 

when Blonder ngue offers 
such a co TV line? 

AMPLIFIERS like the new Courier, Transporter, 
Dispatcher solid-state trunk-line 1,-,odels. 

DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT— 
Most complete MATV line available. 

CCTV CAMERAS AND CONSOLES 
for local origination by CATV operators. 

TEST EQUIPMENT—Only line designed specifically for CATV. 

The same meticulous attention to detail, the same engineer-
ing know-how goes into the popular Stinger pressure taps, 
that goes into each and every advance-engineered electronic 
product in the Blonder-Tongue CATV line. One source for all 
your needs—from head-end to TV set terminals. One source 
dedicated to providing equipment that brings the best signal 
to each of your customers. Look to Blonder-Tongue as your 
complete CATV source in 1967. 

BLONDER-TONGUE 
9 Ailing Street, Newark, New Jersey 07102 

home TV accessories • closed circuit TV • 
community TV • UHF converters • master TV 
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INTERPRETING THE 
IFICICRULES & 

REGULATIO\S 

Fines And Forfeitures - 600% Since 1964 

All licensees should be aware of the pertinent 
portions of the Rules concerning their liability 
for fines and forfeitures. As adopted on Feb-
ruary 2, 1961, Section 10.503 ( b) ( 1) ( E) reads 
as follows: 

64 . . . shall forfeit to the United States a sum 
not to exceed $1,000. Each day during which 
such violations occur shall constitute a separate 
offense. Such forfeitures shall be in addition to 
any other penalty provided by this act." 

. (3) No forfeiture liability under para-
graph ( 1) of this subsection ( b) shall attach 
for any violation occurring more than one year 
prior to the date of issuance of the notice of 
apparent liability and in no event shall the for-
feiture imposed for the acts or ommissions set 
forth in any notice of apparent liability exceed 
$10,000." (Emphasis supplied.) 

In other words, the Commission is impowered 
to impose a maximum fine of $1,000 per day for 
each violation! However, the total amount of 
fines assessed, no matter how numerous, cannot 
exceed $10,000. (Of course, the Commission's 
power does not end here; it still retains its long-
standing authority to designate a license for 
hearing.) 

The Preview Issue (Dec. 1964) contained an 
article entitled, "FCC Fines Are Beginning to 
Pinch." Set forth therein was the prediction: "It 
is clear that the use of forfeitures and fines, as 
the Commission's primary lever against viola-
tors, will become more prevalent and painful in 
the years to come. Many broadcasters have al-
ready felt the poignant sting of this four-year-
old Commission tool, but many more remain 
vulnerable targets by ignoring or overlooking 
the Commission's policing." 

Increase Of Forfeiture Proceedings 

An analysis of the number of forfeiture pro-
ceedings instituted during the fiscal years 1964, 
1965, and 1966, as reported in the Commission's 
Annual Reports, discloses that there has been an 
upsurge in the incidents of fines levied on 
licensees. In 1964, notices of apparent liability 
were issued to 13 stations. Examples of the most 
salient consisted of: ( 1) $2,500 for unauthorized 
assignments and transfers; (2) $500 for viola-
tion of operating log requirements; (3) $250 
for failure to make sponsorship identification of 
paid-for advertising; (4) $1,000 for failure to 
file time broker contract; and (5) $250 for 
failure to give sponsorship identification of 
teaser announcements. During the same year, 

forfeitures were ordered for 15 stations which 
had responded to previous notices of apparent 
liability, including: ( 1) $1,000 for failure to 
identify sponsorship; ( 2) $1,000 for equipment 
and other rule violations; (3) $3,500 for viola-
tion of operator requirement rule; (4) $500 for 
violation of logging requirements rules; and (5) 
$500 for violation of operating hours. 
During fiscal year 1965, Notices of Apparent 

Liability were issued to 38 stations (compared 
to 13 such notices in fiscal 1964). The great 
majority involved AM stations. Of the 1965 
total, 19 paid the amounts set forth in the 
notice, five responded and were permitted to 
pay lesser amounts, and one was later relieved 
of liability. 
The amount of the forfeitures varied with 

the number and seriousness of the violations. 
The largest order during 1965 was $8,000 for 
lack of control over program content. Other 
fines assessed over $1,000 included: ( 1) $5,000 
for violation of logging and sponsorship identi-
fication rules; (2) $1,000 for violation of first-
class operator rule; (3) $4,000 for failure to 
originate the majority of its programs from its 
main studio; and (4) $1,500 for failure to re-
duce power at night as required by its license 
and operation without a licensed operator on 
duty. 

Other violations leading to forfeitures in-
- eluded numerous instances of failure to employ 

first-class operators to the extent required by 
the rules ($500—$1,000) and other violations of 
the operator rule; several unauthorized assign-
ments of license or transfers of control ($500— 
$1,000) ; operating nondirectionally at night 
and by remote control without authority 
($1,000) ; operating changes of facilities with-
out prior program test authority ($100) ; fail-
ure to keep maintenance logs ($500) ; broad-
casting advertisements involving a lottery 
($350) ; rebroadcast without the originating sta-
tion's consent ($100) ; failure to maintain modu-
lation within tolerance ($250 or $500) ; failure 
to make required filing of time-brokerage con-
tracts ($500) ; and failure to make a required 
sponsorship announcement in connection with a 
political broadcast ($1,000). A total of $34,150 
in forfeitures was paid by stations during this 
fiscal year. 

1966—A Banner Year For Fines 

Fiscal year 1966 was marked by considerably 
greater use of the forfeiture penalty than at any 
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New from TeleMation 

VIDEO PROCESSORS 
MODEL TMV 501 SERIES 
Ideal for broadcast and ETV facilities... 
wherever video distribution requires isolation, 
level adjustment, sync stretch or improvement. _ 

.4t 

• . 
À. • 
-.e. 

TMV-501 A Direct retrofit video processor for use with 
Ampex VR-660 recorders. Supplied mounted on replacement 
end panel grille. Simple internal wiring and installation. 
May also be used with external equipment and for record 
input. Power supplied from VR-660. 

TMV-501 P Line-powered and self-contained. Ultra-compact 
for difficult mounting 
requirements. 81/2" w 
x 71/2 " d x 134" h. 

TMV-501 PR 
Standard 19" rack 
mounting version. 
Line - powered and 
requires only 
134" rack 
space. 

U.« 

FeldreleMee• 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The TMV-501 processors offer a low-cost solution to the 
problem of sync degradation encountered in tape recording 
and playback. Sync pulses are completely reshaped to 
comply with RS- 170 standards. Adjustable clip level 
eliminates problems encountered with dropouts or 
switching transients when dubbing. Provides necessary 
sync stretch when used with 2500 MHz transmitters. 
Three video outputs with sync optional on each; also 
provides 4V. sync output into 75 ohms, or can be used 
as a sync adding amplifier. Looping input on AC models. 

For detailed specifications on these new processors 
call or write: 

TELEMATION, INC. 
Dept. TMV 
2275 South West Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
Telephone (801) 486-7564 

previous time since the Congress gave the Com-
mission this authority in 1960. A total of 78 
notices of apparent liability—up from 38 in 1965 
and 13 in 1964—were issued during the fiscal 
period, representing apparent fines of $83,125. 

Thirty-one final forfeiture orders were issued 
for amounts totaling $39,050. Twenty licensees 
elected to pay forfeitures totaling $8,875 with-
out waiting for issuance of a final order. (As 
the reader may know, all forfeitures are pay-
able to the U.S. Treasury, not to the FCC.) 
Among the most common violations leading 

to issuance of liability notices were operation 
without a properly licensed operator, violation 
of logging requirements, failure to broadcast 
identification of the sponsors of sponsored pro-
grams or announcements, failure to file own-
ership or financial reports, broadcast of lottery 
information, excessive deviation from assigned 
frequency, failure to give proper station identi-
fication, unauthorized transfer of control, fail-
ure to maintain tower lights, broadcast with 
excessive power, and rebroadcast of programs of 
another station without obtaining authority of 
the originating station. 

The 1960 Fine Amendment Reviewed 

The 1960 Amendment to the Communications 
Act ( P.L. 86-752, approved 9-13-60) permits the 
Commission to assess fines upon licensees for 
"willful and repeated" violations of the Commis-
sions' Rules or of the Act. Nearly all violations 
are assummed to be "willful." Why? All licen-
sees, and their staff and agents, are expected to 
know the rules; ignorance is no excuse. "Re-
peated" has been held to be any violation occur-
ring more than once. Thus, the statutory man-
date that fines be "willful and repeated" offers 
little or no solace for licensees. 

Factors Determining the Size of the Fine 

How does the Commission determine the size 
of the fine? Three of the most important 
criteria are: ( 1) the importance of the station 
in its market; (2) the financial condition of 
the station; and (3) the past broadcast record 
of the licensee, including the number of prior 
offenses. 

Forfeitures Levied on Late Filed Renewals 

On December, 2, 1965, the Commission an-
nounced that, beginning with the license re-
newal applications due to be filed by March 1, 
1966, the Broadcast Bureau (would bring to its 
attention all instances in which broadcast licen-
sees fail to make timely filing of their license 
renewal applications in accordance with the 
Commission's Rules. 
Except in cases where delay is found to be 

justified, the Commission levies forfeitures for 
late filing. 

Thereafter, the Commission developed a more 
comprehensive and precise policy with respect 
to late renewal applications. On March 15, 1966, 
a Commission Release notified all licensees as 
follows: 

"Licensees are put on notice that it is the 
experience of the Commission that receipt by 
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Lease is a word very much in our vocabulary. Our lease plan has been very enthusi-
astically received by the broadcast industry. *Lease this system for approximately $99 a 
week or lease other Schafer Systems for less than $65 per week. All Schafer Systems are 

capable of expansion. As our leasing customer you have the option of purchasing this system 
at any time during the lease with a portion of the monthly lease payment applying toward 

the purchase price. No matter whether you buy or lease a Schafer Automation System for 

your station satisfaction is guaranteed. As a Schafer customer you are eligible to subscribe 
to the all-new, superior Schafer Taped Music Library for only $99 per month. 

schafer 
Schafer Electronics • 9119 De Soto Avenue • Chatsworth, California 91311 • Telephone (213) 882-2000 
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1 All About CATV Planning, 
Installing, Financing, Pro-

moting, Selling & Local 

Program Origination  

CATV 
Operator's 
Handbook 

SAVE $2.00 

on this Special 

Prepub Offer! 

41 BRAND NEW 

• 160 PAGES 

• OVER 100 
ILLUS. 

41 20 CHAPTERS 

48 UP-TO-DATE 

• COMPLETE 

41 ONLY $5.95 

HERE it is—a brand-new, practical guidebook to all phases 
of CATV. This brand-new volume—due January 15th, 1967 

—is truly an invaluable book which will serve as a handy 
reference for every present and prospective CATV owner, man-
ager and engineer. 

"CATV Operator's Handbook" completely covers all aspects 
of the subject from obtaining a franchise, to financing and 
planning a new system, through installing a plant, promotion, 
selling hookups, to the very latest topics such as local pro-
gram origination. A handy compilation of CATV data that puts 
the information you need right at your fingertips. 

Long needed, this new volume will be worth its cost many 
times over to anyone involved in CATV. Contains tested and 
proven data—adapted from material published in BM/E— 
information essential for practical day-to-day operations as 
well as for reference. 

"CATV Operator's Handbook" is published to sell at $7.95. 
Through February 30, 1967, however, the Special Prepublica-
tion price of only $5.95 prevails. Order at our risk for 
10-day FREE examination. Send no money! Simply fill in and 
mail NO-RISK coupon below to receive your own copy of this 
helpful volume. 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: 2 to 4 copies—only $5.45 each; 5 to 9 copies 

—only $5.20 each; 10 copies and over—only $4.95 each. 

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET 

• CATV in 10 Proven Steps 

• A Closer Look at CATV 

• Putting the "Community" in CATV 

• What's the Pattern for Success? 

• Community TV-14 Years of 
Service 

• Major Market CATV City 

• Obtaining a CATV Franchise 

• Cable Poles—Lease or Install? 

• Planning Cash Requirements 

• Appraising an Existing System 

• Updating Yesterday's System 

• Promotion on a " Profit Plan" 

• Promoting & Selling Cable 
Service 

• Adding an Information Channel 

• Adding FM to Cable Systems 

• Automation in CATV Systems 

• Automation Solves New Problems 

• Planning an Antenna System 

• Beyond the Horizon Reception 

• Loral Program Origination 

PUBLISHER'S 
GUARANTEE 

Put the information 
this book to work 

for you for 10 days 
If it doesn't prove 
to be worth several 
times its cost, return 
it and we'll cancel 
invoice. 

NO RISK COUPON— MAIL TODAY 

TAB Books, Drawer D, Thurmont, Md, 21788 

Please send me  Conies of "CATV 
OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK" at the special 
prepublication price of only $5.95 ( regular 
price $7.95) I enclose $   

D Please invoice on 10-day FREE trial 

Name   

Company   

Achltess   

City  State  Zip. 
BC17 

the Commission of renewal applications at 
sometime less than 90 days prior to expira-
tion of the station license does not provide 
adequate time for a complete review of sueh 
applications and frequently results in de-
ferral of action and the consequent delay in 
issuance of a renewal until sometime after 
expiration of the current license. Additionally, 
Section 309 (b) of the Communications Act 
provides that the Commission may not grant 
any renewal application until at least 30 days 
have elapsed after issuance of a public notice 
by the Commission that such application has 
been accepted for filing." (Emphasis sup-
plied.) 
Subsequently, on June 24, 1966, the Commis-

sion issued a forfeiture schedule for those 
licensees filing late renewal application, as fol-
lows: 

(1) $25 for the first through the 15th day, 
(2) $100 from the 16th through the 60th 

day, and 
(3) $200 from the 61st through the 90th 

day. 

Commission Delegates Authority to Issue Fines 

In 1966, the Commission effected an amend-
ment (x) to Section 0.281 of the Commission's 
Rules. This subparagraph delegated authority 
to the Chief of the Broadcast Bureau as fol-
lows: 

"to issue Notices of Apparent Liability in 
amounts not in excess of $250 under Section 
503 (b) of the Communications Act, . 
Thus, fines not exceeding $250 may be issued 
by the Commission staff without Commission 
approval. 

Prior to this delegation of authority, each 
fine was reviewed by the Commissioners. They 
considered the merits and amount of the fine. 
The Commission was proceeding cautiously in 
this area. When the 1960 Fine Amendment was 
adopted, there was a dormant anxiety that the 
authority to fine, if placed in the hands of 
the Commission's staff, might be abused. This 
concern was rekindled in 1966, when the Com-
mission gave the Broadcast Bureau authority 
to levy fines of $250 or less without seeking 
approval of the Commissioners. 

Despite the problems inherent in the dele-
gated authority to fine, the Commission has 
found its workload too great to accord in-
dividual attention by the Commissioners to 
each fine. The number of violations and viola-
tors make such treatment implausible. In actual 
practice, the decision has worked out reason-
ably well. 

To Avoid Fines By Delegated Authority and 
Delay Payment 

It must be noted, however, that the licensee 
has not lost access to decision by the Commis-
sioners. For example, if a licensee receives a 
notice of apparent liability of $100 for a cer-
tain violation, he can delay his response for a 
few weeks and file a letter barely within the 
1;0-day limit, explaining the surrounding circum-
stances and requesting that the liability either 
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All Collins transmitters could be sold for less. 
• Corners could be cut on transformers (narrowing safety 
margins for continuous operation). 
• Less shielding could be used against spurious radiation 
(sacrificing some degree of stability). 

• Standards on components. wiring, cabling and switches 
could be lowered. 
• Collins' rigid testing could be bypassed. 
• Meeting proper load conditions could be left to luck. 

• Money devoted to research and development could be 
saved. 

• Collins' 2-year warranty could be cut to the I - year period 
of other manufacturers. 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / DALLAS, TEXAS • 

All these compromises could lower the price — as well as 
the quality, performance and reliability of the product — 
about 20%. But then Collins transmitters wouldn't be known 

for their careful engineering, conservatively-rated compo-
nents, and precision manufacturing techniques. 

Collins gives the broadcaster a discount in the form of 
quality and service. And that's worth a lot more than 20%. 

For technical information on any FM transmitter ranging 
from 250w to 20kw, contact Collins Radio Company, Broad-

cast Communication Division, Dallas, Texas. Area Code 
214, AD 5-9511. 

COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL 

t uir eede‘ 

COLLINS 
\ staiimeloymel  

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA • TORONTO. ONTARIO 
Bangkok • Beirut • Frankfurt • Hong Kong • Kuala Lumpur • Los Angeles • London • Melbourne • Mexico City • New York • Paris • Rome • Washington • Wi•Ilingtpn 
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ElIVIAC 
Power Tube 
Applications 
Engineering 
Opportunities 
Openings exist for qualified engineers to 
fill power tube marketing and 
applications engineering positions in 
the San Francisco Bay Area. 

Positions require: 
• 3-5 years experience in power tube 
engineering, electronic or radio 
equipment design, or broadcast 
engineering, and a desire to enter 
marketing at a high technical level. 

▪ BSEE or equivalent degree. 

IM Sound technical background. 

Responsibilities: 
• Customer technical assistance with 
equipment design. 

B Liaison between EIMAC and customer 
engineering staffs. 

• New product planning and 
development of marketing programs. 

Ill Technical and commercial support of 
field sales force. 

• Negotiation of product requirements 
and specifications. 

IN Some travel in U.S. and Canada. 

We feel that providing customers with 
applications engineering assistance, 
service, and personal attention is the best 
way to market our quality power grid 
tube products. 

For further information call 

Dick Reidburn (415) 592-1221 
or send resume in confidence 

®varian 

EIMAC 
301 Industrial Way, Department E 
San Carlos, California 94070 
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M & F 

be waived or reduced substantially. When such 
a response is received by the staff, they for-
ward it for consideration by the Commissioners. 
Because the Commission is understaffed, and 
therefore literally deluged with work, it will 
take a few weeks before they reply. 
At that point, approximately 45 days has 

lapsed since the issue of the forfeiture notice. 
Assuming the Commission's action upon your 
letter-request is unfavorable (either a denial or 
inadequate reduction in the amount of the 
fine), you may file a request for reconsidera-
tion. You have an additional 30 days (from 
receipt of the Commission's action on your 
initial request) to do this. By utilizing this 
second 30-day period, you have legally post-
poned payment approximately 75 days. 
By the time the Commission acts upon your 

request for reconsideration, approximately 90 
days will have elapsed. At that point, you have 
an additional 30 days to make payment. There-
fore, when you finally make payment, approxi-
mately 120 days will have elapsed. 

While the advantages of ( 1) obtaining a rul-
ing by the Commissioners (as opposed to the 
staff), and (2) delaying payment for four or 
more months appear obvious, there are disad-
vantages. First, it is time-consuming, trouble-
some, and if your lawyer assists, costly. Second, 
it focuses staff attention upon you and your 
violation; as a "contested" fine, more records 
will be made and kept on the case; and adverse 
publicity, in the trade press, may result. Third, 
in the vast majority of cases, you will not 
induce the Commission to overrule the staff's 
recommendation. Your initial request and your 
subsequent plea for reconsideration, in most 
cases, merely postpones the inevitable. 

Courts Reverse FCC Forfeiture Rulings 

On the other hand, if your have the funds 
and proclivity to "wage war" with the Commis-
sion over a fine, you may take the case to court. 
You are entitled to a trial de novo (based on 
the original merits of the case) in the Federal 
District Court where your station is located. 

In two recent cases, decided in January and 
April 1966, (United States v. Hubbard Broad-
casting, Inc., 6 RR 2nd 2069 and United States 
v. WHAS, Inc., 7 RR 2d 2055) the licensees 
were victorious. The fines were set aside be-
cause the Court did not agree that the viola-
tions were "willful and repeated." Encouraging 
as the precedents are, few licensees are willing 
to incur the legal and other expenses necessary 
to take a fine case that far. 

In most cases, the disadvantages of request-
ing a reduction or cancellation of a fine out-
weigh the advantages. However, there are cases 
wherein the licensee's reasons may well result in 
favorable action on such a request. 
Arnold Toynbee once observed, "You can't 

adjust life to law; you must adjust law to 
life." While his wisdom may serve to admonish 
federal lawmakers (and rulemakers) to pro-
ceed with caution, it is of small solace to the 
broadcast licensee. In fact, quite the contrary 
appears applicable; in this instance, the licensee 
is well advised to adjust his life to the law 
and the ever-changing Commission Rules. • 
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Don Ellington has a stubborn streak. Try to set up a shipping schedule 
on an upcoming Memorex video tape product before Don has given it his okay. 

Can't be done Not with any number of previous approvals — from lab performance trials, field tests 
or production line checks. Don's job is to make sure, beyond all doubt, that when you 

screen a reel of a new Memorex video tape, it will look as good on the 
monitor as it does on paper. It's no job for a yes-man. 

MEMORFX 
Precision Magnetic Products 

Santa Clara, Cal.f. Bran,h Offices , n Boston, New York. P.rdadelph a. Washington. Atlanta, Ofiando. Dayton. Ch.cago. Oetriit. S . Lou s. Da tes. Der. Los Angeles. San Francisco. Honolulu. 

Offices and Aff.fiates . n London, Cologne, and Pa. s. D st . outors. Japan, Canada, nia. Austrafia. and IJne Zea.nC. 



If longer lengths of 
CATV cable can 
simplify your installation, 
save you money on splices, 
improve system performance, 
reduce system maintenance— 

call us. 

Right now, only ITT can supply you with 
75-ohm aluminum-sheathed CATV cable in 
extra- long lengths. Or in any short length 
you like, in .412", 1/2", or 3/4" diameters. 
Each length is guaranteed to deliver a 
minimum of 26 db structural return loss 
across all channels from 2 through 13, 
and that guarantee is backed up by a 
verified test report with each reel. 

Another big difference in ITT's cable is 

the TIG welding of our pressure-sealed 
sheath. TIG welding delivers a homoge-
neous, high- burst-strength seam; free of 
the leak- likely pinholes and distortion-
producing internal bead that are char-

acteristic of r-f welding. Add to this ITT's 
moisture-proof, controlled-foam polyethylene 
dielectric and you're assured of stable, pre-

dictable performance. 

These cables are available also with 
impervious polyethylene jacket for 
underground use or for corrosive atmos-
pheres; and polyethylene jacket with steel 

messenger for overhead suspension. 

Delivery of any type, in long lengths from 

stock. 
For information on ITT semiflexible 
coaxial cables write: ITT Wire and Cable 
Division, International Telephone and 

Telegraph Corp., Clinton, Mass. 01510 

Iwire and cable division 
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Directional TV Patterns 
With Disc-Rod Antennas 

A space communication type antenna finds TV broadcast application 

by R. D. Bogner 
DIRECTIONAL TV BROADCAST antennas are being 
used in many localities as an economical means 
of reaching specific population centers from 
advantageous transmitter locations; the basic 
concept is by no means new. However, the ap-
plicant for Channel 11, assigned to Nogales, 
Ariz., faced an unusual coverage problem. A 
very definite null was required. 
The Nogales applicant desired to transmit 

from a high location in the mountains between 
Nogales and Tucson, the only practical means 
—using reasonable power—of providing good 
coverage to the entire area. This location, how-
ever, placed the transmitter within a few miles 
of the Smithsonian Radio Observatory, which 
requires protection to a very low signal level. 
Moreover, the angular separation between No-
gales and the Observatory was as small as 30°, 
depending on the exact location chosen. An ad-
ditional complication, not usually encountered, 

Mr. Bogner is Pres. & Technical Director, Bog-
ner Antenna Systems, Corp., Valley Stream, 
N.Y. 

was that the antenna would be located in a 
National Forest. In granting permission, the 
U.S. Forest Service limited the actual site to a 
hidden one which would not be visually objec-
tionable to visitors. To meet the requirements, 
the antenna had to be capable of providing 
a very deep, stable and controllable null in the 
radiation pattern, a small angular distance from 
a peak or lobe. In addition, it was very desirable 
that another lobe be placed north toward 
Tucson, that the level toward the west be main-
tained near 10 dB below the lobe, and that the 
signal level toward the Santa Rita mountains be 
kept generally low to minimize reflections and 
multipath. A simple means of adjusting relative 
lobe and null angles was very desirable, since 
the exact location might be subject to change. 

Investigation by Walter Stiles, Tucson, Ariz., 
KZAZ project manager and engineering con-
sultant, indicated that the several antenna 
types in general TV broadcast use would re-
quire somewhat costly modifications—in some 
cases, at least—to develop a sufficiently narrow 
azimuth beam in which a deep, wide, broadband 
null could exist as close as 30° to a major lobe. 

Fig. 1. Typical disc-rod end-fire antenna used in military and space applications (200 MHz). 
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Fig. 2. KZAZ horizontal plane radiation pattern. 

Fig. 3. KZAZ antenna used to 
develop pattern tests. 

Fig. 4. Horizontal plane radi-
ation pattern designed for 
Channel 64 (WVIR-TV) Char-
lottesville, Va. 

Fig. 5. City, A, and B Grade contours 
of Charlottesville. 
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Application of the "Disc Rod" 

Up to this time, the disc-rod end-fire antenna 
and similar arrays had seen much use in mili-
tary and space applications because they pos-
sessed certain desirable properties, including 
high gain over a broadband, high efficiency, ex-
cellent pattern control, and polarization flexi-
bility. Because many of these antennas, such 
as the one shown in Fig. 1, operated in the 
200 MHz range, existing designs were readily 
adapted to broadcast use. Mr. Stiles suggested 
that this be tried for KZAZ. 
The antenna constructed for Nogales con-

sists of 6 disc-rod sections; arrays of two each 
point south toward Nogales and north toward 
Tucson, and one each points west and east, re-
spectively. The last section is used as a trimmer 
to maintain the null depth toward the Mt. Hop-
kins Smithsonian Observatory. Fig. 2 is a hori-
zontal plane radiation pattern showing the deep 
null toward Mt. Hopkins and the low 
level toward the mountains as well as the lobes 
toward Nogales and Tucson. The azimuth power 
gain is around 5, so that an elevation gain of 
only about 3 is required to provide 150 kW 
ERP using a 10-kW transmitter. Therefore, a 
16-ft. high antenna is adequate. The signal level 
toward Mt. Hopkins is more than 46 dB below 
peak radiation so that less than 4 mV/m is 
received at the observatory 2-1/2  miles distant. 
Fig. 3 shows the KZAZ antenna during pattern 
tests. 

Two Nulls Required in Virginia 

At about the same time that the KZAZ appli-
cant was searching for a solution to his prob-
lem, a similar—but in some ways more severe— 
requirement was faced by the Channel 64 ap-
plicant in Charlottesville, Va. FCC regulations 
require that any station in that area protect 
both the National Radio Astronomy Observa-

Fig. 6. Horizontal plane radiation 
pattern designed for proposed Asbury 
Park, N.J. UHF station. 

Disc-Rod Antenna Characteristics 

The disc-rod end-fire antenna may be regarded, by way 
of analogy, as similar in operation to the more familiar 
yagi with discs instead of thin-rod parasitic directors. 
Like the yagi, the antenna is used in conjunction with a 
driver such as a dipole or loop located at the non-
radiating end. Polarization of the radiated signal has in 
all cases the same polarization as that of the driver, 
and the radiation peak is along the disc-rod axis. 

Unlike the yagi, however, the disc rod has high gain 
and directivity over a large frequency band, and ex-
hibits this gain for any driver polarization, including 
simultaneous vertical and horizontal, and circular. A 
large variety of radiation patterns can be obtained easily 
by adjusting disc spacing and diameter; also, the broad 
bandwidth and low Q render it insensitive to environ-
mental changes caused by dirt, ice, snow, etc. Arrays 
of disc-rod antennas have seen considerable use in ap-
plications ranging from very high gain pencil beams to 
omnidirectional patterns. 

tory (NRAO) at Green Bank, W. Va., and the 
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) station at 
Sugar Grove, W. Va. To provide broad area cov-
erage, the applicant had, like KZAZ, chosen a 
central mountain site which could see Char-
lottesville to the east, Waynesboro and Staun-
ton to the west, and Harrisonburg to the north. 

Overall protection requirements here were 
more severe. First, two deep nulls were required, 
about 20° apart. Second, no advantage could 
be taken of elevation directivity, since the ob-
servatories were a long distance away and al-
most on the horizon. Third, the city of Staunton 
is only about 10° off the line-of-sight path to 
Green Bank. Fourth, levels as low as 1 mV/m 
were the maximum tolerable at Sugar Grove, 
requiring nulls in the order of 50 dB. However, 
at the higher uhf frequencies the disc-rod 
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Fig. 7. City grade coverage of Asbury Park station, 
showing a comparison of directional and omnidirec-
tional disc-rod antenna. 
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Fig. 8. Element configuration of As-
bury Park antenna. 

Fig. 9. Close-up of elements in Fig 8, left. Parasitic element used to achieve 
pattern in Fig. 6, right. 

could provide very narrow azimuth beams with 
reasonable antenna size, and the radiation pat-
tern of Fig. 4 was developed to meet the re-
quirement. The resulting city, A, and B grade 
coverage contours are shown in Fig. 5, using 
a 1-kW transmitter to achieve about a 20 kW 
ERP major lobe. 
During the course of the disc-rod design ef-

fort for Nogales and Charlottesville, certain 
other characteristics were observed which ap-
peared to have broadcast applicability. One is 
the ease of adding vertical polarization to each 
bay while maintaining the pattern. Considera-
tion is now being given to a request for ex-
perimental use of this feature to determine if 
any coverage improvement results, including 
variation to circular polarization during part of 
the test. This can be done simply by changing 
the relative exciter phase at each disc- rod base. 
A second characteristic is the ability to achieve 
high azimuth gain in a simple manner. A num-
ber of specific sites were analyzed in detail. 
and in a large percentage of cases either a sub-
stantial coverage improvement for the same an-
tenna and transmitter size, or a large size re-
duction for the same coverage, resulted from use 
of high azimuth gain. 

One Major Lobe For Asbury Park 

One such case for which, in addition to anal-
ysis, operating full scale antennas were built 
and tested was for a proposed uhf station in 
Asbury Park, N.J., from which it was also de-
sired to coser New York City. Fig. 6 shows the 
azimuth radiation pattern and Fig. 7 a map 
of city grade (80 dBu) coverage, comparing 
a directional and an omnidirectional disc-rod 
antenna. For both cases, all parameters were 
assumed to be the same, except azimuth directiv-
ity, to allow a meaningful comparison. The disc-
rod provides the maximum allowable 5 mega-
watts ERP compared to 10 dB less, or 500 kW 
for the ornai, both using a 33-ft. antenna length 
and 25-kW transmitter, 80% line efficiency, a 
500' AAT tower, 5% null fill, and 1° down 
tilt. The coverage difference results entirely 

from the fact that the directive antenna has a 
power gain of 8-1/3 in azimuth and 30 in eleva-
tion or 8-1/3 x 30 = 250 = 24.0 dB, while the 
onmi has a gain of 1 x 25 = 14.0 dB. This vir-
tually "no cost" difference in this case more 
than doubles the population ( 12 million com-
pared to 5 million) in the city grade contour 
alone, without violating the FCC 15 dB deepest 
null rule. For additional comparison, other pres-
ently-used directional antennas would have dif-
ficulty achieving even a 2 megawatt ERP under 
this same set of conditions, and, therefore, re-
quire more than twice the power (over 50 kW) 
or more than twice the antenna length (over 
66') to provide 5 megawatts. 
The antenna used to achieve this was con-

structed basically as shown in Figs. 8 and 9a 
and then modified as in Fig. 9b at each bay. 
The antenna shown in Figs. 8 and 9a is omni-
directional within ± 1 dB; the normal deep 
"tower shadow" nulls opposite a V or slot are 
filled by the pair of disc rods at each bay (in 
this case a V is used on an 18" triangular 
tower). The pattern of each bay is then further 
shaped by additional parasitic disc rods, as 
shown in Fig. 9b, to simply achieve the pattern 
of Fig. 6. For both the nondirective and the 
directive cases, the antenna consists of a stan-
dard tower section with a V and a few parasitic 
disc-rods mounted on it at each bay. Such con-
struction is inherently inexpensive since the ba-
sic load-carrying structure can in every case be 
a stock size and shape tower, adapted to meet 
the required patterns by disc-rod adjustment 
only. The antenna shown in Fig. 8 is only 8-1/4' 
long, and is one of four such sections planned 
to form the 33' total antenna height (length). 
The vswr was 1.08 maximum over the band, 
power handling 2 kW per bay, or 32 kW total 
for this design. 
The situations discussed here were indeed 

difficult. However, it appears that this antenna 
type may be applicable in many cases where 
deep pattern nulls are required, or special pat-
tern nulls are required, or special pattern shap-
ing or high azimuth gain at reasonable cost is 
advantageous. • 
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Interference to and from 
existing stations must be de-
termined before applying for 
night-time operation. Here 
are the basics. 

By John H. Bottison 

USING THE FCC'S ground-wave 
contour graphs it is compara-
tively easy to calculate daytime 
coverage. Most station engi-
neers can make a pretty good 
stab at it after a few tries, but 
when it comes to determining 
nighttime contours it appears 
that many shy away. Admittedly, 
nighttime contour computations 
are usually more complicated, 
however, there is no reason why 
any competent engineer can't 
perform his own if he is armed 
with an understanding of the 
principles involved. 

Daytime Vs Nighttime 

Let's consider the differ-
ences: In the daytime, we have 
to consider only coverage—and 
interference — produced by 
ground-wave signals. The usual 
service contour is the 0.5mV/m 
pattern; the 0.025 mV/m con-
tour is considered to represent 
interference if it invades the 
normal service area of a co-
channel station. This, however, 
gives us a 20:1 ratio of desired 
to undesired signals. Only the 
radiated signal that travels 
along the surface, affected by 
earth conductivity, has to be 
computed. Ignoring frequency 
effects, ground-wave attenua-
tion is controlled by the ground 
conductivity. In the daytime we 
also have to consider adjacent-
channel as well as co-channel 
interference. At night it is most 
unusual for adjacent-channel in-
terference to be troublesome at 
a distance. 
Nighttime coverage is com-

puted by using the same ground-
wave coverage charts, but the 
all important interference con-
tours are computed by use of 
the sky-wave curves. And here 
is where the problems seem to 
arise. We'll assume familiarity 
with the phenomenom of iono-
spheric radio-wave reflection 
and the sky-wave effect thus 

Mr. Battison is a consulting en-
gineer based at Annapolis, Md. 

produced. Fig. 1 contains a geo-
metric sketch of this effect. The 
distance between the trans-
mitter and the distant point de-
termines the critical reflection 
angle. Section 73.185 of the 
FCC rules spells out how these 
curves are used. However, a 
practical demonstration of the 
method of pr' -,entation may help 
the reader ta hotter understand 
their application. The following 
example is taken from an actual 
FCC application. 

Fig. 2 is a reproduction of an 
engineering exhibit showing 
how the interfering sky-wave 
signal is computed and the cal-
culations presented. It should be 
noted that while it is not essen-
tial to present the data in the 
manner shown, it is much pre-
ferred by FCC engineers and is 
the most practical layout known 
to the author. Basic station data 
is entered on the form and dis-
tances to pertinent stations 
measured and entered on Line 1. 
The midpoint latitude is then 
computed by determing the lati-
tude at the transmitter site and 
also at the station to be pro-
tected. The Commission's in-
structions tell you to use 35°N 
if the path at midpoint is be-
tween 35°N and 50°N, and 50°N 
if it is above 50°N. 

In the case of WEAV, our dis-
tance is 355 miles and we use 
35°N as the midpoint latitude; 
azimuth angle is 31°. This data 
is entered on Lines 1, 2, and 3. 
We now look at our directional 
pattern and see that ground-
wave radiation is 30. This is en-
tered on Line 4. Line 5 calls 
for the minimum and maximum 
vertical field intensities in the 
direction of WEAV. This infor-
mation is obtained from the 
graph in Fig. 3. Curves 2 and 3 
(broken lines) can be ignored; 
curve 1 is used only if 50% sig-
nals are being computed. In our 
case we are interested only in 
the 10% signal because we 
are looking at a regional, or 
Class III station. (Class II sta-
tions will be covered later; 
Class IV stations have a special 
simplified system). Therefore, 
we use curves 4 and 5. At 355 
miles on the horizontal scale we 
go up the e vertical scale until 
we hit curve 5 (lower angle) 
and then curve 4 ( upper angle). 
At the distance involved our sig-
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Fig. 2. Engineering exhibit showing how sky-wave signal is computed and 
calculations presented. 

TABLE I. Computing RSS interference limits on proposed contours. 
Limit Imposed on 

Station Proposed Signal Limit Squared Running RSS 
WBOC 7.31 53.5 .... 
WDBT 4.12 17.0 

Total 70.5 • 8.4 mv m 
Another station radiating a 3 mV/m signal in our direction would not affect our 
computations since this is less than half our 8.4 mV/m RSS, and therefore, our 
computations stop here. Suppose, however, that our new interference had been 
greater than half the running ASS (more than 4.2). In this case the new inter-
fering signal would have come into calculations and would have increased our 
night limitation. 

Data Needed To Compute Co-Channel Interference 

• For every station involved: separation in miles, latitude, power, 
Antenna data (DA or non-DA), height, pattern, and Class ( I, II, Ill, 
or IV). 

e Existing limits of all co-channel stations which might be affected 
must be determined; data must show the effect of the proposed 

operation. 
e DA vertical radiation in each pertinent direction must be computed. 
e Applicants may be required to show how RSS values of existing 

stations were computed. 

nal will have a maximum re-
flected field intensity lying be-
tween these two vertical angles. 

Because we cannot tell exactly 
what this value will be from 
time to time we take the larger, 
or maximum value and use this 
in our computation. Line 5 
shows the two values, 12° and 
21.5°. Now we need the maxi-
mum radiation between these 
angles. From the DA horizontal 
radiation pattern we compute 
vertical radiation at these 
angles (see Directional Anten-
nas BM/E June 1966), select 
the higher of the two values and 
enter it in line 6; maximum 
radiation within AO (delta 0), 
in this case is 46. 
Now we got to Fig. 4. Using 

the horizontal distance of 355 
miles, we go up until we hit 
the 35° curve (top), and read 
the sky-wave field produced_ at 
this distance by a radiation of 
100. It is 0.163 which is multi-
plied by the ratio of 100 and 
the computed 46 mV/m vertical 
radiation. This becomes: 
46/100 X P.163=75µV. 
Thus, 75FV is the anticipated 

signal produced at WEAV by the 
proposed station. To find out 
whether it will interfere with 
the service contour of WEAV, 
we must multiply 75 iLV by the 
interference ratio of 20. The 
answer is entered on line 8 (Fig 
2) as 1.5 mV/m. Therefore, 
operating as stated, the pro-
posed station will produce a sig-
nal that would limit WEAV to 
its 1.5 mV/m contour. Since 
WEAV's night service contour is 
already limited to a 8.54 mV/m 
contour by other co-channel 
stations, our signal will not 
enter into WEAV's RSS (Root 
Sum Square). This term will be 
explained later; at this point, 
let it suffice to say that our 
station will not interfere with 
WEAV. However, we do have 
to show these calculations in 
our application so that the FCC 
can verify our work. Other sta-
tions shown across the top of 
Fig. 2 can be checked in the 
same way. 

It might be noted in passing 
that the MEOV (Maximum Ex-
pected Operating Value) is al-
ways used in these calculations 
to be sure that worst interfer-
ence conditions are considered 
in the case of stations using di-
rectional antennas. If a station 
uses a non-directional antenna 
the process is the same, except 
that instead of calculating ver-
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tical radiation at a particular 
horizontal azimuth, it is com-
puted by using Fig. 5. If we 
have a 0.625 wavelength an-
tenna we use the curve on the 
right. Suppose our angle is 60°. 
Looking at the effective field 
produced at this angle we see 
that it is 30 mV/m. (This is 
read by noting the graph line 
cut by the pip of radiation for a 
0.625 antenna at 60°. Following 
this line down to the base at 
the right side we see that the 
effective field is 30 mV/m.) 
Suppose the maximum angle 
was 40'; the effective field for 
this angle is shown as only 14 
mV/m. Obviously, we use the 
value of 30 as our ratio to 100. 
It is interesting to note that 
had our distance been different, 
the maximum angle might have 
produced a higher value, 20°, 
for example, would have re-
sulted in a value of 59. 

Having determined that our 
new station will not interfere 
with any co-channel station, we 
now have to be sure that its 
coverage pattern will comply 
with FCC requirements. To do 
this we must know our night 
limit resulting from the com-
bined signals of all co-channel 
stations. The procedure is the 
same as that described pre-
viously, with a few additional 
difficulties. This involves, at the 
very least, examination of the 
co-channel horizontal radiation 
patterns and preferably their 
engineering reports to verify 
existing radiation data. Some-
times, in the case of older sta-
tions where the data has not 
changed for years, it may take 
considerable searching at the 
FCC Reference Room before the 
desired material is recovered 
from the archives. 

Once the basic data is ob-
tained, it is a comparatively 
easy matter to determine the 
limits each would impose on our 
signal. Generally, the coverage 
limit is not the result of one 
other station, but a number of 
stations, and we then have to 
add their interfering signals in 
a special manner, known as Root 
Sum Square (RSS), to deter-
mine their total effect on our 
operation. 

To find the RSS and ascer-
tain which stations enter into 
it, we proceed as follows: De-
termine the highest limiting sig-
nal value produced at the pro-
posed site and write it down. 
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Under this, tabulate the remain-
ing signals in order of decreas-
ing magnitude as shown in 
Table 1. The mathematical ef-
fects of squaring, adding, etc., 

Fig. 5. Vertical radia-
tion patterns for vari-
ous antenna heights. 

can produce some rather odd 
situations. For example, it is 
possible that a new signal can 
cause others to drop out of the 

(Continued on page 64) 
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...now No. 200 joins the 

RCA ships 200th TK-42 

"Big Tube" 
Color Camera 
No. 200 went to Kaiser Broadcasting Corporation, 

one of an order of 15, for stations in Boston, 
Philadelphia, San Francisco, Los Angeles and 
Detroit. Others have gone to similar group-owned 
stations, independent and network-owned stations, 
U.S. Government and foreign broadcasters. 
• The overwhelming preference for the 
"Big Tube" TK-42 among top stations that 
have carefully researched their color camera 
requirements has created an unprecedented 
demand. This has now stepped up production 
to such a rate that over 300 are expected 

to be in service by NAB, April 1967. 
Use of a 41/2  -inch image orthicon in the 

separate luminance channel is an exclusive 
feature. Besides improving color picture 
quality, the "big tube" assures highest quality 
pictures on black-and-white sets. 

Broadcasters everywhere who are now using the 
TK-42 tell of its superiority in producing 
consistently better color pictures—including 
ability to handle details too fine to be passed by 
the chrominance circuits. No wonder color 
pictures are getting better and better! 

For more information about the TK-42 Color Camera call your RCA Broadcast Representative. 

Or write RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J. 

e 
THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS 
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Practical Experiences 
With Dual Polarization 
Expediency often nurtures innovation. It 
has for WPFB-fm Middle, O. 

by Maurice L. Myers 

WPFB-Fret began operation in 1959 with 57,000 
watts ERP. A 10kW RCA transmitter fed an 
8-element RCA horizontal ring antenna mounted 
on a 300-foot tower. To get the fm transmission 
line across the a-m tower base, we grounded 
the cable at the tower base, providing a good 
static drain for the combined a-m-fm an-
tenna. To be sure, the fm transmission line 
could have been tuned with a capacitor. How-
ever, we concluded that a full electrical quarter-
wave section of transmission line (at the a-m 
frequency), grounded at the tower base, would 

Mr. Myers is Technical Director, WPFB a-m-fm 
Middletown, WPAY a-m-fm Portsmouth, O. and 
WSMJ Greenfield, Ind. 

give us more operational stability. 
Later more sophisticated equipment came off 

the drawing boards and we were the first sta-
tion in Ohio and surrounding states to transmit 
multiplex fm stereo, a mode of operation which 
opened the door to background music. We in-
stalled another 10-kW transmitter in 1963 and 
made provisions to switch the output of either 
transmitter to the antenna by a motor-driven 
transfer switch. 

Enter Dual Polarization 

With FCC approval of vertical polarization, 
WPFB-fm decided to investigate the use of such 
an antenna. Various methods of vertical an-
tenna mounting were considered. Discussion 
ranged between a stacked adjacent and inter-
laced vertical and horizontal element configura-
tion. We decided upon adjacent mounting of 
vertical and horizontal elements. It would not 
only allow for easier installation, but also pro-
vide the maximum height for both vertical and 
horizontal radiators. Since we had two trans-
mitters and two antennas, we further embel-
lished our project by proposing to feed each 
antenna from a separate transmitter. With the 
motor-driven transfer switch, it would be pos-
sible to switch either transmitter to either an-
tenna ( Fig. 1). Apparently this had not been 
tried before. Manufacturers and antenna sup-
pliers looked at our proposal with a jaundiced 
eye, offered no encouragement, and predicted 
everything but a satisfactory operation. We 
were not dismayed, however. Instead of the 
usual power divider mounted near the antenna 
array, we installed 8 vertical antennas adjacent 
to the 8 horizontal elements with separate trans-
mission lines running to the transfer switch. 

In our scheme of things, both transmitters 
would be fed by a common exciter. Essentially, 
both transmitters were alike — one an RCA 
BTF-10C and the other an RCA BTF-10 D1, 
using an RCA BTE-10C exciter. There was some 
question about driving both transmitters with 
one exciter without an additional I.P.A. To ob-
tain an idea of just what might be required, 
we tried driving the transmitter 4CX250B 
I.P.A.'s with just the BTE-10C exciter. For 
coupling we used a half-wave length of RG-
58U coax from each I.P.A. input. Connecting 
the other cable ends together gave us an im-
impedance of 25 ohms. Then, using a quarter-
wave section of RG-58U from the joined half-
wave sections (Fig. 2), we obtained a reason-
ably good match between the exciter and the 
two transmitter I.P.A.'s. No appreciable amount 
of retuning or reloading of the exciter or 
I.P.A.'s was necessary to obtain the usual 
amount of drive. 

After the vertical antenna transmission line 
was extended to the base of the tower, a check 
was made to determine the amount of rf en-
ergy that might be induced from the horizontal 
antenna. Using a lead pencil as an indicator, 
no noticeable amount of rf was present. With 
the transmission line connected through the 
transfer switch to the transmitter, no rf energy 

Eight horizontal radiators are mounted adjacent to 
8 vertical antennas on the tower. 
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was indicated on the power meter of the second 
transmitter. 
The second transmitter was turned on, feed-

ing power to the vertical antenna. Everything 
appeared to be working fine. At this point, 
we reached the pinnacle of our antenna proj-
ect. Arrangements were made to conduct listen-
ing tests with an average fm car receiver. 
By means of 2-way radio the test car directed 
that the transmitter for the vertical and the 
one for the horizontal be turned on or off. 
It was found that when the vertical array was 
in use, the received signal was stable while the 
car was in motion. When the horizontal array 
was in use, the received signal was stable while 
the car was in motion. When the horizontal 
was used, fast flutter was quite evident in 
low-signal areas. With both vertical and hori-
zontal arrays in use, the received signal in the 
car was definitely improved. 
To gain more insight into the characteris-

tics of our signal, we used an fm field intensity 
meter, a type used by TV servicemen in the 
early days to check signal levels and antenna 
placement. To be sure, the meter readings could 
not be considered as absolute values. The in-
strument did, however, provide relative read-
ings in microvolts. The field intensity meter an-
tenna was a TV rabbit-ear type, adjusted to the 
proper length. Our measurements consisted of 
simply placing the unit atop an automobile and 
extending the antenna at arm's length, moving 
in the horizontal and vertical plane. We also 
measured signals from other stations. Stations 
with vertical radiators would have, in most 
cases, equal—if not greater—signal intensity in 
the horizontal plane. 
We know that a good signal is necessary for 

satisfactory reception of an fm station. It takes 
an even better signal to overcome noise on a 
subchannel. Seven percent of our background 
music customers can be served satisfactorily 
only with a vertically polarized signal. Location-
wise, some are nearby and others more dis-
tant. We are aware of only one point in the 
Cincinnati area where our signal is not listen-
able with an fm car radio. This cannot be direct-
ly attributed to our vertical and horizontal op-
eration inasmuch as this condition existed be-
fore we added the vertical elements. This is 
mentioned only to point out that the added 
vertical radiation does not necessarily improve 
reception in all cases. It is quite feasible that 
the erratic reception in this particular area may 
be due to absorption or reflection of the re-
ceived wave. 

Replacing a Tower 

Last July, tornadic winds destroyed WPFB's 
tower, including vertical and horizontal radia-
tors. As a temporary measure, we placed into 
service a 150' tower with 4 horizontal and 4 
vertical radiators. Discounting the signal 
strength reduction, results were good. To im-
prove our signal, we replaced the 4 horizontal an-
tennas with an array of 8. Again, results were 
good. 
As a new 360' tower was erected, 8 vertical 

elements were mounted. To determine what sort 
of pattern would result we operated with the 8 

Feeding Dual Antennas with a 
Single Transmission Line 

by Peter K. Onnigian 

Jampro dual polarized fm antennas employ two types of 
feed systems: ( 1) a natural power split between vertical 

and horizontal bays; (2) an uneven power split between 
individual bays. Antenna type number J4B/4V, a 4-bay 
horizontal and 4-bay vertical, has an 8-way power di-
vider feeding 4 cables to the vertical antenna and 4 to 

the horizontal antenna. Therefore, half the power goes 
to the horizontal antenna while the other half goes to 
the vertical; vertical and horizontal gain is equal. With 
Jampro antennas, vertical dipole power gain is always 

slightly less than the Vee power gain. 
As an example of unequal natural power split, let us 

consider the 10-element J8B/2V-8 horizontal and two 
vertical—fed from one common power divider. 80% of 
the power goes to the horizontal and 20% goes to the 
vertical antenna. This is so because 2 of 10 cables 
(20%) feed the vertical antenna and 8 cables feed the 
horizontal antenna. There are also other combinations 
of natural power splits. 

It is also possible to provide unnatural power division 
by using a power splitter. For example, specifications 
may call for 8 vertical elements and 8 horizontal ele-
ments with 60% of the power going to the horizontal 
bays and the remaining 40% going to the vertical. This 
is accomplished by the use of a 60/40 power splitter 
which feeds two power dividers, one for the vertical 
elements and another for the horizontal elements. Power 
divisions are practical to maximum of 80/20. Ratios in 
excess of this, i.e. feeding less than 20% of the total 
power into the vertical antenna, are rather difficult be-
cause of matching transformer problems. 

It is also important to emphasize the fact that Jam-
pro vertically polarized antennas do not have more gain 
than the horizontally polarized antennas. Therefore, it 
is possible to have an equal number of vertical and 
horizontal antennas and a 50/50 power split—usually 
natural power division—  without the use of a power 
splitter. 

vertical elements at the upper level of the 360' 
tower and the 4 horizontal antennas on the tem-
porary 150' tower. We were quite sure the 
WPFB-fm signal remained good since we re-
ceived no reports to the contrary. 
When the 360' tower was completed, the 8 

horizontal antennas were moved from the tem-
porary 150' tower. During this process measure-
ments were recorded. All were made at the 
same location, approximately 6 miles away from 
the station with a clear line-of-sight path to 
both towers. With 8 horizontal and 4 vertical ra-
diators on the 150' tower, the vertical signal was 
about 10% greater than the horizontal. With 8 
horizontal radiators on the 150' tower, the re-
ceived horizontal signal was twice that of the 
vertical (no power to vertical antenna). With 8 
vertical radiators on the 360' tower and 4 hori-
zontal radiators on the 150' tower, vertical sig-
nal was 7 times greater than that of the hori-
zontal. With 8 vertical and 8 horizontal radia-
tors on the 360' tower, the signal was greatest 
in the vertical plane. We therefore concluded 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of antenna transfer switch and 
exciter-IPA connections. 

CURRENT 
DISTRIBUTION 

ACTS AS RESISTOR 
AT 1/4x POINT 

HELIAX 
1 CONDUIT 
MOUNTED 
IN OF 
TOWER 

1 366' 

255' 

GROUND LEVEL 

CAPACITIVE LOADING 
OF TOWER CAUSED IT 
TO RESONAT NEAR 
THIS POINT 

LOADING COIL 
ADDED TO REACH 
THIS POINT 

Fig. 2. The presence of the FM transmissions lines 
and power conduit acted as a capacitor, making AM 
antenna act as a capacitive reactance. 

Effects On A- M Antenna 

Installing fm antennas on an a-m tower can have strange 
effects on the electrical tower characteristics at a-m 
frequencies—often contrary to preliminary calculations. 
When erection of our 360' tower was completed, we 
proceeded to install the fm transmission lines and light-
ing circuit. 

With the a-m transmitter operating at 910 kHz, a tower 
of 120° was expected to have inductive reactance char-
acteristics. This, however, was not the case! It measured 
as a capacitive reactance. In order to achieve reso-
nance, it was necessary to add a loading coil. The "ca-
pacitor" formed by the fm transmission lines and light-
ing conduit loaded the tower beyond the halfwave point 
(at a-m); electrically, the tower is actually 3/4  wave-
lengths long. 

The two 3" Heliax transmission lines and 2" conduit 
(lighting and deicing circuits) were bonded together and 
grounded at the base of the tower. At the a-m 1/2-wave 
point, the transmission lines and conduit were bonded 
to the tower to provide isolation of a-m and fm an-
tennas and to act as a static drain. With tower lights 
at the 120' and 240' levels, lighting circuits were run 
back down the tower from the 280' level where the con-
duit was terminated. 

Obviously, it would be best to make radiation meas-
urements before attaching transmission lines, lighting 
circuits, etc., to the tower. In our case, these attach-
ments had to be made before radiation resistance was 
measured. The 3/4 -wave point was determined to be at 
about the 255' level ( Fig. 2), where the fm transmission 
lines and conduit were bonded to the tower. As it turned 
out, tower current distribution is as shown in Fig. 2. 
Capacitive effect of transmission lines and conduit 
caused the tower to resonate at slightly above the %-
wave point; by adding the loading coil, resonance was 
extended to 3/4  wavelength. 

that any element spacing combination has no 
influence on the quality of the received signal. 

Transmission Lines 

Doubts about the successful conclusion of our 
program were particularly focused on the phas-
ing problem in the transmitted signal. Uniform-
ity of transmission line length was not the order 
of the day. Random selection of lengths and spac-
ing registered good and satisfying results. The 
new installation used two 500' lengths of jacketed 
Andrew type HJ8-50A 3" air-dielectric Heliax 
transmission line. After the 8 horizontal radia-
tors were installed on the temporary 150' tower, 
the vswr was 1:2. Adjustment of the match-
ing transformer resulted in a vswr of 1:1.05. 
When the same antenna and matching trans-
former were moved to the new 360' tower, vswr 
measured 1:1.75. A vswr of 1:1.05 was achieved 
by adjusting the matching transformer. With 
the 8 vertical radiators mounted on the 360' 
tower, adjustment of the vertical antenna match-
ing transformer brought about a vswr of 1 : 1.05. 
A vswr of 1:1.05 is maintained for the hor-
izontal and vertical antennas. The horizontal 
antenna was oriented, according to the man-
ufacturer's recommendation, to obtain the great-
est radiation in the most desired area and the 
least over a self-imposed protective area. 
We feel that the results of our dual polariza-

tion program has yet to reach its full impact. 
To be sure, the greatest improvement has been 
in the realm of automobile fm reception, and 
the automobile industry foresees a glowing fu-
ture in the market place for the fm radio. 
Certainly, the accolades received from those who 
recognize the extended range of our fm signal 
in automobiles has been most gratifying. Our 
method of dual polarization is somewhat out 
of the ordinary, but has proven workable. We 
were attempting to build a higher plateau of 
service. We think we have succeeded. • 
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Superior "Alumagard" Coaxial Cable for CATV 

Designed for aerial applications, 
Superior Alumagard Coaxial Cable 

features a solid aluminum sheath 
over Cell-O-Aire expanded poly-
ethylene dielectric. In addition to 
providing the esssential desirable 
physical characteristics, "Aluma-
gard" Coaxial Cable gives you the 

"electricals" that assure long-term 
transmission stability. 

You can use all the frequencies 
available to you because there are 
no attenuation discontinuities over 
the continuous range through 219 
MCS and beyond. 

Dependable Member of Superior's Quality Line! 

75 ohm Cell- 0- Air® 
expanded polyethylene 
dielectric—with extra high 
strength solid aluminum 
sheath. Every reel sweep 
tested over its full length. 
Guaranteed 5 years. 

For detailed information and prices, write 

O SUPERIOR CABLE 
SUPERIOR CABLE CORPORATION / HICKORY, NORTH CAROLINA 28601 

10274 

Circle 22 on Reader Service Card 
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CATV 
Antenna 
System 
Design 

Here's how to tailor antenna systems to 
get the most out of available signals. 

WHILE IT IS TRUE that CATV sig-
nal degradation can and does 
creep in at literally hundreds of 
points between the antenna and 
the subscriber's set, it is doubly 
true that if the received off-air 
signal is of poor quality to begin 
with, no amount of electronic 
equipment can improve it. In 
short, what the viewer ultimately 
sees can be no better than the 
signal delivered by the head-end 
antenna. In fact, quality will de-
crease as distance between the 
viewer and the head end in-
creases. The CATV engineer is 
painfully aware of this reliance 
on off-air signal quality; there-
fore, a great deal of time and 
skill must go into choosing an 
antenna site and designing the 
antenna system. No two sites are 
the same; therefore, the peculiari-
ties of each site must be analyzed 
before actual channel by channel 
antenna arrays can be calculated 
and designed. 

Factors which affect off-anten-
na signal quality are not limited 
to distance, frequency, transmit-
ting and receiving site elevation, 
transmitter power and antenna 
gain, terrain profile, and weather 
abnormalities along the way— 
although all of these factors are 
important and must enter into 
antenna system design. However, 
there are other important but 
lesser-known factors which vi-
tally affect system performance, 
and these are local to the site 
itself. 

Of all forms of degradation, 
noise is by far the greatest prob-
lem. Noise is at its worst on low-
band vhf ( Channels 2-6) ; it is 
slightly less important on high-
band vhf (Channels 7-13) and is 
virtually nonexistent on the uhf 
band. Of the various types of 
noise present, man-made noise is 
the most serious. Assuming that 
all decisions relative to site selec-
tion and channels to be utilized 

Head-end site of Placerville, Cal., 
system. Five-element channel 4 
yagi (top arrow). Four 10-element 
yagis stacked in "box array" con-
figuration for increased gain 
(center). Four 10-element yagis 
stacked horizontally to reduce 
Channel 9 co-channel interference 
by attaining a sharper frontal 
lobe (bottom). 

Close-up of stacked arrays. Where 
maximum gain under varying 
weather conditions is required, 
best small-array configuration is 
"box" or "H" shown here for 
Channel 12 (top arrow). Anten-
nas should be a minimum of 1/2 
boomlength above andior out 
from tower for proper lobing; two 
boom lengths is ideal. Lower 
two arrows point to two 4-stack 
arrays designed to reduce co-
channel interference (upper is 
Ch. 7; lower is Ch. 9). 

by the system have been made, 
factors affecting system design 
break down into two major and a 
number of lesser areas of con-
sideration. 

Signal Strength 

Table 1 indicates minimum 
recommended signal inputs to the 
first head-end amplifier at sites 
with various signal-to-noise con-
ditions. Table 2 indicates mini-
mum recommended preamp signal 
inputs with the same signal-to-
noise conditions. From these 
tables it is possible to determine 
necessary antenna gain. Let's 
follow these calculations from 
start to finish on two channels, 
one high band and the other low 
band. 

Selecting the Array 

We will assume our antenna 
site is located in a medium signal-
to-noise area, and that the signal 
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in question is for Channel 4. Fig. 
la shows the test considerations. 
A reference antenna (a 5-element, 
Channel 4, 72-ohm yagi) provides 
8 dB gain. Long term around-the-
clock measurements over a period 
of several weeks, under varying 
weather conditions, indicate that 
the average signal level delivered 
from the 5-element yagi is 320 
µV (-10 dB) at a test height 
30' above ground. However, a 
signal level as low as 250 µV 
(-12 dB) was encountered dur-
ing 5% of the measurements. 
Table 2 indicates that for a 
medium noise site, we should 
have a minimum preamplifier in-
put signal of 900 µV (-1 dB). 
Since our long term test indicated 
a 250 signal 5% of the time, 
we can safely assume that this 
low point signal level can be 
adopted as our minimum refer-
ence. Thus, we have a disparity 
of 11 dB (-12 to —1) for which 
we must compensate. 

There are two ways to achieve 
this—more antenna gain, and 
additional antenna height. If we 
double the size of the antenna 
(i.e. from 5 to 10 elements), we 
can pick up 3 dB additional gain. 
Signal level is also a function of 
antenna height. However, if the 
receiving site is already on an 
elevated spot, height above 
ground may be more difficult to 
measure in terms of additional 
signal. For example, if the ter-
rain profile between transmitter 
and receiving site is essentially 
flat, raising the receiving antenna 
from 30' to 240' might result in 
a signal level increase of as much 
as 9 dB. On the other hand, if 
terrain at the receiving site is 
already substantially elevated, as 
shown in Fig. lb, an increase in 
antenna height from 30' to 240' 
may produce a very negligible 
signal increase. 

For the purposes of our Chan-
nel-4 example, we will assume a 
smooth-earth situation as depict-
ed in Fig. Ia. Our problem is 11 
dB of signal, the difference be-
tween the existing —12 dB level 
and the sought after —dB mini-
mum. By raising our 5-element 
yagi from 30' test height to 240' 
above ground, we can expect a 9 
dB improvement, from —12 dB to 
—3 dB. By adding a second stack 
(5 additional elements), we can 
expect 3 dB additional gain, from 
—3 dB to 0 dB ( 1,000 µV). 

On Channel 7, a 5-element test 

(A) 

(B) 

3t' 
(A) 

30' 

(C) 

Fig. 1. Over an essentially flat trans-
mitter-to-receiver site path (a), signal 
level usually can be increased by 
raising antenna height; 400' to 500' 
towers are not unusual in some loca-
tions. With a naturally elevated re-
ceiving site (b) actual tower height 
seldom has any bearing on antenna 
output. 

Fig. 2. Antenna stacking increases 
gain. A 5-element yagi (a) provides 
8 dB gain; with a 10-element yagi 
(b), gain is 11 dB. Stacking two 10-
element yagis (c) increases gain to 
14 dB; four 10-element yagis (cl) 
yield a 17 dB signal. 

Antenna Gain and Height 

Antenna Size vs Gain 

Some manufacturers rate antenna gain to a tuned reference dipole. 
Most now rate their antennas with a mathematical reference known as 
an isotropic source. Regardless of basic rating, a single stack antenna 
has an established gain and it will produce a starting-point signal 
level. From that starting point, the user can expect to net an additional 
2.5 to 3 dB gain each time the size of the total array is doubled. 

Antenna Height vs Gain 

In locations where the receiving site is on relatively flat terrain, it is 
possible to achieve increased signal pickup by raising the antenna. 
Tests made by the National Bureau of Standards indicate that the 
height/gain relationship varies greatly from area to area, dependent 
to some extent upon ground conductivity in the region. N.B.S. suggests 
that if you begin with an antenna height of 30' and increase the height 
to 60' you should realize a 3 dB gain, although it may be substantially 
more, as much as 5 dB in some cases. Doubling the height again will 
raise the signal level by another 3 dB, and so on. However as the an-
tenna height is raised beyond 200 feet, the amount of increase tends 
to fall off and is offset to some extent by the increased transmission 
line loss so that eventually you reach a point where transmission line 
loss exceeds antenna gain, and the resulting signal delivered to the 
head end actually goes down as the antenna goes up. 
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Tropo Scatter Antennas 

Tropo scatter antennas are being used for beyond-
the-horizon TV reception by gathering TV signals 

from a large section of wave front and concentrating 
those signals into a focal point where they are 
picked up by a dipole antenna. SPADECO parabolics, 
manufactured by Fort Worth Tower, Ft. Worth, Tex., 
have gains of 26 to 50 dB and are 80' tall in 
standard production lengths of 150, 210, and 270'. 
At several locations, this antenna type has been 
used to receive weak signals and to eliminate co-
channel interference. For example, Channel 9 San 
Marcos, Tex. is picked up at Hearne, 128 miles away; 
reception is reported to be snow-free with only 

occasional short fades. Fades can often be eliminated 
or reduced by employing space diversity, a principle 

SHREVEPORT 
CH 3 

UPPER ATMOSPHERE 

.•= ' 

CABLEVISiOÑ 

• 

RUSTON,LA 

500 FT TOWER 
IN MONROE 

e 

JACKSON, MISS 
CH 3 

where two separate antennas are spaced 100 to 
200 wavelengths apart. The antennas are connected 
by an automatic switching unit which samples 

response from both antennas; when one fades, the 
head-end input is switched to the other. 

New 30' parabolic antenna developed for 
CATV by RF Systems offers high gain with 
low side lobes and back radiation. This de-
sign makes it possible to pick up all chan-
nels from a given area with one feed and 
high gain on each channel. In addition, this 
antenna will pick up different channels from 
different directions with good rejection be-
tween channels. 

Typical Multiband Antennas 
Designed for semi-fringe area reception, the Jerrold PXB-70 antenna is 
designed for VHF and UHF reception. The VHF section has 6 driven 
elements and 2 parasitic elements; the UHF section has 11 driven 
elements and 24 parasitic directors. Hinged joining permits individual 
orientation of up to 30° of VHF and UHF sections. Both 75- and 300-
ohm downlead outputs are featured. Graphs show typical gain over a 
reference dipole. 

The driven elements of Jerrold's Paralog-Plus VHF antennas 
work in two modes simultaneously: ½ wavelength on low-band 
channels and 3/2 wavelength on high-band channels. The PIX-
225 has 10 driven elements and 9 parasitic elements with 
75- or 300-ohm outputs. 

/ 

.10 w 
4 7 , 

. AC, 

Typical 8-element yagi for Ch. 7-13. This Sitco Model MD-8 
offers 13 dB gain, front-to-back ratio of 12.3/1, front-to-side 
ratio of 7.4/1, is especially designed to withstand severe 
weather conditions. Sitco makes complete line of cut-to-
channel yagis and 2-bay and quad arrays. 
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antenna ( Fig. 2a) produces a 
signal of 200 V. Our antenna 
site is located in a medium noise 
area; therefore, we need 700 
more to overcome the 11 dB 
deficit. If we have a mountain 
head-end site with an elevation 
of, say, 2,000' above average ter-
rain along the path to the trans-
mitter, anything we might do to 
raise the receiving antennas 50, 
100 or even 300' above the receiv-
ing site would be small by com-
parison to the natural elevation. 
Most of the gain, clearly, will 
have to come from additional an-
tenna gain, increasing the size of 
the receiving antenna array. 
A 10-element Channel-7 yagi 

(Fig. 2b) would produce 11 dB 
gain; two 10-element yagis ( Fig. 
2c) would produce 14 dB; four 
10-element yagis ( Fig. 2d) would 
produce 17 dB. Eight 10-element 
vagis should produce 20 dB gain. 
Unfortunately, as additional yagis 
are stacked, there is a tendency 
for the theoretical 3 dB gain to 
be harder and harder to achieve. 
As an antenna array becomes 
larger and larger, it is increas-
ingly sensitive to surrounding 
objects, such as the metal tower 
and other nearby antennas. It 
also becomes less and less tol-
erant of human error—namely, 
miscalculations in antenna and 
phasing line design and installa-
tion. And because you must 
double actual antenna size each 
time requirements call for an 
additional 3 dB gain, physical 
space requirements can become a 
real problem in short order. 
Mounting four 10-element Chan-
nel-7 yagis may be no problem. 
But if you need 6 dB additional 
gain, you will have to quadruple 
the antenna size ( 16 antennas). 
In short order, sheer physical 
space and mechanical mounting 
problems can turn the required 
antenna size into a real monster. 
Returning to our Channel-7 

problem, 4 yagis netted us 17 dB 
gain, 2 dB shy of the 19 dB we 
need for a 700 tiV (-3 dB) input 
to our preamplifier. Recall that 
test measurements were made at 
30' above ground at an elevated 
site. If we were on flat terrain, 
we could double the antenna 
height to 60' and expect 3 dB ad-
ditional gain (±-- 1 dB). On the 
elevated site, we might get 3 dB 
by doubling, but chances are we 
would not. Even doubling the 
height again, to 120' probably 

TABLE I 

Recommended Minimum Head-End Video Signal Input. 
Columns represent head-end location signal-to-noise conditions. 

Channel Excellent Medium Poor 

2 700 uy 1.200 uy 2,000 uy 

3 700 uy 1,200 uy 2,000 uy 

4 700 uy 1,200 uy 2.000 uy 

5 600 uy 1,000 uy 1,600 uy 

6 600 uv 1,000 uy 1.600 uy 

7 1.600 uy 2.000 uy 3,200 uy 

Channel Excellent Medium Poor 

8 1.600 uy 2,000 uy 3.200 uy 

9 1.600 uy 2.000 uy 3,200 uy 

10 1.400 uy 1.800 uy 2.800 uy 

11 1,400 uy 1.800 uy 2,800 uy 

12 1.400 uy 1,800 uy 2,800 uy 

13 1.400 uy 1,800 uy 2.800 uy 

Actual required minimum AGC amplifier input will vary with equipment specifi-
cations. Figures shown are typical for equipment with a 40 dB AGC window. 
the figure shown is 30 dB down from the top of the window. 

would not bring the signal up 
3 dB. 
The solution? Common sense 

suggests we try height-gain 
measurements first, to ascertain 
whether a height increase can 
produce an additional 2 to 3 dB. 
If not, the only choice left is to 
double the 'projected number of 
10-element arrays to eight bays. 

Co-Channel Interference 

If the only major problem at 
your head-end site is signal 
strength, count your blessings. 
With the great number of sta-
tions in operation today, most 
CATV head ends have at least 

one co-channel problem. Co-chan-
nel interference is hardest to cure 
because it is aggravated by vary-
ing weather conditions which 
frequently raise the level of the 
interfering signal(s) to a point 
where the desired primary signal 
actually may be weaker than the 
interfering signal. This condi-
tion may last for a few minutes, 
a few hours, or a few days. If 
only one secondary signal is in-
volved, it is possible to skew (elec-
trically orient) the receiving an-
tennas so that much of the un-
wanted signal is phased out. With 
two or more secondary signals, 
the skewing may eliminate or re-

TABLE II 

Recommended Minimum Peak Video Carrier Input to Preamps. 

Channel Excellent Medium Poor 

2 250 uy 900 uy 3,000 uy 

3 250 uy 900 uy 3.000 uy 

4 250 uy 900 uy 3,000 uy 

5 250 uy 900 uy 3.000 uy 

6 250 uy 900 uy 3.000 uy 

7 300 uy 700 uy 2.000 uy 

300 uy 700 uy 2,000 uy 

Channel Excellent Medium Poor 

9 300 uy 700 uy 2,000 uy 

10 250 uy 600 uy 1,800 uy 

11 250 uy 600 uy 1.800 uy 

12 250 uy 600 uy 1,800 uy 

13 250 uy 600 uy 1.800 uy 

UHF 200 uy 1,000 uy 2,000 uy 

Each column represents head-end location signal-to-noise conditions. Signal 
levels shown are to be delivered to single-channel vhf preamplifiers having 
typical 20 dB gain with low-band noise figure of 5 dB, high-band noise figure 
of 6 dB, uhf noise figure of 10-11 dB. 
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duce co-channel interference from 
one station, but actually increase 
it from another. In several known 
midwestern and southern loca-
tions, co - channel interference 
from three different stations is 
often present as much as 90% 
of the time. And frequently one 
or more secondary signals will 
climb to levels as high as the pri-
mary signal, along with the addi-
tion of a fourth and fifth co-
channel signal. The resulting beats 
between such a multiplicity of 
signals all but obliterates the pri-
mary video and audio. 

Co-Channel Tolerances 

The results of a Bell Telephone 
Lab video crosstalk experiment 
conducted under reasonably pure 
observational conditions indicates 
general viewer reaction to co-
channel interference. In essence, 
most people begin to detect co-
channel beat bars when the pri-
mary to secondary signal ratio is 
between 32 and 35 dB. Between 
28 and 32 dB the average viewer 
finds the interference objection-
able, and between 25 and 28 dB 
the average viewer is out-right 
annoyed by what he sees. 
From a CATV operator's stand-

point, the value of his cable prod-
uct must certainly wane consid-
erably when the ratio of primary-
to-secondary signal(s) drops be-
low 30 dB. It follows then that 
our objective in reducing or elim-
inating co - channel interference 
should be to maintain a min;mum 
30 dB ratio between the primary 
and the sum of secondary sig-
nal (s). Recall our Channel-7 ex-
ample: If we feed the 700 uV an-
tenna output into a typical 20 
dB preamplifier, our 700 eV (-3 
dB) signal increases to 7.000 eV 
(+17 dB). This amplified sig-
nal, driven down 250' of .412 alu-
minum transmission line to the 
head-end equipment, will lose 3 
dB in feedline attenuation. Now 
the signal, ready for insertion 
into traps and filters ahead of the 
Channel-7 AGC string, is 14 dB 
or 5,000 eV. This is our primary 
signal. If, in the absence of our 
primary signal, we can measure 
160 i£V or less from all secondary 
stations on the channel (a ratio 
of 30 dB), chances are we will 
have few complaints. If, after 
preamplification, the ratio of pri-
mary to secondary signal is less 
than 30 dB, we can expect a seri-
ous degradation of primary sig-

Original tropo-scatter system installed at North Bay, Ontario, in 1964 under 
supervision of Stan Hosken. Firm does not recommend tropo-scatter system 
as best for colcr reception. although reports are generally very good. 

30' parabola developed by Hosken. 
Firm is now installing 100' unit for 
Pittsfield (Mass.) Cable TV, mainly 
to receive New York signals origin-
ating 125 miles away. Hosken rec-
ommends use in pairs to eliminate 
co-channel and adjacent-channel in-
terference. 

New "Exponential Curved Antenna" 
developed by Hosken is reported to 
have high gain, excellent rear re-
jection, and wide-band character-
istics necessary for color. Recep-
tion quality is said to be superior 
to that achieved with yagi design. 

CATV System Carries Co- Channel Stations 

Cablevision, Monroe, La., carries Channels 3 and 12 from Shreveport 
and Channels 3 and 12 from Jackson, Miss. The head-end tower is 

located snidway between the two transmitters, creating a 180° co-
channel problem. Normally this fact would present a big enough prob-
lem, but to add to the impossibility of the situation, the Jackson 
signals are three times as strong as the Shreveport signals because 
of hills just west of Ruston, La. 

After 10 months of unsuccessful attempts to provide viewers with 
the desired service, Scientific-Atlanta's quadrate channeler antennas 
—Models QCS-2 and QCS-7—were installed on Cablevision's 500' 
tower to eliminate previously objectionable co-channel interference. 
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nal picture quality and numerous 
viewer complaints. 

Eliminating Co-Channel Interference 

Determining the extent of co-
channel interference is a rela-
tively simple matter. Eliminating 
the interference is not so simple. 
Until very recently, elimination of 
co-channel interference was en-
tirely dependent upon skewing or 
electrical phasing of yagi antenna 
patterns. Skewing, like stacking, 
becomes more and more complex 
and increasingly sensitive as the 
size of the array increases. Skew-
ing a 2-stack array presents some 
minor problems; skewing a 4-
stack or 8-stack array multiplies 
the problems many times. As the 
size of a skewed array grows, 
final adjustments ( both electrical 
and physical orientation) must be 
made on the tower with all an-
tennas in place. As with any large 
antenna array, its performance is 
affected by metal objects, includ-
ing the tower, feedlines, and other 
antennas. Anyone who has spent 
a day or two several hundred feet 
in the air, making alternate ad-
justments of first one antenna, 
then another, surely wonders if 
there isn't a better method than 
skewing. There may or may not 
be in your particular situation. 
With the development of the 

Quadrate Channeler antenna se-
ries by Scientific Atlanta, precise 
control over the antenna's minor 
receiving lobes (those which most 
often pickup secondary co-channel 
stations) is more nearly achieved. 
By eliminating troublesome side 
lobes in the antenna pattern, sec-
ondary station pickup can be vir-
tually eliminated, unless it arrives 
on the same beam heading as the 
primary signal. 
Some forms of co-channel inter-

ference can be eliminated or re-
duced to an acceptable level with 
standard yagi phasing lines. Such 
an array is shown in Fig. 2d, 
where four 10-element Channel-7 
yagis are stacked horizontally to 
maximize the frontal pattern and 
minimize the side pickup pat-
terns. Using this array in one 
instance, we found that a single 
10-element antenna produced a 
2,000 eV primary signal (after 20 
db amplification), but it also de-
livered a 200 eV secondary signal 
(a ratio of 20 dB). The four 
horizontally stacked yagis pro-
duced a 4,000 eV primary signal 
(after 20 dB amplification) while 

the secondary station dropped to 
100 eV (a ratio of 32 dB). In 
this situation the offending secon-
dary station was on a beam head-
ing of 330° while the primary sta-
tion is 256°. Thus, the offending 
station is 74° off the front pat-
tern of the yagi array. Generally, 
a secondary signal arriving at an 
angle of 20° either side of the 
antenna can be adequately re-
jected by physical stacking and 
orientation of the array—if the 
offending signal is 20 dB or more 
lower than the primary signal. 

Parabolic Antennas 

A gigantic curved screen, deli-
cately and precisely constructed 
to form a reflecting surface suit-
able to capture and focus vhf-uhf 
signals, is erected in a quiet loca-
tion where noise is at a minimum. 
Energy intercepted by the curved 
reflecting screen is focused at one 
point—directly in front of the 
reflection surface. Focus point 
varies with each channel, and if 
more than one station per chan-
nel is available, the focal point 
for each station will also vary. 
Co-channel interference is greatly 
reduced because only one focal 

point is right for station A on 
Channel 7. The pickup antenna, 
spotted at that focal point, will 
see only station A. 

In addition to their ability to 
reduce or eliminate co-channel in-
terference, the large parabolic re-
flecting surface catches a lot of 
signal. Several CATV systems 
have installed parabolics up to 
200 miles from the transmitting 
station with excellent results. 

Summary 

Today, the mainstay of the 
CATV antenna farm is still the 
yagi. Log periodics and parabolic 
antennas have begun to make in-
roads into CATV head - end de-
sign. Variations of the yagi, in-
cluding screen - reflector yagis, 
have been around for some time 
and are still used in special appli-
cations. 
The antenna chosen for a par-

ticular head-end site has a job to 
do—deliver a quality TV signal 
without degradation and interfer-
ence. Here, and here alone, the 
system design engineer has the 
opportunity to eliminate video 
and audio degradation. If he does 
not do the job here, he'll not do 
it anywhere else in that particu-
lar system. • 

NEW 
from rust 

REMOTE MONITOR 

SWITCHING SYSTEMS 

As part of Rust Corporation's 
continuing program to serve 
industry through quality prod-
ucts for economical operation, 
Rust introduces the RMS Dial 
Operated Monitor Switching 
Systems. The RMS Series is 
specifically designed for low-
cost studio monitoring. Now 
executive personnel and key 
officers can have instantane-
ous desk selection of program 
sources, air, off air, rehearsal, 
closed circuit, client audition, 
etc. Equipped with provisions 
for six remote dialing loca-
tions and ten sources, the 
basic RMS-106 provides the 
executive with the economical 
monitoring system necessary 
for immediate information 
and control. 

Cheek these unique features: 

• Simple Operation — Just 
Dial the Source 

• Accepts Composite Video/ 

Audio Signals 
• Individual, Instantaneous 

Program Selection 

• Handles Color or 

Monochrome 
• Economical — RMS-106 — 

$2490.00 

For immediate information, 
please contact: 

rue 
corporation of america 

Eastern Division 
1118 Tre rnont S t reet Everett, Mass, 

617 289-3380 

Western Division 
2921 South 104th St., Omaha, Nebraska 

( 4021 193-4747 

RUST REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS 
AUTOLOG • TV MONITORING SWITCHERS 
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SEALMETIC« CATV COAXIAL CA3LE 

BROAD NEW 
in Positive Moisture Protection__ 

CATV system operators know the problems and effects of moisture on cable. Performance degradation means costly correction and maintenance 

lower profits and subscriber dissatisfaction.•Sealmetic cable, developed for Anaconda Astrodata from the exoerience of Anaconda and Dow 
Chemical Co., positively guarantees protection from moisture.eSealmetic cable has a core conductor of annealed copper. Surrounding it 

there's a thick insulation of cellular polyolefin dielectric. Next, the longitudually-applied outer conductor of impregnable letabon', a plastic-
elad aluminum. Finally, the outer jacket of pure polyethylene is completely bonded to the outer conductor, efiere's how the impervious seal 

works. The Zetabon laminate developed by Dow Chemical Company-- has a copolymer coating which is chemically active during tie extni-
,ion process. When the cable runs through a cold bath, a molecular weld fuses the plastic-clad aluminum to the outer polyethyiena: jacket, 

thus, the dielectric and copper core are hermetically sealed from Outside moisture.•Sealmetic cable rne.an reliable, uniform electrical char-
acteristics for years. Moreover. it's flexible — installs quickly. easily. It will withstand bending of 2 x 0.0. from L 50"C to- -40"C„ And 

it's available unsnediately in 412, 500. 625 and 750 sizes, for aerial, duct and burial applications. Wide :es fur the Sealroefic story — nthfi-
benehts offered by the total eapability company 

' Fe.rieéfr,prh Itq, rov CetIMerS, 



PE RSPECTIVE 
in CATV 

From the Total Capability Company ! 
Anaconda Astrodata's total capability brings a broad new perspective to the CATV industry. 
New in name, unique in approach, Anaconda Astrodata combines a heritage of cable develop-
ment with wide experience in advanced electronics systems design. Reliability and perform-
ance standards far transcending the traditions of CATV equipment are part of this broad new 
perspective. Consider these factors in your CATV system. 

Electronic Equipment and Test Instruments 
All solid-state reliability, a prime criterion of space age technology means dependable low-
maintenance hardware. Anaconda Astrodata's new XDR line features state-of-the art performance. 

Coaxial Cable 
New Sealmetic coaxial cable offers the first true moisture-proof seal. Flexible, dependable, 
electrically excellent cable, guaranteed and available immediately. 

System Design 

Engineering assistance to design your particular CATV system for optimum efficiency. Systems 
planning forestalls obsolescence, assures income-producing longevity — a service of Anaconda 
Astrodata's total capability. 

Feasibility Studies and Financing 
Enlist experience in establishing feasibility and profitability of your potential system. A 
thorough technical and financial analysis checks the soundness of your investment. Helps 
finance it, too. 

Engineer, Furnish and Install 

Choose any aspect, or all. Design, build and put on the air — Anaconda Astrodata's total capa-
bility offers you partial or total responsibility. 

For more information on how Anaconda Astrodata's broad new perspective can help solve your 
CATV problems, write or call us. 

ANACONDA  
astrodata 
1 430 SOUTH ANAHEIM BOULEVARD 
ANAHEIM, CALIF. 92803 • ( 714) 635-0150 
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INRE When it cumesto UHF we're Number One in 
Europe. That's why we print out the 
general specification of one of the NUMBER UHF transmitters which have put us in 

the lead position. We're in at the start 

of the long-awaited boom in UHF TV 
0 broadcasting, with more experience and 

more know-how than anyone else. Make use of 

that experience. Write or call. 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION-PYE 1 0/2 kW UHF TELEVISION TRANSMITTER 

VISION SOUND 

Frequency range 470-860 MHz 470-860 MHz 

Power output capability 10 kW 2 kW 

R.F. load impedance 50 ohms 50 ohms 

Carrier frequency stability f-5 parts in 107 500 Hz ( relative to intercarrier spacing) 

Type of modulation Negative, Amplitude Frequency 

Modulation capability Peak white 10% 75 kHz deviation 
Peak sync. 100% (system requirement 25 kHz) 

Signal input impedance 75 ohms unbalanced 600 ohms balanced 

Signal input level 1 to 3 volts peak to peak +10 dBm for 25 kHz deviation 

Pre-emphasis 75 microseconds 

Frequency response -3.58 MHz : -42 dB 60 to 3,000 Hz: 0.5 dB 
-1.25 MHz : -20 dB 
-0.75 MHz : + 0.5 dB to -3 dB 30 to 15,000Hz: - 1.0 dB 
-0.2 MHz : +0.5 dB to -1.5 dB 

Carrier : + 0.5 dB 
+0.2 MHz : 0 dB reference 
+0.5 MHz : ± 0.5 dB 
+1.25 MHz : ± 0.5 dB 
+2.0 MHz : +0.5 dB 
+3.58 MHz : 0 dB to -2 dB 
+4.18 MHz : -2 dB to -4 dB 

Harmonic distortion 30 Hz to 60Hz : 1.5% 

60Hz to 10 kHz:1.0% 

at 50 kHz deviation 

Transient response 'K' factor 2% with a 

2T sine squarei pulse 

Linearity (a) 10 steps: 0.92 

(b) 7 steps : 0.95 

Differential gain 

Differential phase 

Blanking level stability 

Phase modulation 

Hum modulation 

3.58 MHz: 0.95 

3 max. at 3.58 MHz 

1.5% for any picture level 

-40 dB below 25 kHz deviation 

-50 dB -60 dB ( FM) 

-50 dB (AM) 

Amplitude modulation Less than 2% at 25 kHz deviation 

PIVE TVT LIMITED 
Coldhams Lane • Cambridge • England 
Phone: Cambridge 45115 • Telex 81103 

Circle 24 on Reader Service Cord 
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Satellite Stations— 
Interest Renewed? 

by Charlie Buffington 

The sharp rise in new TV sta-
tion starts seems to have 
sparked interest in establish-
ing satellite facilities. What 
are the general FCC rules 
governing satellites? How 
about market considerations 
and operating costs? For the 
answers, read on. 

As or MID-1966 there were 36 
satellite stations operating in the 
continental U.S.-28 vhf and 8 
uhf—plus 6 vhf stations in Ha-
waii. Since then, however, there 
has been a marked increase in 
satellite applications. The term 
"satellite," as applied to a TV 
station, means different things to 
different people; in some cases, 
it may be a "glorified" translator 
—which it may well be—while in 
other cases it is a special broad-
cast facility providing basic net-

work programming from a par-
ent station and originating local 
programs from its own studios. 
Satellites are allowed—even fos-
tered by relaxation of certain 
FCC rules—so that TV service 
may be provided in areas where 
it may not otherwise exist. 
More specifically, a satellite is 

a TV station licensed to serve a 
specific area or community by re-
broadcasting all or part of the 
program schedule originated by a 
parent station. A pure satellite 
does not originate any program-
ming; however, a station which 
originates some programming of 
its own—even as much as 10% 
or more—is still generally re-
garded as a satellite so long as 
it depends to a large degree on a 
parent station for the bulk of its 
programming. In broad terms, 
"satellite" may describe almost 
any type of operation between a 
simple translator and a full-time 

independent (though not neces-
sarily non-network) TV station. 
The most significant technical 

difference between a satellite and 
a translator is the legal operating 
power; a satellite may be licensed 
to radiate as much power deemed 
necessary to serve a proposed 
area, considering terrain, propa-
gation, and other area character-
istics. On the other hand, a trans-
lator usually operates with a 
maximum power of 5 watts, ex-
cept those assigned to channels 
allotted to a particular communi-
ty, in which case uhf translators 
may operate with 1 kW and vhf 
with 100 watts. Whether or not 
a satellite originates local pro-
gramming has no bearing on its 
assigned channel or operating 
power. 

FCC Regulations 

Actually, there are few FCC 
"satellite rules," as such. This 
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is largely because there is little 
difference in basic allocation 
rules, i.e., rules which determine 
operating frequency and power, 
for TV stations and satellites. In 
fact, most technical rules apply 
to a TV facility whether it is 
called a satellite or not. Signifi-
cant differences arise solely from 
the standpoint of the service to be 
provided, and this is based on the 
existing need in the community 
under consideration. 

If an applicant (not necessari-
ly the licensee of an operating 
TV station) wants to build a 
satellite operation, he must prove 
the community need for such 
service. Satellite stations are en-
couraged by the Commission as a 
means of promoting TV in com-
munities which might not be ex-
pected to have, in the near or for-
seeable future, a primary serv-
ice; this has been the sole reason 
for liberalization of the rules. 
Where another station is already 
providing some local service, a 
pure satellite is not encouraged. 
The goal of the FCC is to get 
something going in as many lo-
calities as possible, providing the 
best available community service. 
It is not impossible to prove that 
an additional pure satellite serv-
ice is needed in any community, 
but the Commission likes to see as 
much local origination as possi-
ble. Also, where there is an es-
tablished satellite — particularly 
one active in local origination— 
additional allocations usually are 
not granted due to competitive 
community economics. The basic 
reasoning behind satellite opera-
tions is to foster the growth of 
community TV, not to indiscrim-
inately license stations in diffi-
cult competitive markets. If the 
FCC is faced with a decision be-
tween two applicants for a facili-
ty, where one intends to originate 
local programming and the other 
intends to operate as a pure sat-
ellite, the first will surely win 
the grant, all other factors being 
equal. 

Channel Allocation 

Usually, satellites operate on 
the channel listed in the FCC's 
Table of Assignments for that 
community. If the Table shows 
that a channel is assigned to a 
city or town in the desired area, 
the allocation may be used any-
where within a 15-mile radius. 
If there is not an allocation for 
a desired area in the Table of 
Assignment, an applicant must 
file a petition for rulemaking, ac-

companied by engineering data 
showing compliance with separa-
tion rules, etc., to have a channel 
reassigned. 

In May 1966, KFDA-TV Ama-
rillo, Tex., began a satellite op-
eration on Channel 8 in Sayre, 
Okla., an allocation previously as-
signed to Elk City. Since Sayre 
is within 15 miles of Elk City, 
the channel could be used in 
Sayre. The situation was not 
quite so simple for KAKE-TV 
Wichita, Kan. They filed an ap-
plication for a satellite to oper-
ate in Garden City, Kan., on the 
Channel 9 allocation listed for 
that community. Upon learning of 

KAKE-TV's action, the Kansas 
Educational System Committee 
filed a statement with the Com-
mission asking that Channel 9 be 
reserved for ETV. Rather than 
oppose the Committee, KAKE-TV 
petitioned for, and was granted, 
reassignment of Channel 13 to 
Garden City. Of course, channel 
reassignment procedures increase 
delay and initial expense consid-
derably. 

If an applicant indicates an in-
tention to eventually provide local 
service, the FCC will consider 
granting a translator license on 
an assigned channel. In applying 
for a translator station, an ap-

Market Considerations for a Satellite 

Let's assume that a station licensee in a community of 100,000 or 
more sees the possibility of providing either a primary or even a 
secondary service to another community located anywhere slightly be-
yond his B contour—as distant, perhaps, as 200 miles. What basic 
factors must he consider? If he will provide a primary service, how 
many homes can he expect to add to his present circulation? By what 
percentage will these added homes increase total circulation? In the 
parent community he may have an average daily circulation of 25,000. 
If a potential of 7,000 homes exists in the proposed satellite area, he 
could conceivably increase total circulation by about 21%, certainly 
a sizable and worthwhile increase. If his service is in addition to either 
an existing local facility or strong off-air signals, the matter may not 
be so clear-cut. 

If the satellite will provide a primary service, will viewers be able 
to receive the signal? If the satellite will operate on uhf, and if viewers 
have only VHF will they erect UHF antennas? Or, if viewers have CAD/ 
service (and consequently no outside antenna), will they install an 
antenna? Will the CATV system carry the satellite signal? Unless there 
is a definite "yes" to at least one of these queries, concrete plans 
should be made to ascertain what will be required to get the signal 
into viewers' homes, the amount this effort will add to the initial in-
vestment, and to what extent it may affect the eventual outcome of 
the whole operation. 

Is there a channel assigned to the community, or to another within 
a 15-mile radius? If not, it will be necessary to file for reassignment, 
which adds to the overall cost. 

How will the parent signal be relayed to the satellite? In most cases. 
an off-air pickup is not satisfactory. Some stations microwave the signal 
the entire distance with multi-hop repeaters (as many as 5 or 6); some 
erect a receiving station within the parent's Grade B contour and 
microwave the signal from there, eliminating 1, 2, or perhaps 3 repeat-
ers. Telephone company facilities can also be used, but the cost of a 
leased line should be compared to the initial investment for other 
means of transporting the signal. Terrain will, of course, bear heavily 
on the relative simplicity or complexity of relaying the parent signal. 

If local programming is to be provided by the satellite, both initial 
costs and routine operating costs will be greater, although simple studio 
facilities for news, weather, and sports (plus remote pickup, perhaps) 
can be held down to a reasonable figure. To operate a pure satellite 
with 2 or 3 employees, monthly costs would be in the neighborhood 
of $3,000; with a shorter broadcast day, it is possible to get by with 
one full-time and one part-time employee, resulting in a lower payroll. 
If local programming is undertaken, monthly overhead can double or 
possibly even triple. This means, obviously, that the additional revenue 
will have to come from more regional and national advertisers or the 
parent station and/or local satellite advertisers, or from an overall 
increases in rates, or some combination of these possibilities. 
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plicant can get his foot in the 
door at a much lower cost, then 
expand the operation to one 
which will provide a greater serv-
ice at a later date. There is usual-
ly no set time limit for expan-
sion; however, if an assigned-
channel translator licensee pro-
crastinates for what seems to be 
an unnecessarily long time, he 
could lose the allocation. At li-
cense renewal time, another ap-
plicant may cross-file for the 
same allocation, showing an in-
tention to provide better service. 
In the interest of the community, 
the Commission will, in such 
cases, usually decide in favor of 
the opposing applicant if the pres-
ent licensee refuses to provide a 
comparable service. 

It all boils down to the fact 
that the FCC wants to see every 
community have the best possible 
TV service; if it appears that 
a licensee is simply trying to hold 
an allocation, the Commission 
will give it to someone who will 
provide the service—upon evi-
dence of suitability, of course. 

VHF or UHF? 

In most areas, obviously, new 
satellites operate on uhf channels 
since most vhf allocations have 
been spoken for. From a techni-
cal standpoint this fact presents 
few problems, thanks to improved 
equipment and super power. The 
real rub is that potential view-
ers in many areas can't receive a 
uhf signal; even those with all-
channel sets may not have a uhf 
antenna. In an all-vhf area, why 
would they? Unfortunately, this 
fact has been overlooked in some 
cases, and — sans an extensive 
promotional campaign — a ma-
jority of TV set owners aren't 
going to go out and buy a new 
antenna simply because there's a 
new station in town. The only 
reason most set owners would 
have to install a new antenna— 
especially in areas with some lo-
cal service — would be if the new 
station provided the only signal, 
or the only really good signal, 
they could get. 

Therefore, for any satellite 
proposing to operate on a uhf 
channel — especially in any area 
where there is already any kind 
of TV service, off-air or CATV 
—the trick is getting potential 
viewers to install uhf antennas. 
If there is no clear-cut answer to 
this problem, and the satellite ap-
plicant is not equipped or pre-
pared to invest in an extensive 
promotional campaign, it would 

be very wise for him to get some 
precise facts about the community 
before going in too deep. Even 
a megawatt uhf signal is useless 
when the majority of homes in 
the community aren't equipped to 
receive the signal. 

If a proposed satellite will be 
a primary service, it will have a 
good chance of being accepted in 
the community; many TV set 
owners would want to receive 
local programming. If, however, 
a CATV system is already provid-
ing the local programming that 
might be carried on the satellite, 
the problem may still exist. In 
this case, the only alternative is 
to try and provide a service which 
CATV can't or won't. In some 
cases, it might be possible for a 
satellite and a CATV system to 
embark on a joint local program-
ming effort and provide cable 
subscribers with the satellite sig-
nal. In cases where network pro-
gram duplication would be rather 
extensive, this approach may not 
be too advantageous (unless the 
satellite and CATV system were 
mutually owned). 
Under these circumstances, 

even the most stalwart operation 
can be forced out of existence. 
The KIMA-TV uhf satellite in 
Moses Lake, Wash., was forced 
into darkness after a very trying 
period of competition with cable-
supplied programming from all 3 
networks. Viewers in Moses Lake 
were reluctant to invest in uhf 
antennas and converters since 
they were able to get a satisfying 
program diet off the cable. At 
the time few people had all-chan-
nel sets; however, the problem of 
getting set owners to spend the 
comparatively few dollars neces-
sary for a uhf antenna would 
have been difficult at best. 

In such cases, the only obvious 
salavation would be to offer some 
type of service for which there 
is an overwhelming demand and 
which is not supplied over the 
cable system. In most areas, this 
would take some doing—requir-
ing a type of service extremely 
vital to the community and yet 
too expensive to be produced by 
a cable system operator. One an-
swer might be a vast, compre-
hensive news organization oper-
ating in the entire area covered 
by the satellite's signal (and very 
probably a much larger area than 
that covered by CATV). This, of 
course, requires that a minimum 
revenue potential must exist in 
either the satellite area or in the 
value of added parent signal cir-

culation. If a new satellite is go-
ing to get people to spend money 
in added receiving equipment, it 
is perfectly logical to expect that 
the station will have to offer pro-
gramming service which is not al-
ready available. This cold fact 
should convince even the most 
idealistic broadcaster that oper-
ating a satellite successfully in-
volves a lot more than just plug-
ging in a remote transmitter. 

Signal Overlap 

Where the need exists, FCC 
Rules are sufficiently liberal to 
permit overlap of parent and 
satellite signals; however, the 
extent of overlap allowed is al-
ways considered on a case-by-case 
basis. For a pure satellite (no 
local programming) there is vir-
tually no limitation, except, of 
course, where a rather extensive 
area—with respect to areas sep-
arately served by the satellite and 
its parent — would receive both 
signals. If rather extensive local 
programming is anticipated, the 
matter of overlap definitely war-
rants consideration, again, on a 
case-by-case basis, just as it 
would be considered between two 
mutually-owned stations. If an ex-
isting pure satellite begins ex-
tensive local programming (10% 
or more)—even eventual autono-
mous local programming — the 
overlap could become a serious 
matter and fall under jurisdiction 
of the duopoly rules. In such 
cases, however, the FCC will per-
mit the use of directional anten-
nas — within prescribed lobe-to-
null radiation ratios — to reduce 
the overlap to tolerable limits. 

It is conceivable that a station 
with a satellite active in local pro-
gramming could encounter diffi-
culty in increasing the parent sig-
nal coverage at some future time, 
due to mutual ownership overlap. 
It is possible that a directional 
antenna would be allowed in this 
case, too, if lobe-to-null radiation 
ratios are observed. The problem 
would be almost identical to that 
of two nearby mutually-owned 
stations who were attempting to 
increase coverage of either one 
or the other to the point where 
there would be illegal overlap. 
Even under these circumstances 
the Commission has permitted 
the use of DAs. (WALB-TV Al-
bany, Ga., is one example.) 

Mileage separation between 
parent and satellite operations is 
not specified; however, it's ob-
vious that a satellite would not 
be permitted to locate too close 
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to its parent, unless terrain or 
other local conditions proved the 
necessity. Nor are there restric-
tions as to how far a satellite may 
be located from the parent. 
KAKE-TV's satellite KUP-K is 
175 miles away, while RIMA-TV 
(Yakima, Wash.) operates its 
satellite, KEPR-TV Pasco, Wash., 
only 90 miles away. 

Balancing Service and Income 

The purpose of a satellite op-
eration is to provide a service; 
however, in some way it must pro-
duce enough additional revenue 
to amortize the investment and 
sustain operation. Hopefully, 
there are several ways in which 
a satellite can—directly and in-
directly—help support itself. The 
added parent signal circulation 
should interest more regional and 
national advertisers, and at the 
same time, increase the value of 
all time classifications to such ac-
counts. Then, too, most satellite 
markets—if they are big enough 
to justify a satellite—should pro-
duce some revenue from the local 
community. For example, the 
Clovis satellite added 36,000 
homes to KFDA-TV's circulation, 
a 22.4% increase. Fifteen ac-
counts were sold in the satellite 
community, with no local origi-
nation. This was not accom-
plished entirely without competi-
tion, since there is another off-air 
signal plus 2 CATV systems in 
the market. KIMA-TV satellites 
in Pasco, Wash. and KLEW-TV 
Lewiston, Idaho added 64,000 
homes to the parent signal cir-
culation, an increase of 142%. On 
a local sales basis, each station 
operates independently; each 
originates news and local spot an-
nouncements and is capable of 
any required local origination. In 
both markets, Spokane CATV sig-
nals are available, but this has 
never created a problem, much 
less now with prohibitive non-
duplication. 

Local program origination 
will depend, of course, on the mar-
ket itself and /or the ease with 
which parent facilities could be 
expanded to serve local interests. 
If the distance between parent 
and satellite is not formidable, lo-
cal news and video-taped remotes 
could be produced without the 
necessity for local studios; in 
some areas, though, even 75 miles 
can be formidable. A satellite ap-
plicant must always bear in mind, 
however, that he had better not 
rest on his laurels, comforted by 
the belief that local origination 

is not feasible. If he does, an-
other interest with more daring 
may find it appropriate to pre-
pare a cross-file at license renew-
al time. 

Costs 

Satellite construction costs will, 
of course, vary; anyone who has 
built a TV station is quite fami-
liar with those variables: site ac-
quisition, location, power, etc. 
There is one variable which must 
not be overlooked at the outset, 
however, one which doesn't usual-
ly enter into the picture in sta-
tion construction. Depending on 
distance and terrain, the task of 
transporting the parent signal to 
the satellite can be expensive. In 
most cases, a multi-hop micro-
wave link or a leased line is re-
quired since the satellite trans-
mitter is not located within sat-
isfactory parent signal levels. 
KFDA-TV has an initial invest-
ment of $400,000 in the Clovis 
satellite and $350,000 in the 
Sayre operation; neither include 
the microwave systems used in 
both cases for signal transport. 
If program origination is to be 
included in initial plans, this 
item can outrank all other costs. 
It is, of course, possible to equip 
a small studio with necessary gear 
at a modest cost. 

Initial investment isn't the 
only consideration; operating 
costs vary, depending on the num-
ber of personnel and the extent 
of local program origination. 
Without local programming, op-
erating costs are obviously lower. 
Each KFDA-TV satellite has one 
part-time and 3 full-time em-
ployees with a $3,000 monthly 
overhead. The RAKE-TV satel-
lite, which originates up to 10% 
of its programming, employs an 
average of 15 people. 
Even though there is little of-

ficial terminology in legitimate 
broadcast authority, the purpose 
and need for satellites is indisput-
able. Were it not for satellites, 
many areas would presently be 
without local TV service; in fact, 
there are many communities 
where local TV would be econom-
ically impossible if satellites were 
not permitted. Then, too, there 
are some cases where a parent 
station's existence may be solidi-
fied by supporting satellites lo-
cated in smaller surrounding 
communities, forming a sort of 
regional network with one major 
programming facility. By allow-
ing satellite operations, the Com-
mission is doing everything pos-
sible to foster local off-the-air 
TV service for virtually every 
community in the country. • 

Facts About Satellites 

What is a Satellite? A TV station licensed to rebroadcast the program-
ming of a parent station. Differs from a translator in that satellite 
power limits are much higher; satellites may also originate some 
programming. 
Does FCC encourage satellites? Yes, when it appears that a satellite 
is the only means by which a community will have TV service, or when 
it provides an additional service in communities where the additional 
service would be beneficial and would not create a difficult competitive 
situation. 
Who may operate a satellite? Any TV station which can show that it will 
provide a presently unavailable service to a community. Satellite owner 
doesn't have to be a station owner, necessarily; satellite could, con-
ceivably, make some sort of arrangement with another station to re-
broadcast its programming. 
On what channels do satellites operate? Usually on the channel allotted 
to the community; an assigned channel may be used within a 15-mile 
radius. If none is allocated, a petition must be filed for a channel 
reassignment. 
Is overlap permitted? Yes. Rules which regulate mutually-owned facilie 
ties do not apply to a pure satellite. However, if extensive program 
origination is anticipated or begun after satellite has been in operation, 
the situation can change, making duopoly rules applicable. Always 
decided on a case-by-case basis. 
Programming? A pure satellite does not originate any programming. The 
Commission hopes that a satellite will, as soon as economically possible, 
originate at least some local programming such as news, weather, 
sports, etc. 
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How to turn an ordinary 
color television set into 
a highly useful monitor for $195.00. 
Money-saving engineering ideas are what put Inter-
national Nuclear in business. Pre-testing the ideas 
by in- station use is what guarantees you of the prac-
ticality of the ideas. Take the TVM2 Video Modulator 
pictured above, for example. This self-powered, 
printed circuit unit (completely transistorized) accepts 

Write or wire or phone collect 

Ray Weiland, President 

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR CORPORATION 
608 Norris Avenue 

Nashville, Tennessee 

composite monochrome or color signals and feeds 
the signals into the IF circuit of any TV receiver, at 
a frequency of 45.75 megacycles. The TVM2 is simple 
to install. 



BROADCAST 
ett7lerr 

"Super-Cardioid" Mic 

A dynamic, "super-cardioid" 
mie has been introduced by Elec-
tro-Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich. 
The RE-15 is said to have a fre-
quency response independent of 
angular location and therefore 
generates no off-axis coloration; 
greatest rejection, up to 26 db, 
is at 150° off-axis. Frequency 
response is 60 to 15,000 Hz; out-
put is — 55 db; a bass tilt switch 

is incorporated to help overcome 
"boomy" acoustical conditions. 
Nonmetallic "Acoustalloy" dia-
phragm eliminates noise gener-
ated by AC lines cable friction, 
and mechanical shock. Satin 
nickel finish eliminates reflec-
tions for on-camera use under 
bright lights. Price is $153, in-
cluding high quality broadcast 
type cable and model 310 stand 
clamp. 

Circle 101 on Reader Service Card 

Translator Amplifier 

Townsend Associates Inc., Feed-
ing Hills, Mass, is offering a 
1-kw air-cooled UHF klystron 
translator amplifier. Model TA-
10000TLA is designed for un-
attended operation and requires 
less than 3w drive. Aural out-
put is 100w; frequency response 
is flat within 2 db over 6 mHz 
channel. Harmonic radiation with 
filters is said to be better than 
60 db below visual carrier; spur-

lous radiation and intermodula-
tion with filters is better than 
50 db below visual carrier. Price 
is $ 19,950. 
Circle 100 on Reader Service Card 

Projection CRT 

A "watering can" shaped pro-
jection cathode ray tube said to 
produce a light output of 36,000 
ft. Lamberts has been introduced 
by Raytheon Components Div.. 
Lexington, Mass. CK1419P31 in-
corporates liquid phosphor cool-
ing with electron gun set at ar 

angle resembling the spout of a 
watering can. After projection 
through a 5" window on a 3 x 
4' screen, brightness is 50 ft. 
Lamberts. Rated operating life 
is 500 hours; price range is 
$2,000-3,000. 
Circle 99 on Reader Service Card 

Trencher 

An 18-hp 4-wheel drive trencher 
with 3 digging chain speeds, plus 
reverse, is available from Charles 
Machine Works, Perry, Okla. As 
standard equipment the J20 Ditch 
Witch has a hydraulically oper-
ated backfill blade, variable hy-
draulic drive while digging, and 
23 x 8.50 x 12 bar-lug tires. Dig-
ging capacity is up to 5-ft. depth 

and 12-inch width. Special adap-
tations include an offset pivot as-
sembly to permit digging flush 
against buildings or guard rails. 
The chain reverse allows the ma-
chine to back off from obstacles 
without removing the digging 
boom from the trench. Attach-
ments include the Roto Witch 
horizontal boring tool. 
Circle 98 on Reader Service Card 

SCA Generator 

Moseley Associates, Santa Bar-
bara, Cal. has developed a solid-
state SCA subcarrier generator 
with automatic all-electronic sub-
carrier muting and front-panel 

override. SCG-4T is prewired for 
radio remote control and has a 
front panel meter designed to 
read peak modulation; meter 
calibrated directly in kHz devia-
tion. 
Circle 97 on Reader Service Card 

CATV Taps 

Viking Industries, Hoboken, N.J. 
has introduced two pressure taps 
consisting of a 2-piece standard 
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now there are 3 
time & tool-saving 
double duty sets 
New PS88 all- screwdriver set rounds out 
Xcelite's popular, compact convertible tool set 
line. Handy midgets do double duty when slipped 
into remarkable hollow "piggyback" torque am-
plifier handle which provides the grip, reach and 
power of standard drivers. Each set in a slim, 
trim, see-thru plastic pocket case, also usable 
as bench stand. 

PS88 
5 slot tip. 

3 Phillips screwdrivers 

WRITE FOR CATALOG SHEET N563 

PS120 
10 color 

coded nutdrivers 

2 slot tip, 

2 Phillips screwdrivers. 

2 nutdrivers 

XCELITE, INC., 120 BANK ST., ORCHARD PARK, N. Y. 
Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario 

Circle 26 on Reader Service Card 

nut-and-bolt messenger clamp 
with mushroom head and 2-piece 
pressure tap. Combination set is 
designed to reduce cable wear 
and moisture by having the 
housedrop connected to a separ-
ate messenger clamp. Taps are 
isolated by over 19 db. Models 
402 and 403 will accept all com-
mon cable sizes. 
Circle 96 on Reader Serv:ce Card 

VHF Mobile Antenna 
Andrew Corp., Chicago, has de-
veloped a VHF antenna designed 
for low profile mobile applica-
tions. The 117/8" diameter Type 
25714 mounts 6 13/16" above 
vehicle roof by five 3/8" bolts 
and requires a 11/2 " connector 

urim 

hole. Operating in the 158 to 
168 mHz frequency range, the 
unity gain folded monopole pro-
vides a horizontal pattern within 
1/2 db of omnidirectional. VSWR 
is 1.5; impedance is 50 ohms. 
Price is $40. 
Circle 95 on Reader Service Card 

CCTV Camera 
A self-contained TV camera has 
been announced by Cohu Elec-
tronics, San Diego, Cal. The 4100 
Series has all-silicon solid-state 
circuitry and 75-ohm output. 
Automatic sensitivity adjustment 
is said to provide unattended 
operation over an illumination 
range greater than 5000:1 with 

highlight intensities as low as 
10 ft. Lamberts. The 6 lb. camera 
mounts with standard tripod 
screws and will accept a standard 
16mm C mount lens. Including 
vidicon and lens, price is $750. 
Circle 91 on Reader Service Card 

MATV Amplifier 
Jerrold Electronics Corp., Phila-
delphia, Pa. has announced a 
solid-state MATV amplifier re-
ported to provide a minimum gain 
of 40 db with flat response across 
VHF and FM bands. Gibraltar 

Model 3660 is capable of handling 
over 100 outlets and can be used 
for 12-channel operation. Output 
is 50 dbmv per channel for 7-
channel operation; gain control 
is 10 db; impedance is 75 ohms; 
noise figure is 9 db. 
Circle 94 on Reader Service Card 

CCTV Equipment 
Dynair Electronics, Inc., San 
Diego, Cal, has introduced a 
series of solid-state CCTV equip-
ment. Called the Mini-Series, it 
consists of audio-video modula-
tors, distribution amplifiers, and 
switchers. Also included is equip-
ment to link camera, VTR, and 
audio source to monitors or stand-

ard receivers. All units are self-
contained, measure 21/2 " high, 
43/4" wide, 8" deep, and can be 
placed on a shelf or mounted 
vertically or upside down; a 3-
unit rack-mount panel is avail-
able. Lowband modulator is pric-
ed at $170. 
Circle 90 on Reader Service Card 

CATV Amplifiers 
Ameco, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz. has 
developed a series of all-band 
CATV mainline amplifiers. Call-
ed Pacesetter, the solid-state 
equipment employs universal 
housing and unitized circuit 
assembly said to permit 45-sec. 
installation or change-out. Cir-
cuit assemblies plug-in to housing 
which accepts all amplifiers in 
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WOW RADIO TV FM 

••• 

What do all 
three Omaha TV 
Stations have in 
common? 
(Raytheon's Dual-Link II) 

Omaha's gone Raytheon in a big way! Each of the 
network affiliate stations — KETV, KMTV, WOW-TV — 
now uses Raytheon's Dual-Link II to provide continuous 
transmitter monitoring, automatic switchover, and dupli-
cated receiver protection. The 1 Watt hot standby STL 
ends worries about the added demands of color 
transmission. 

The unique design of Raytheon's highly reliable Dual-

Link il permits maintenance of one complete SIL 
System during regular programming hours . . . program 
interruptions are eliminated. Exclusive pull-out drawers 
provide easy in-service access to all functional modules 
. . . no extender cards or complicated test cables neces-
sary. Dual-Link II can be supplied with up to four 15 kc 
program audio channels and is expandable to a com-
pletely automated SIL system at nominal cost. Naturally, 
it exceeds all NTSC color standards. 

All this, plus a 5-year warranty! Like to learn more? 
Mail this coupon today. 

RAYTHEON 

City 

Sales Manager 
Raytheon Company 

Communications and Data 
Processing Operation 

1415 Providence Turnpike 
Norwood, Mass. 02062 
Please send complete 

information on your Dual-Link II 

Name  

Title  

Company  

Address  

 State Zit) Code  
Circle 27 on Reader Service Card 



Why are 61 
FAIRCHILD CONAX'S 
on top of the EMPIRE 
STATE BUILDING? 

.18•44„, I Kee' 

r"-teSilt intatuk, 

Imee' 

«foe 

Several New York FM and TV stations, 
including WNEW-TV, WPIX-FM, WPIX-
TV, WOR-FM, WOR-TV, and WEIXR-FM, 
value their transmission location on 
top of the Empire State BLilding and 
they also value their audience. The 
FAIRCHILD CONAX allows these stations 
to maintain high average listening 
levels without danger of ner-modula-
tion caused by high frequency spikes 
and thereby increasing fringe area cov-
erage. The super-fast attack and re-
lease times of the FAIRCHILD CONAX 
makes this instantaneous control inau-
dible to the listener's ear. Ej The 
FAIRCHILD CONAX does not " muddy-
up" the top in an effort to control it. 
Easily integrated into existing systems, 
the FAIRCHILD CONAX does not obso-
lete conventional compressors or lim-
iters — it actually improves their per-
formance. Only the FAIRCHILD 
CONAX is the world accepted solution 
for high frequency pre-emphasis prob-
lems. Join the " 1000 Club"... the sat-
isfied users of the FAIRCH'LD CONAX 
in recording and broadcastirg through-
out the world. H Write to FAIRCHILD 
— the pacemaker in profess.onal audio 
products — for complete details. 

FAIRCHILD 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
10 40 45th Ave, Long Island City 1, N Y 

the series, including PSM main-
line, PSMB mainline-bridger, 
1>SA mainline with AGC, PSB 
bridger and PSE extender. PSM 
features 28 db maximum gain; 
operating gain is 22 db. Maxi-
mum noise figure is 17 db; gain 
control is 3 db. Housing can be 
mounted vertically or horizontal-
ly with double strand clamp and 
will accept .750, .500, and .412 
cable. Operates within 20-36v 
AC. 
Circle 89 on Reader Service Card 

Phase Sampler 

A broadband AM antenna phase 
sampler has been introduced by 
Bauer Electronics Corp., San 

('arlos, Cal. Model 180 is 7" long 
and can be mounted within al-
most all DA coupling units. Price 
is $165. 
Circle 88 on Reader Service Card 

Dynamic Mic 

Electronics Applications Div., 
Sonotone Corp., Elmsford; N.Y. 
has added a series of dynamic 
mies to its present lines. Seven 
models are available in 200-, 
600-, 10,000-, and 50,000-ohm im-
pedances. Diaphragms are made 

of polyester film and cartridge 
cups are encased in rubber 
sleeves. The Model D-10 (shown) 
is equipped with a table/lavalier 
stand, shielded cable, and phone 
plug. 
Circle 93 on Reader Service Card 

ETV Studio 

An educational TV studio pack-
age has been announced by Pack-
ard Bell Space & Systems Div., 
Newbury Park, Cal. Designed to 
fit in a room as small as 24x25 
x8', studio includes 6 model 920 
live cameras, 16mm film chain, 
35mm slide chain, motorized 
writing scroll, video cart, on-air 
and preview monitors, automated 
lectern, auxiliary control console. 
lights and scaffolding, cables and 
connectors, lavalier mie, digital 

clock, background drape, tape 
punch, tape reader in rack cabi-
net, sync generator, distribution 
amplifier and video sync mixer. 
By punching camera sequence on 
paper tape in advance, the teach-
er can operate all equipment with 
a single hand-held control button 
and move around at will. An 
auxiliary console is available; 
options include a VTR, viewfind-
er camera, and EIA sync. Price 
is $22,000. 
Circle 92 on Reader Service Card 

Tape Accessories 

Three audio tape accessory items 
are available from Eastman 
Kodak, Rochester, N.Y. Items in-
clude: 14" Presstape pre-cut 
splices which eliminate trim-
ming; a leader and timing tape 
with provision for write-on iden-
tificaton and the numerals 1 and 

Circle 28 on Reader Ser,ice Card 
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Announcing.. e 
for color and 
black and white, 
the new family of 
RCA image orthicons 
with a big difference here 
that shows up biq here 
Now RCA brings you the "BIALKALI 
PHOTOCATHODE" in the new RCA-8673 and 
-8674 Image Orthicons. This major engineering 
innovation has greatly improved compatibility 
with its non-stick target, maintaining resolution 
and sensitivity over an extended tube lifetime and 
improving performance of existing color or 
black-and-white cameras. A simple change in a 
resistor chain provides proper voltages for a trio of 
these new Bialkali Photocathode Tubes. Wide-range, 
the 8673 and 8674 fit spectral requirements of all 
three channels ... eliminating the need for another 
tube type for the blue channel. 
Another big difference: the re-designed image section 
provides reduced distortion and freedom from "ghosts." 
These new tubes are available singly or as matched 
sets—a trio of 8673/S or 8674/S types for color service... 
types 8673 and 8674 for black and white. Main 
construction difference is in the target-to-mesh spacing. 
The closer-spaced 8673 enhances S/N ratio for quality 
performance under sufficient illumination. The 8674 
has greater sensitivity under limited illumination. For 
complete information about the new RCA Bialkali 
Photocathode Image Orthicons, ask your RCA 
Broadcast Tube Distributor. 

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J. 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 

USE THIS CHART TO SELECT REPLACEMENT 
TYPES FOR THE TUBES YOU ARE NOW USING 

UNDER SUFFICIENT LIGHTING LEVELS 

For color pick-up, 
If you're now using ... You can replace with: 

4513/S 8673/S 
7513/S 

For black & white pick-up, 
If you're now using ... You can replace with: 

4513 
7513 
7513/1 8673 
8093A " 
8093A/L 

UNDER LIMITED LIGHTING LEVELS 

For color pick-up, 
If you're now using ... You can replace with: 

4415S 
4416S 8674S 

For black & white pick-up, 
If you're now using ... You can replace with: 

7293A 
7293A/L 8674 

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RCA 
BROADCAST TUBE DISTRIBUTOR 

Circle 29 on Reader Service Card 



A must for every 

TV system 

KALART'S 
LARGE SCREEN 
TV PROJECTOR 
TELE-BEAM! 

Now you can have a fully integrated TV 
system, combining the best of closed-
circuit and "off-the-air" with the addition 
of a Tele-Beam large screen TV projector. 

Tele-Beam will project bright, crisp pic-
tures up to 9 x 12 feet, and its great magni-
fication of detail permits large audience 
viewing. Tele-Beam is simple to operate, 
flexible, compact and portable. It offers 
many advantages for effective teaching, 
training, and entertainment. 

For more information and a demonstration, 
write: Tele-Beam Division, The Kalart 
Company, Dept. Bi, Plainville, Conn. 06062 

Tele-Beam crossfire! Central projection pit at 
a leading university multi-media A-V installation 

KALART 

DISTRIBUTORS! Write for information on 
an open Tele-Beam Franchise for your area. 

2 printed every 71/2 "; and a 5 x 
13/4" timing guide notched at one 
end for use with any type sound 
tape. 
Circle 87 on Reader Service Card 

Lavalier Mic 

Sennheiser Electronic, N.Y.C. has 
announced a professional lavalier 
mic specially-shaped response 
curve and noise-isolating double 
housing. MD 214 is designed to 
pre-emphasize high frequencies 
and to eliminate muffled sound 
usually encountered with lavalier 

mies due to chest resonance in 
700 Hz region. Transducing as-
sembly is secured to an inner 
housing compliantly suspended 
from outer housing. Equipped 
with permanently connected 30-
ft. cable, price is $110. 
Circle 86 on Reader Service Cord 

RF Microwattmeter 

An RF microwattmeter designed 
to measure CW power from 0.01 
microwatt to 10 milliwatts full-
scale has been developed by Boon-
ton Electronics Corp., Parsippany, 
N.J. Model 41A operates in fre-

quency range of 0.1 mHz to 6 
gHz and has maximum sensitiv-
ity of 0.001 microwatt per hour; 
no zero balancing is required on 
any but most sensitive range. 
VSWR is less than 1.2 up to 2.5 
gHz and less than 1.5 to 6 gHz; 
accuracy is said to be -±- 0.5 db. 
Meter scale is calibrated in •mic-
rowatts and dbm. Power detector 
is equipped with type N connector 
for 50-ohm system Price is $695. 
Circle 85 on Reader Service Card 

CATV Directional Coupler 

Craftsman Electronic Products, 
Manlius, N.Y. has announced an 
indoor directional coupler for 
CATV and MATV. 600A is avail-
able with 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, and 
30 db tape attenuation and fea-
tures high return loss on input, 

output, and tap terminals. Sur-
face-mount tap features MF-61A 
fittings for through-coax and tap-
off line and may be combined 
with 2- and 4-way splitters. Price 
is $7.95 including connectors. 
Circle 84 on Reader Service Card 

Mic Mixer 

A solid-state mic mixer has been 
introduced by Langevin, Santa 
Ana, Cal. Model AM2A employs 
4000 Series plug-in cards and 
has 9 low-level inputs with low-
impedance preamp 'modules and 
one booster amplifier. High-im-
pedance preamps, high-level 
bridging cards, strapping cards, 
and blank cards are available. 
Each channel is equipped •with 
XLR connector, mixer control, 

Circle 30 on Reader Service Card 
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for TOP PERFORMANCE in 
TV ANTENNAS 

DESCRIPTION 
Improved mechanical 

construction 
Wide variety of Gains 
Power rating to 50 kw 

Beam tiling and null fill avail-
able at no • ncrease Ira cost 

• TV Antennas 
• Coax Switches 
• Notch Diplexers 

January, 1967 — BM/E 

• FM Antennas 
• Harmonic Filters 
• ETV Antennas 

DESCRIPTION 
Simple panel construction 

All copper elements 
All Teton iisulated 

Low VSWR 
Inputs to 60 kw 

Gain of about 30 per panel 

Circle 31 on Recder Service Card 

DESCRIPTION 
Wide variety of frequencies from 

Channel 2 through 83 
Low VSWR 

Versatile for fill in or directionals 
Gains of generally around 

10 per corner 



C. FP ALMTSM A. NI 

Craftsman's new back-matched epoxy filled hybrid 
splitter-mixer's battleship construction insures high 
AC/DC isolation and rugged dependability. 

MODEL 

No need to buy expensive outdoor splitters — Craftsman 
now has available the Astro-Cast type of Epoxy — guaran-
teed not to crack or melt in extreme temperatures. 

CRAMTSMAN 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC. 

133 WEST SENECA ST 

Area Code 315 

MANLIUS. N. Y. 13104 

.hone OVerb•ook 2-9105 

THE PIONEER CATV ACCESSORY MANUFACTURER 

Circle 32 on Rende, Ser,ice Cc.rd 

00 SCA SOLID STATE RECEIVER 
Dayton Electronic Products Company • 117 E. Helena St. • Dayton, Ohio 45404 • 513/4451-4951 

Circle 33 on Reader Service Card 

and speech-music switch. Com-
patible with the AMIA mixer-
amplifier, insertion of the AM2A 
into the "wild input" provides 15 
individually controlled low-level 
inputs. Price is $480. 
Circle 82 on Reader Service Card 

Image Orthicons 

RCA Electronic Components, Div., 
Harrison, N.J. has announced the 
development of two image orthi-
cons for color and monochrome 
use. Redesigned image section is 
said to provide reduced distortion 
and freedom from ghosts, permit-
ting a more closely matched 3-
tube set. Photocathode is a bial-
kali combination with an effici-
ency high enough to eliminate the 
need for an Sil tube in a color 
trio. Image section and photo-
cathode are combined with a non-
stick glass target, field mesh, 
precision construction, and elec-
tron gun and dynode assembly. 
Typ9.s 8673 and 8674 differ in 
mesh and target spacing, 8673 
has a target-to-mesh capacitance 
of about 200 pf; the 8674 has 
a similar capacitance of about 
100 pf. Both carry a 1200-hour 
warranty. 
Circle 81 on Reader Serv%ce Card 

VHF Antenna 

A VHF antenna designed for 
full halfwave, omnidirectional, 
vertically-polarized transmit/re-
ceive purposes is available from 
Cush Craft, Manchester, N.H. 
"Trik Stik" is adjustable from 
a chart for 30 to 50 mHz and 

gives multiple half waves in phase 
for up to 5 db gain with a clover-
leaf pattern in the 130 to 178 
mHz range. Antenna will handle 
up to 100w RF and is priced at 
$6.45. 
Circle 83 on Reader Service Cc-rd 

Portable Quartz Lights 

Two battery-operated quartz-
iodine portable studio lights have 
been announced by Berkey Tech-
nical Corp., Burbank, Cal. Both 
models use a 30v 250w ColorTran 
quartz lamp operating at 3400° 
K; handle base has a 1/4-20 thread-
ed 'mounting bushing. Model LQ-
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THIS BOOM MICROPHONE 

IGNORES EVERYTHING 

...EXCEPT THE DIALOGUE 

Consistency of sound track quality on an endless 
variety of locations and sets can be dramatically 
improved with the remarkable Shure SM5 Boom Micro-
phone. It " hears" the dialogue rather than the ever-
changing character of the surroundings. 

Because its cardioid directional pattern is uniquely 
uniform with frequency and symmetrical about its axis, 
the SM5 is singularly independent of the effects of en-
vironment. Even in extreme shooting situations ( such 
as with tight sets, low ceilings, hard walls, low micro-
phone angles, traffic or air conditioner noise and rum-
ble, and changing distance) the SM5 minimizes sound 
coloration and ambient noise pickup. Equalization 

changes— on the set or in transfer— are seldom, if 
ever, necessary. 

The highly effective attached windscreen completely 
encloses the two-stage mechanical filter, so that there 
are no external "rubber bands" for the wind to " strum." 
The absence of response-correcting inductors or im-
pedance transformers assures freedom from hum. 

Call on the Shure SM5 to solve your most annoying 
boom problems! 

For additional information, write directly to Mr. 
Robert Carr, Manager of Professional Proiucts 
Division, Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., 
Evanston, Illinois. 

UNIDIRECTIONAL DYNAMIC BOOM MICROPHONE 

SHURE PROFESSIONAL MICROPHONES . . . FOR BETTER AUDIO 

MODEL SM56 
CARDIOID 
DYNAMIC 

Extremely versatile in 
studio, control room, 
and remote use. Also 
widely acclaimed for 
rhythm recording. 
Bright, clean sound. 
Exceptionally uniform 
cardioid pattern gives 
optimum control of 
environment. 

MODEL SM33 
UNIDIRECTIONAL 

RIBBON 
Warm, smooth sound 

for studio, control 

room, and scoring 

stage. Super-cardioid 

directional pattern. 

Compact, yet rugged. 

MODEL SM76 
34" OMNIDIRECTIONAL 

DYNAMIC 
Ideal for interviews 
and audience partici-
pation. yet unusually 
smooth wide range 
response (40-20 KC) 
for critical music re-
production. Instantly 
detachable from 
stand. Steel case with 
Cannon connector. 

MODEL SM50 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL 

DYNAMIC 
Self-windscreen ad 
and pop-free for news, 
sports, remotes, aid 
interviews. Also ideal 
for many studio and 
control room applica-
tions. Comfortably 
balanced for hand or 
stand use. Natural 
response. 
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The 

Only 

900 

Recorder 

That 

Meets 

Competition 

Which is to say that just half of a 900 Recorder has 
as many features as any other recorder on the 

market. Look. 

The 900 uses DUAL CAPSTANS to provide a con-

stant lock on the tape as it moves past the heads— 
you have twice the assurance of constant speed. The 
900 starts in . 01 second, two times as fast as most 
other recorders—to provide precise timing and re-
play. The 900 brakes in 1/2  inch of tape travel, half 

the distance ordinarily needed. 

The 900 is designed with an exclusive tape well that 

virtually eliminates threading and has friction-type 
reel locks that may be removed with one hand. You 

can now install a new tape twice as fast. 

And all this at just about 1/2 the price you're used to. 

Write today for the 900 Brochure—we've only given 

you half the story here. 

Atkett  

523 S. Hindry, Inglewood, California 90307 
Tel: 213-678-5445 

3 provides full focusing from spot 
to flood and weighs 2 lbs. 10 oz., 
produces 220 ft. candles at 10' 
in spot focus and 56 ft. candles 
in flood focus. Model LQK-3 is 
a medium flood with fixed focus; 
weight is 1 lb. 12 oz. and it pro-
duces 160 ft. candles at 10'. 30v 
nickel-cadmium battery ( Model 
PBC-30/2) with detachable charg-
er will permit 30-min. operation 
from fully-charged battery. 
Circle 80 on Reader Service Card 

VU Panels 
VU-meter panels available in 1. 
2, or 3-meter configurations have 
been announced by Altec Lansing, 
Anaheim, Cal. Each model has 
a precision potentiometer asso-
ciated with each 4" meter. The 
VU extender, a bridged-T attenu-
ator, positions to 1 mw, +4 dbm 

Mai 

to +40 dbm in 2 db steps, plus 
a reference setting of 0 dbm 
(1 mw across 600 ohms) and off. 
Circuit is designed to bridge 600-
ohm line. 
Circle 79 on Reader Service Card 

Degausser 
An automatic degausser designed 
to erase either 1/4" tapes or Cue-
Mat magnetic mats is being mar-
keted by Ampex Corp., Redwood 
City, Cal. Model AE-100 will 
handle reel sizes from 5" to 12" 
and will erase a 12" reel of tape 
or up to 100 mats in 50 sec., then 
automatically cut off. Heavy duty 
magnets and automatic motor 

Circle 35 on Reader Service Card 
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EIIIIIIIC 
The EIMAC 4CV250,000C is the world's highest power 

tetrode. It is designed for service in super- power broad-

cast transmitters, and was developed on the foundation of 

technology which produced its " little brother," the hundred-

kilowatt 4CV100,000C, now used by the USIA. The giant 

new vapor-cooled tube combines high power gain with long 

de. Vapor cooling is accepted as an efficient and econom-

ical method of cooling in advanced broadcast systems. As 

EIMAC's latest addition to its line of power tetrodes, the 

4CV250,000C is ideally suited for service as an audio 
modulator, a pulse modulator, or a regulator, and as an rf 

amplifier in linear accelerators. Ready now for the super-

power transmitters of the future, this 250 kW tetrode is 

another example of how EIMAC's experience in power 

tube technology paves the way for the developments of 

tomorrow. For a power tube to fit your needs— big or small 

—write Product Manager, Power Grid Tubes, or contact 
your nearest EIMAC distributor. 

250 kW tetrode now 
ready for tomorrow's 

super- power transmitters 

TYPICAL OPERATION 

(as a Plate-Modulated Power Amplifier 

at Frequencies below 30 MHz) 

DC Plate Voltage ..   14 kV 

DC Screen Voltage   800 V 

Peak AF Screen Voltage (for 100% Modulation) 800 V 

DC Grid Voltage  — 800 V 

DC Plate Current  29 Amps 

DC Screen Current   3.6 Amps 

DC Grid Current 1  8 Amps 

Peak RF Grid Voltage  1200 V 

Grid Driving Power   2.5 kW 

Plate Output Power 292 kW 

EIMAC 
Division of Varian 

San Carlos, California 94070 
Elise  

Circle 36 on Reader Service Card 
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Helpful Books that Belong in Every 
Station—Now on 10-Day FREE Trial! 

BROADCAST ANTENNA SYSTEMS HANDBOOK RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, by Henney 
This revised 5th Edition has 
1775 pas. of charts, tables, 
and circuit diagrams—all the 
data you need to quickly 
and ea3iiy solve your radio 
enineering problems. In-
cludes data on microwave, 
electron tubes, acoustics, au-
dio-frequency amplifiers, 
transmitters, os. illators, pow - 
er-supply systems, transis-
tors, etc. . tells how to 
design equalizer networks, 
match antenna and trans-
mitter, design power sup-
plies, etc. In all, this " stand-

ard" provides a wealth of essential engineer-
ing info with emphasis on working practice, 
and actual usable circuits. 1775 pps; over 1500 

illus. 
Order TAB-199 only $27.50 

• 9 BIG 
Sections 

• 1728 pages 

• 1306 Tables 
& illus. 

ElliCAMCA ET 

ANTIKNVII, 

SYSTEMS 

MANDSOOK 

A brand-new, and practical, 
guidebook to all types and 
styles of broadcast antenna 
systems. Covers such top-
ics as preparing engineer-
ing data for the FCC, de-
signing, engineering and op 
orating systems, selecting 
antennas, measuring their 
performance, improving an -
tenna coverage, etc. Includes 
data on AM-FM-TV anten 

nos, UHF, FM DA antenna systems, FM dual 
polarization, microwave, directional AM an -
tennas. etc. 18 BIG Chapters- 160 pps.—over 
100 illus. Truly an invaluable compilation ol 
antenna data for radio and TV stations. 

Order TAB-44   only $7.95 

NAB ENGINEERING HANDBOOK 
A. Prose Walker, Editor-in-Chief 
Let this GIANT reference help you solve broadcast 
engineering problems quickly & accurately! 

Revised th Edition now covers entire range of radio-TV 
engineering. Contains thousands of recommended proce-

dures, fundamentals. ciandards, rules, and "how-to" working instructions 
on ail phases of radio and TV. Keeps you abreact of such developments as TV trans• ' 
lators, remote control, transistor appl:eations. automatic logging techniques, etc. Writ-
ten with your everyday wo:king reeels in mind. this standard reference contains 9 com-
prehensive Sections; Rules, Regulations & Standards; Antennas, Towers and Wave 
Propagation; Transmitters; Program Transmission Facilities; Remote- Pickup Facili-
ties; :%leasurernents, Techniques and Spee.ai Order T0.8-35 only $29.50 
plications: Charts er Graphs. 

AUDIO SYSTEMS, by Julian Bernstein ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING A mammoth book of 718 pps. covering every 
phase of acoustics from fundamentals to prac-
tical applications. Includes complete working 
methods for rodio, TV, films, recording en-
gineers, etc. Contains a large number of used 
formulas, tables and graphs. Anyone involved 
with acoustics owes it to himself to have a , 
copy of this inva:uable reference work on ! 

STIVi!ON OPERATIONS HoAnNlyDB$013135K0 

hand. 
Order No. 182   

Here it is— the first compre-
hensive guidebook to FM ra-
dio station engineering, oper-
ation, and management. Com-
pletely covers all phases of 
FM, from automation, studio 
design and operation, sales, 
rates, office practices, to re-
mote control, antennas, etc. 
Contains several sections on 
successful FM stations around 
the country . . shows how 
they operate, how they make 

profits, what they do in the way of program-
ming, etc. 25 big sections, 192 pps. 

INTERPRETING THE FCC RULES & REGS°only $9.95 
Order No. 94   

Here's a MUST book for every 
station owner, manager, opera-
tor , or legal consultant. This 
reference-guidebook covers cur-
rent legal requirements, the 
whys and wherefores behind 
FCC policies. Now you can bring 
yourself up to date on federal 
regulations governing your op-
erations, complete with detailed 
practical sug.:estions on how 

.• to fulfill necessary obligations. 
Provides cleat -cut procedures to follow in op-
erating your broackast facility in compliance 
with federal regulations. Covers such impor-
tant facets as Program Log Requirements, The 
Fairness Doctrine, Fraudulent Billing, etc. 
Order No. 95   only Wes 

NO RISK COUPON - MAIL TODAY 

This BRAND-NEW volume cov-
ers the circuits and devices used 
in all types of audio systems, 
including all the major circuits 
used in the audio portion of 
radio and TV stations and sou,c1 
studios. Includes all the latest 
data in the field—transistorized 
equipment, stereo, optical re-
cording, etc. Covers attenua - 
tors, mixing and bridging sys-
tems, amplifier and recording systems, equali-
zers and audio transducers. Truly a helpful 
book for every station library. 409 pps. 
Order No. 200   only 57.95 

At 1.110 
sYsTENIS 

SAVE $10.90 ON THIS CATV LIBRARY 
This indispensable library contains 
over 550 pps. of valuable data that 
puts all the facts you need to profit-
ably operate a CATV system right 
at your fingertips! 

CATV SYSTEM ENGINEERING—The first and 
only book to tell you how to plan, install, 
and maintain a CATV system. Thoroughly 
covers systems composed of uncorrelated 
elements, as well as the new, fully inte-
grated solid-state systems. Shows how to 
modernize older systems using new equip-
ment. The most valuable book available on 
CATV—contains only tested and proved data 
—information essential for practical day- to-
Gay operations. 208 pps. 137 illus. 
CATV SYSTEM MANAGEMENT & OPERATION 
—A complete guidebook to CATV, from lo-
cating new CATV situations, through acquit-
'ag a franchise, obtaining financing, open-
ing, and operating a system, budgeting, and 
buying and selling systems. There is little, 
if anything about CATV not covered. Dis-
cusses literally scores of helpful points on 
designing, installing and constructing a cable 
system. Includes cost data throughout 
Provides scores of practical tips. Five Appen-
dices offer invaluable data. 200 pps. 
CATV SOURCEBOOK. A mammoth, thorough 
compilation of facts, figures, forms, agree 
ments and other revealing dota. Contains ex-
clusive data tables on TV and microwave, 
CATV systems ranked by number of sub-
scribers, TV station Assignments available in 
top 10 markets, group ownership of CATV 
,Ystems, common carrier microwave com-
panies receiving CATV's and their tariff's. 
CATV accounting format. Here, too, you il 
find a suggested standard. In all, a wealth 
of helpful significant facts, figures and op-
erating guidelines. 168 pps. 

Order CATV Combo  only $24.95 

Circle 37 on Reader Service Card 
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drive provide a 75 db erasure 
level. Unit weighs 27 lbs. Price 

is $185. 
Circle 78 on Reader Service Card 

Mix-Amp Preamps 
Two high-gain audio preamps 
designed for internal DC opera-
tion have been announced by 
Switchcraft, Inc., Chicago. Mini-
ature solid-state Mix-Amps are 
said to provide uniform gain 
from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Models 
503 and 504 have an impedance 

switch allowing selection of a 

2k-ohm low-impedance output 
with 25 db gain and a 35k-ohm 
high-impedance output with 6 
db gain. Standard AA penlite 
cell provides up to 1000 hours 

operation. 
Circle 77 on Reader Service Card 

Color Pulse Generator 

A color pulse generator designed 
to produce a 20T-pulse test sig-
nal for luminance-chrominance 
gain ratio and envelope delay 
measurements has been develop-
ed by Videometrics, Brightwaters, 
N.Y. Model 314A also produces 
a sine-squared T-pulse and win-
dow for linear distortion mea-
surements and will operate in 
either full field or vertical mode. 
Test signal is said to combine 
both high and low frequency sig-
nals into a composite waveform 
in such a way that gain or delay 
variations of system under test 
will produce waveform distor-
tions observable on existing 
scopes. The solid-state self-pow-

e -te 
es*In 

•i• • • • • lb. 
• • • 

• • • te • 

iie • • • • .1 
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MODEL FM-I FIELD STRENGTH METER 

Complete with carrying 
case and batteries. 

Input   75 ohm F type connector 

Accuracy  -± 1.5 db All TV channels 

Voltage Range  10 microvolts to 1 volt 

Db Range    —30 to + 60 dbmv 

Frequency Coverage . ....... Ch 2 to Ch 13 One Range 

Batteries  (2) 9 volt 2mn6 (meter) 

(2) "C" cells ( pilot lamps) 

Voltage Scale   one 

Db Scales four 

Measurement Method True peak value of sync pulse 

Weight including carrying case   51/2 lbs. 

Size without case .. 41/4 " x 5" x 53/4 " 

Size with carrying case ........... 43/4 " x 61/2" x 7" 

Carrying case   Genuine Leather 

Video nstrument Corp. 

The Model FM-1 is completely transistorized and has many advantages over meters now being used for 

CATV. The circuit is extremely stable through use of silicon transistors of an industrial grade. Shielding is 

thorough and complete, certain areas are double and triple shielded. Microammeter is one of the finest 

types available. Illuminated meter and dial are powered by a separate "C" cell batteries. Video detector 

output is provided for oscilloscope monitoring of video. Bandwidth is limited only by the . 5mc I.F. carrier. 

(Earphones not supplied.) Image rejection is quite good, and error due to side channel overload is minimal 

due to the use of a double tuned bandpass filter that tracks with the oscillator across the dial. The carry-

ing case is constructed of genuine leather, the same thickness as the 3/4 " shoulder strap and is lined with 

velvet covered board for added strength and rigidity. A snap holds the cover completely open in either 

horizontal or vertical position. 

AVAILABLE FROM: 

41> TV CABLE SUPPLY CO. BOX 38 • CARLISLE, PA. • PHONE 717 - 243-4918 

Circle 38 on Reader Service Card 
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WHY DID BUILD THE FIRST 

SOLID STATE T.V. 
TRANSMITTER? 

RELIABILITY 

EFFICIENCY 
PERFORMANCE 

From its very beginning as a manufacturer 
of broadcasting equipment, Townsend Asso-

ciates has placed emphasis on words like 
these. The Townsend Associates' Engineering 
Department has in it many people who have 
been in TV broadcasting since the very early 
days of UHF television. These people, because 
of their background, have come to know the 
requirements of the broadcasting industry 
intimately. They know from personal experi-
ence the importance of both equipment reli-
ability and efficiency. 

It is experienced, knowledgeable men like 
these that helped formulate the design philoso-
phy behind Townsend Associates' equipment. 
Many progressive ideas such as space saving 
T.A. utilized beam power supplies, low level 
sideband filtering, coaxial swiLching for emer-
gency multiplexing of both aural and visual 
carriers through one linear amplifier, and 
numerous other T.A. transmitter features 
evolved from their philosophy. 

Recently Townsend Associates' engineers 
asked themselves: What more can we do to-
ward achieving our goal of high reliability 
with maximum efficiency? The answer to this 
question was the TD- 15B transistorized driver. 
The TD- 15B is the television industry's first 
solid state driver. This driver is designed to 
drive the Eimac klystrons employed as final 

amplifiers in the Townsend Associates' trans-
mitters at the 3KW, 15KW, 30KW, and 55KW 
power levels. 

The driver's R.F. oscillator and multiplier 
strings are completely solid state featuring 
plug-in transistors. The aural and visual modu-
lators are also 100 per cent solid state. 

The heart of the visual modulator is the 
famous Ampex processing amplifier long 
recognized by the industry as one of the finest 
video stabilizing amplifiers ever built. 

The video modulator section, which also 
contains color corrective circuits, is designed 
to be an integral part of the Ampex processing 
amplifier. 

The aural section of the TD- 15B driver em-
ploys a direct FM modulation system for maxi-
mum simplicity and performance. 

Both the aural and visual exciters have 
motorized R.F. attenuators and ferrite isolators 
to provide precise control of driver power out-
put without changing the driver performance 
characteristics. 

The TD- 15B transistorized driver designed 
and developed by Townsend Associates repre-
sents the application, by T.A., of the state of 
the art in providing the broadcaster with a 
truly reliable and efficient television trans-
mitter system. 

TOWNSEND ASSOCIATES INC. 
P.O. BOX 215 • FEEDING HILLS • MASSACHUSETTS • 01030 

AREA CODE 413-733-2284 
Circle 39 on Reader Service Card 
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Give your tapes and 
mats a clean start! 

New AE-100 Automatic Degausser erases 
12" or less tape reel or up to 100 CUE-
MAT* mats in 50 seconds. 

The AE-100 is motor driven and com-
pletely automatic. It provides uniform, 
complete erasure for 14" tapes and mats 
without the guesswork of other degaus-
sers. Shuts itself off automatically. Load 
it. Start it. Forget it. 

What's more, the AE-100 is compact, light-
weight, and practically priced. Ask your 
distributor or write Ampex Corporation, 
401 Broadway, Redwood City, Calif. 94063 

'TM-Ampex Corporation 

AMPEX 
Circle 40 on Reader Service Card 

STEREO-PILOT 
FREQUENCY 
MONITOR 

OVER 150 STATIONS 
have purchased the 

-SFM-19-
• LOW COST 
• ACCURATE 
• RELIABLE 
• REMOTABLE 
• EASY TO READ 

rue 
corporation 

168 Tremont Street, Everett, Mass. 

(617) 389-3380 

ered unit may be rack-mounted 
or mounted in a portable carry-
ing case ( shown) with companion 
Model 308 sync generator. 
Circle 76 on Reader Service Card 

Transmitter Remote Control 

Rust Corp. Everett, Mass. has 
developed a transmitter remote 
control system designed for TV 
(VHF and UHF), FM, and both 
directional and non-directional 
AM transmitters. Model RC-2400 
offers 48 control functions and 
24 metering functions, and may 
be operated with microwave, 
voice telephone line or 2-pair 
metallic circuits by module selec-

o 
 csio 

 immaz.1 

tion. A 2-meter system contain-
ing 5 scales is used for most 
readings; equipment selects 
meter on which reading will 
appear. External meters for 
direct reading of any parameter 
may be added. 
Circle 75 on Reader Service Card 

Color Phase- Shift Equalizer 

Telemet Co., Amityville, N.Y., 
has developed a color subcarrier 
phase shifter distribution ampli-
fier designed to equalize phase 
shifts which occur in long cable 
runs or in studio distribution 
systems. The Model 3248A1 of-
fers 360° phase shift in 30° 

ite 

steps; a fine phase control pro-
vides incremental adjustment. 
The solid-state unit with built-in 
power supply may be rack-
mounted. Four isolated outputs 
at 2v p-p are provided for dis-
tribution of phase corrected sig-
nals. 
Circle 74 on Reader Service Card 

WILKINSON 
4- in-1 

Portable Solid-State 

1. FIELD INTENSITY METER 
2. NULL DETECTOR 
3. STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR 
4. AM MONITOR RECEIVER 
D New Wilkinson Model 4N-1 all solid-state 
Field Meter combines all the features broad-
cast engineers have long been awaiting in a 
completely portable 12-pound unit. D As a 
FIELD INTENS'TY METER, the Wilkinson 4N-1 
measures field strength with 3% accuracy 
and reduces measurement time. D  As a NULL 
DETECTOR, for use with a RF bridge to meas-
ure impedances, the Wilkinson 4N-1 eliminates 
the complexity of a multi-instrument AC test 
set-up. D As a STANDARD SIGNAL GENERA-
TOR, the Wilkinson 4N-1 is invaluable since 
its output accuracy of 3% from one micro-
volt to one volt is essential to many broadcast 
applications. D As a MONITOR RECEIVER, the 
Wilkinson 4N-1 has sensitivity of 5 microvolts 

nominal, permitting excellent 
off-air monitoring in extreme 
fringe areas. C] The frequency 
range of the complete Wilkinson 
4N-1 is 535-1605 kc. D The 
Wilkinson 4N-1 ,s powered by 
dependable nickel cadmium 
batteries, rechargeable from 
AC or an automobile source. 
Ease of operation is assured by 
simplicity of procedure, over-
sized controls and meter, built-
in speaker and illuminated 
panel. The Wilk nson 4N-1 is 
packaged in a sturdy and at 
tractive genuine cowhide case 

When case is closed, power is interlocked off. 
For complete details wrtte: 

ti 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 
1937 MAC DADE BLVD WOODLYN PA 19394 

TELEPHONE 1215 874-5235 874-5237 

Circle 41 on Reader Service Cord 
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we build 
delay lines 
like no one 
else can! 
With our experience in building 
precisior wirewound resistors, it's 
not too surprising that we can 
build electromagnetic delay lines 
with better rise time, less distor-
tion and more uniform impedance 
than any others available. Write, 
phone or TWX Daven, ask for 
Bulletin No. DL-95. 

DAVEN 
DIVISION OF THOMAS A FOISON INDUSTRIES 

GRENIER FIELD, MANCHESTER, N.H. 03103 

(603) 669-0940 • TWX 603-623-4938 

Circle 43 OFR Reader Service Card 

(Continued from page 27) 

picture, resulting in a new lower 
limit, even though actual inter-
ference is greater! This situa-
tion has been recognized, and 
Section 73.182 Paragraph ( 0) of 
the Rules provides examples of 
RSS calculations in different 
cases where the addition of 
a new signal results in para-
doxical answers. There is no 
point in repeating these notes in 
this article; examples given in 
the Rules are very straightfor-
ward and should be easily 
understood. 
Another frustrating part of 

nighttime coverage work is the 
need to compute data for a lot 
of stations with the purpose of 
eliminating many of them! It is 
not sufficient to state in the 
application that a given limit 
does not enter into one's figur-
ing—it is necessary to prove it! 

Class IV Stations 

Class IV night coverage is 
computed by following the in-
structions in Rule 182 ( a) ( 4), 
which provides that an approxi-
mation that may be used for 
Class IV stations. The Rule as-
sumes that all stations operating 
with the same type of antenna 
—one that produces 88 mV/m 
at one mile with 250 watts 
(quarter-wave). Circles are 
drawn about the proposed site 
at distances shown in the Rule. 
Each zone thus produced has 
an assigned field intensity 
value. These are all RSS'd and 
the total produced is considered 
to be the night limit figure. Sta-
tions beyond 500 miles are not 
considered and stations having 
radiation greater or less than 
88 mV/m are adjusted by the 
square root of the ratio of the 
radiated power to 250 watts. 
Although the Class IV tabula-

tions are sometimes laborious, 
they do not require as much re-
searching of FCC files, gen-
erally, as night computations for 
Class III's. Special considera-
tions for Class I and II stations 
are covered in Section 73.185 of 
Rules. Nighttime coverage com-
putations are not as easily 
carried out as daytime coverage 
contours mainly because of the 
need to have engineering data 
concerning other stations, data 
which so often consists of many 
independent and interdependent) 
variables. In many cases, the most 
difficult and time-consuming task 
is to locate this data. • 

widening 
solid gate 
recorders - 
reproducers 
loggers 

Heavy Duty, Two-Direction Transport— 
with latest solid state electronics— 
provides exceptional Performance and 
Reliability. 
Slow Speed Loggers capable of 12-16 
operating days of continuous, unattend-
ed logging time for any Broadcast or 
Communications requirement. 
All equipment attractively priced; ex-
ceeds all N.A.B. specifications. 
Write today for six-page brochure and 
price information. 

metrotech 

METHUEN, RIC. 
670 NATIONAL AVENUE 
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. 
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All-Solid-State Scope elves 7% Measurement Accuracy! 
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IMPROVE BROADCAST QUALITY— MAKE ACCURATE, 

RELIABLE VITS AND COLOR SETUP MEASUREMENTS 
-WRIA04 

Multiburst signal 

accurately displayed 

using Flat Response 

Position of vertical 

amplifier, gives 

frequency-gain 

characteristics. 

Multiburst signal 

shown using Low 

Pass Response 

position allows 

exact determination 

of average value of 

video signal. 

Stairstep levels 

shown in Low Pass 

Response position. 

Deviation from 

designated values 

indicates 

compression. 

Continuous monitoring of your broadcast operation with 
1% measurement accuracy; easier, faster, more pre-
cise setup of cameras and recorders; and high speed 
trouble-shooting are yours with the all.solid-state hp 
Model 191A TV Waveform Oscilloscope! Now you can 
update your system for cotor. This scope is designed to 
meet today's requirements and tomorrow's demands! 
It now is the standard of interstate transmissions—and 
will be your standard to measure incoming v'deo signals. 

CHECK THESE FEATURES: 
High tolerance filter design plus the para:lax-free in-

ternal graticule CRT combine to give you 1% measure-
ment accuracy. The 191A has a vertical amplifier with 
an extremely wide bandwidth to allow exact response 
shaping with five filters including Flat, Low Pass, IRE, 
Chrominance, and Differential Gain—withoJt introduc-
ing any phase distortion into your signal. CRT is large 
7 x 10 cm with a 20 kv post accelerator drive to provide 
bright, easy-to-see traces, including low duty cycle T/2 
sine-squared signals—even in brightly- lighted control 
rooms. 

You get the reliability of all- solid-state construction. 
All components, except the CRT, are solid-state, to al-
low low power consumption (only 70 watts) and con-
vection cooling. No ventilating fan is needed! Solid-state 
components also means the 191A is rugged and can be 
used either in control rooms or for remote broadcasts. 
Model 191A maintains 1% measurement accuracy 
from + 15° to + 35°C (59°F to 95°F)—and still gives 
3% accuracy at the ambient temperature extremes of 
—20°C and +65°C (-4°F to + 149°F) for remote broad . 
casting accuracy. 

Positive, digital Field-Select is insensitive to noise, 
and syncs to the right field every time without adjust-
ment because of computer-type circuitry. You know 
which field you're examining! Line-Select system is dis-
crete for lines 16 through 21 for quick, easy viewing of 
VITS. Variable-Select lets you manually select any line. 
Five sweep modes allow optimum examination of the 
entire composite TV signal, individual lines, video set-
up and color setup. Free Run and WRGB sweep modes 
facilitate signal level measurements and color setup. 
You can switch rapidly from normal operating mode 

to check calibrated gain or to check VITS without re-
setting scope. With the 10' accessory probe connected 
to the front of the scope you get high-speed accurate 
trouble- shooting without interfering with the feed-
through broadcast signals! 
To see how the hp 191A 7V Waveform Oscilloscope 

can improve your broadcast quality and to get full spec-
ifications, call your nearest hp field engineer. Or, write 
to Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304; Tele-
phone (415)326-7000; Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, 
Geneva. Price: hp Model 191A Oscilloscope, $ 1295.00; 
hp Model 10009A Probe, $50.00. This oscilloscope is 
also available as hp Model 193A for telco interstate tele-
vision signal relayers. Price: hp Model 193A, $ 1350.00. 

106A 

HEWLETT hU PACKARD 
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PHOTO: PHILLIP GOT ,HEIL 

Give 
your employees 
a real break. 
In little more time than it takes 
them to munch a Danish, drink a 
cup of coffee and chat around the 
coffee wagon, you can help them 
learn facts that may one day help 
save their lives. 
You can help them avoid being 

a statistic among the more than 
100,000 workers who die from 
cancer each year. 
We have a free education pro-

gram of films, speakers, exhibits, 
pamphlets, posters, etc., at your 
service. It could very well help 
save the lives of some of your em-
ployees; maybe your own. 

Call your Unit of the 
American Cancer Society 
and arrange a life-saving 
break for your employees. 

American Cancer Society YD 
be 1,, E:f-,,bll.511E.R. 

NAMES IN THE NEWS 

Reeves Soundcraft Div. named 
Arthur C. Fritog distributor prod-
ucts mgr., George Petetin, profes-
sional products mgr. 

John G. Russell appointed v.p., gen-
eral sales mgr., Entron. 

Lawrence J. Scully, Scully Record-
cording Instrument Corp., received 
Audio Engineering Society Emile 
Berliner Award. 

Lawrence J. Scully Arthur E Gagnon 

Arthur E. Gagnon appointed manu-
facturing mgr., Raytheon Equip-
ment Div. 

Larry Malloch John R Shearer 

Larry Mallack named general mgr., 
Visual/Allen Div. John R. Shearer 
named mgr., Television Color Film 
System. Field engineer appoint-
ments: N. A. Bratcher, Roy Price, 
Dallas; Howard G. McClure, West 
Coast. 

Frederick H. Tribolet named an-
tenna sales mgr., Jerrold Gov't & 
Industrial Div. 

Michael J. Rodriguez Duncan M. Freel 

Viking Industries appointments: 
Duncan M. Freel, director; Joseph 
F. Monette, director of personnel; 
Michael J. Rodriguez, director of 
engineering; Edward A. Jarzebow-
ski, mgr., quality assurance. 

Elected to Ampex board of direc-
tors: John P. Buchan, group v.p., 
Arutur H. Hausman, group v.p. 

Edward Jarzebowski R. Duane Hall 

John L. Stoddard named mgr., Am-
pex Service Co. 

R. Duane Hall named v.p., market-
ing, Ameco. 

Thomas J. Lyons appointed north 
central district sales mgr., and 
Robert E. Wohlberg, midwestern 
district sales mgr., Superior Cable. 
Ronald N. Kahill named sales rep-
resentative, southeastern district. 
New district sales offices: Grand-
view, Mo. ( 1605 Little St.), south-
eastern office relocated at 175 
Wieuca Rd., N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 

Kenneth D. Lawson appointed 
CATV sales mgr., TeleMation. 

Merle S. Jones, pres. CBS TV Sta-
tions Div., announced appointment 
of Joseph L. Stern as v.p., Engi-
neering Services. 

Ronald C. Mandell appointed chief 
engineer. Anaconda Astrodata 
CATV Systems. 

Harold C. Potter appointed gen. 
mgr., Voice Communication Div., 
Roanwell Corp. 

Harold C. Potter Benjamin Stevens 

Benjamin Stevens appointed mgr., 
Systems and Procedures, Thomas & 
Betts Co. 

Walter E. Baxter promoted to gen-
eral sales mgr., Kaiser-Cox Corp. 

Anthony S. Katona appointed 
Product Sales mgr., CATV/ broad-
cast transmitter Div. 

Walter E Baxter Wallace Adler 
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measuring 
picture quality 

in terms of K-factor 

... with a Tektronix Type 529 or RM529 Waveform Monitor 

Fla. 1. The Tektronix sine' K-factor graticule. Two sweep 
speeds are provided on these waveform monitors so that this 
graticule can be used for 0.125 Ass T-pulse testing on such 
applications as studio and network transmission lines, and for 
0.250 bis 2T-pulse testing on such applications as video tape 
recorders and transmitters 

100 

-20 

40 
11..0 0, 11 ••01.11 lege.• Y 

Fig. 3. Display of an undistorted 0.125 ms sine' pulse at 0.125 
H/cm magnified 25%. A T-pulse with its base on the • 10 IEEE 
unit line will reach the - 100 IEEE unit line if the video system 
has 6.7 MHz equivalent bandwidth. At 4 MHz, pulse height will 
be reduced by 18% 

100 

80 

BO 

40 
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—40 
.000 01. • 1.1. 0. •IMC .01 

e 

Fig. 5. Display of a bar signal at 0.125 H/cm with the base on 
the 10 IEEE unit line and the rising edge aligned with the 
arrow (encircled). The top of the bar signal should be at the 

100 IEEE unit line. The inner and outer lines of the box at 
this point show the 2% and 4% K-factor limits. 

Measurements of TV picture quality 

in terms of K-factor can be made simply 

and precisely using the sine' graticule of 

a Tektronix Waveform Monitor. These 

measurements can be made when a 

sine' pulse and bar is transmitted during 

the vertical blanking interval of normal 

broadcast operation. 

Figure 1 shows the sine' graticule — 

marked in percent of K-factor for signal-
distortion measurements when using a 

sine' pulse and bar and also marked in 

standard IEEE units for normal signal-

level measurements. Figure 2 shows an 

undistorted sine' pulse and bar. 

T-pulse measurements. The phase 

response of a video system can be de-
termined by observing the leading and 

trailing edges of the sine' pulse. Figure 3 

shows an undistorted pulse. Phase dis-

tortion causes asymmetrical aberrations, 

such as shown in Figure 4. Any display 

of symmetrical ringing on both the lead-

ing and trailing edges of the pulse indi-

cates bandpass degradation without 
phase distortion. 

Bar Measurements. The critical rn:c1-

band frequency and phase response of 

a video system can be determined by 

observing the amount of tilt in the flat-

topped portion of the bar. If the video 

system has ideal response, the bar will 

be transmitted as shown in Figure 5. 

Impaired response in the system will 

cause tilt or sag, such as that shown in 

Figure 6, with streaking or smear in the 
picture. 

Type 529 Waveform Monitor   $1050 
(8%" high, 81/2" wide, 19" deep, weighs 24 lb.) 
Rack Mount Type RM529 $1'00 
(51/4" high, 19" wide, 20" deep, weighs 27 lb.) 
Power consumption of each model is 80 
watts — no fan used. 

U.S. Sales Prices f.o .b. Beaverton, Oregon 
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Fig.2. Displayof a sine' T- pulse and be.Wavelorm shows the 
following: the horizon:al sync pulse on the -.40 IEEE unit loe, 
the backporch on the 0-level line, the 10% offset or bas.- for 
the pulse and oar, and the sine' or T-pulse on the • 10 IEEE 
unit line, and the bar on the -. 100 IEEE unit lice. 

40 
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-40 

Fig. 4. Display of a sine' T-nuise showing some phase distor-
tion. Phase distortion will aopear as aberration ,. on the lea.ding 
or trailing edges of :Fe T o, 2T-pulse. The ix- factor syntem 
relates the amplituce of ringing vs the displacement of the ring 
from the transient le terms of picture degradation. 
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Fig. S. Display of a bar signal at 0.125 Him, showing tilt 
which exceeds the 2% to 4% K-factor tilt limits. 

Tektronix, Inc. For complete informaton, contact your 

nearby Tektronix field engineer or write: 

Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 50C, Beaverton, Oregon 97005 
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GET 

GJEFiET 
u IF 

with PARABEAM ANTENNAS 
Simple arithmetic. Your subscribers want more channels 

— GET SET FOR UHF! 

With the growth in the number of UHF stations, you can 
easily increase your service — if your antenna will deliver 
quality UHF pictures! 

JERROLD-TACO high gain Parabea -n Antennas com-

pletely eliminate the need for massive (and expensive) 
support structures . . . modular arrays offer 1/10 the 

windload of solid surface dishes of equivalent gain. Back 
this up with a choice of antenna models — including 
single, dual, and quad arrays — six or eight foot diam-
eters, and you have a sure, inexpensive-to- install winner. 
There is a JERROLD-TACO Parabeam antenna to meet 

your UHF gain requirement. 

Complete technical data and ordering information on request. 

JHR0111 JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
Ph ladelphia, Pa. 19105 

Preformed Line Products Co. 
announces key administrative 
changes: Wallace Adler named v.p., 
mfg. Succeeding Mr. Adler as v.p., 
foreign operations is W. Frederick 
Corkran. James R. White, appointed 
corporate controller. 

A 

W. Frederick Corkran Cliff Ratliff 

Cliff Ratlif f appointed chief engi-
neer, Magnetic Heads, Inc. 

Henry S. Broughall appointed mar-
keting mgr., Teletronix Div., Bab-
cock Electronics Corp. 

Henry S Broughall 

Jack Horne appointed general sales 
mgr., Berkey Technical Corp. 

Benco Television Corp.'s U.S. fac-
tory service dept. is in operation at 
724 Bugbee St., Jacksonville, Fla. 
32207. 

Thomas L. Aye appointed market-
ing mgr., Metrotech's Audio Prod-
ucts Div. 

Donald L. Wyckoff named Entron 
western regional mgr., headquar-
tered in San Francisco Bay area. 

Andrew J. Hayes has been named 
corporate controller of Blonder-
Tongue Labs. Jerome I. Cohn has 
been promoted product mgr., Distri-
butor Products Div. 

BROADCASTERS 

SPEAK 
Sirs: 
In your January 1965 issue, on 
page 6, there is a table sum-
marizing a survey of average 
wages in the industry, as com-
piled by NAB. Is there a more 
recent compilation available? If 
so, we would appreciate know-
ing when or if you will be pub-
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EMCOR I—tough, beautiful protection 

EMCOR I cabinets guard your valuable 

instrumentation. They're hard, tough, 

long-lasting steel. The beauty of form 

and the color, or colors, of your choice 

mask the toughness underneath. 

Beauty, yes! When you see EMCOR I 

cabinets, you'll appreciate that they are 

sleek, beautiful pieces of craftsmanship. 

EMCOR created the concept of the 

modular enclosure system, and we've 

EMCOR/distinguished cabinetry 

refined it to the point where EMCOR 

cabinetry is an art...the closest thing to 

perfection in electronic cabinetry. Of 

course, there's a shape and size to 

house any instrumentation. 

When you need strong, beautiful pro-

tection for your equipment, call your 

local EMCOR Sales and Service Engin-

eer. Or write for our EMCOR I catalog. 

Ingersoll Produ cts  1024 West 120th St.. Chicagb, Illinois 60643 

Albany: 436-9649; Albuquerque: 265-7766; Alex-
andria: 836-1800; Binghamton: 723-9661; Bridge-
port: 368-4582; Buffalo: 632-2727; Chicago: 

676-1100; Cleveland: 442-8080; Dallas: 631-7450; 
Dayton: 298-7573; Del Mar: 454-2191; Denver: 

934-5505; Detroit: 357-3700; Fort Lauderdale: 
564-8000; Ft. Walton Beach: 243-6424; Houston: 

526-2959; Huntsville: 539-6884; Indianapolis: 
356-4249; Kansas City: 444-9494; Los Angeles: 

938-2073; Minneapolis: 545-4481; Newport 
News: 245-8272; N.Y.C. area: 695-0082; Orlando: 

425-5505; Palo Alto: 968-8304; Pittsburgh: 884-
5515; Phoenix: 273-1673; St. Louis: 647-4350; 
Seattle: 762-7800; Tucker (Atlanta Office): 939-

1674;Tu I sa: 742-4657; U t ica 732-3775;Va I I ey Forge: 
265-5800:Wilmington, Mass.: 944-3930; Winston-
Salem: 725-5384. EMCOR Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

DIVISION OF BORG-WARNER CORPORATION 

electronic onne. 
equipment UU11U WARNER 

January, 1967 — BM/E 
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KWh 
DOW 

Teleironix 
antenna 
system , 

sets FAR 
REACHING 
RESULTS 

Over the eastern plains and westward 

across the rugged Rockies, two Tele-
tronix 10- bay antenna systems provide 
far reaching results for KNIYR-FM 

(Denver) for thEir stereo and subcar-

rier transmissicn. One is 3 horizontal 
installation ... the other a wide- band 

vertical system fer better reception 
over the most ! regular terrain. 

Exclusive Teletrpnix feat res — folded 

di- pole vertical design for broader 

band characteristics, enclosed direct 
feed- point connction, larger element 

areas and lighter-weight all-weather 

construction—rean opErational relia-
bility, low maintenance and lower 

overall cost for years to come at 
KMYR. And for many others too, for 

that matter. 

Find out how Te etionix antenna sys-
tems can givE pu greater reach. 

Technical informai on is ypurs for the 

asking. 

TELETRONIX 
DIVISION OF BABCOCK ELECTRONICS CORP. 

2952 Randolph Street, Costa Mesa, California 92626 
.._ Telephone: ( 714) 540-4040 • TWX: 910-595-1517 

Advanced Design in Broadcast Transmitting Equipment 

lishing it, or where we could ob-
tain a copy. 

Kenneth E. Lux 
Chief Engineer, KFEQ-TV 
St. Joseph, Mo. 

No new survey has been con-
ducted to date. The table men-
tioned summarizes the latest data 
available. 

Gentlemen: 
1s1IJ 11 JO 

Zupiulte ioj41paia atom pinoqs 
nA enaHaq pun `.1001j uo 

waosa.tonij Átimaadsa 
`tuaisXs um; jo pncad axn am 

WZ 
noX mot( .8upeouli pa;saaa; 
-Iti act woe& am •tua;sXs uon 
-lautown anbIun .tagea .ano jo 
ain4oId n motis no uompa 9961 
aequianoN anoX jo gz aftvd up 

Jim Rieger 
Engineer and full-time 
boy wonder, KILN 
Lincoln, Nebr. 

The credit is all yours! But how 
are you going to show it off to 
visiting "firemen"? 

Sirs: 
I read with interest the article 
by Joseph Coons in the June 
issue, regarding mobile units, 
and would like to add my com-
ments. AT WTVB/WANG we 
have been using mobile pick-up 
facilities since 1954. All our 
equipment is modified police 
gear of various makes—RCA, 
Federal, and Motorola. Four 
mobile units and a base station 
comprise our system at present. 
Costs range from a high of $250 
for a 60 W transceiver to $15 for 
a transmitter-only, ac-powered 
unit. 
For many years we operated 

on 153.05 MHz. This frequency, 
as all others in the 150 MHz 
band is a share-the-channel. 
Since we were hearing indus-
trial stations as far as 200 
miles away, we moved to the 
161 MHz broadcast-only fre-
quency. I would urge any sta-
tion going mobile to use the 
161-MHz frequencies. Another 
advantage is that Civil Defense 
nets are being set up between 
broadcast stations using this 
band. 
I concur with Mr. Coons that 

mobile units are an essential 
part of the broadcaster's equip-
ment, helping him keep in touch 
with the community. During the 
Palm Sunday 1965 tornadoes, 
our mobile units afforded the 
first communication from the 
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affected area. We wouldn't be 
without them. 

Virgil M. Royer 
Operations Mgr., 
WTVB/WANG 
Coldwater, Mich. 

Sirs: 
I noticed the article on the last 
page of the November 1966 issue 
Engineering Casebook and 
find that I have approximately 
the same thing but built com-
mercially by Bogen. Our ampli-
fier is a model M60A, and has 
an attachment called the Model 
WMT-1 line input/line output 
matching transformer which fits 
into the available chassis holes 
of the M60A. 
I have used this amplifier as 

a console for remotes, also as a 
PA amplifier, and find that this 
accessory works fine. It also 
works very well with other 
amplifiers. To make the M60A 
more versatile, I have installed 
3-prong mike plugs so that 
plug-in transformers may be used. 
At present I am using BM/E 

for its articles on new studios 
and find the articles are very 

thorough and have many new 
ideas not included in many 
books. 

Burton Landry 
Chief Engineer, WARE 
Ware, Mass. 

Gentlemen: 
Thank you for your further in-
terest in our high power for 
CATV project. It seems odd that 
a vhf translator can put out 
5 watts and serves thousands of 
TV sets while cable systems 
need up to 50 amplifiers to do 
the same job. Why don't cable 
systems put out 5 watts with 
just one piece of equipment for 
each channel, guiding the signal 
through low loss cable to the 
homes that want to pay for the 
service? How can a cable system 
run that signal through 50 
pieces of electronic equipment 
and maintain as good a picture 
and as dependable a service as 
a translator? It can't be done, 
but that same 5 watts with new 
low loss cable can cover a good 
size town operating a CATV sys-
tem, with everything out of the 
office, simply a passive CATV 
system. 

Naturally, you have less 
trouble, lower light bills, less 
outages, less deterioration of 
signal—just a better, simpler 
cable system. And by the way 
it costs a lot less initially, too. 
It's that simple. Everybody else, 
in mixing channels together, 
loses 50% signal right off the 
bat. We have pretty much 
licked that problem, and the 
high power equipment costs $200 
per channel. 
You used to have to run low 

level to keep down radiation. 
Now that we have radiation-
proof cable, everybody has gone 
to transistorized amplifiers with 
lower levels. 

Harlan L. Jacobsen 
Jacobsen Electronics 
Rapid City, S.D. 

Sounds good, but we're still 
leery about the radiation prob-
lem. Also, how do you control 
signal level to customers' receiv-
ers? And what about signal level 
for customers at the end of the 
cable? If you have these prob-
lems licked, a lot of small sys-
tem operators surely will be 
very interested. 

for Translator and CATV systems: 
"Quadrate Channeler" antennas 
receive the signal - and only the signal - you want, 

and put it where - and only where - you want it. 
Eliminate co-channel interference. 
3 models cover 12 VHF channels. 

Superior black/white and color reception. 
Very low sidelobe level; very high front-to-back ratio. 

Narrow beamwidth; high gain; wide bandwidth. 
Weatherproof construction, complete packaged assembly 

and 

GUARANTEED 
Al> ANTENNA 

PERFORMANCE 
Consult with Scientific-Atlanta on your 
particular antenna problem. We will ad-
vise you frankly whether our 

CFIANNELER ANTENNAS 

can solve it. If, based on our recommen-
dation you buy and install one of our 
antennas and are not completely satis-
fied with its performance, you can re-
turn il within 30 days for a full 

'14 price refund. 
For more information contact 

Mr. Tom Smith or Mr. J. B. Weston at 

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA,INC. 
Box 13654, Atlanta, Ga. 30324, 404S38-2930, TWX 810-716-4912 
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LITERATURE eINTEREST 
For additional data, circle No. 
shown on Reader Service Card. 

RF instruments, coax components 
with 7 and 14 mm connectors de-
scribed in bulletin from Alford Mfg. 
Co. 153 

Screwdriver kits with plastic handle 
and selection of interchangeable 
blades described in literature from 
Xcelite. 154 

Tower Saf-T-Climb described in 
brochure from Safety Tower Ladder 
Div., Air Space Devices. 155 

THE 

LEADE 

IN 

CV 

WERS 

"Quality—Service 
and Price!" 

Yes, quality, service and price 
on CATV systems are the rea-
sons for Fort Worth Tower's po-
sition as the industry's leading 
supplier. Experience gained as 
a pioneer supplier of CATV en-
ables Fort Worth Tower to pro-
vide you with a quality product 
at a price that is reasonable 
and attractive. 

Take advantage of our experi-
ence. For assistance in systems 
planning, engineering and com-
plete systems quotations . . . 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY 

90e ?end 7044et 
COMPANY, INCORPORATED 

P.O. Box 8597, Fort Worth, Texas 
(817) JE 6-5676 

— Associated Companies — 
Tommy Moore, Inc.—Big State Engineering, Inc. 

Tower Construction Finance, Inc. 

VTR application information, tele-
production capabilities, outlined in 
6-page brochure on VR-660B from 
Ampex. 156 

Field strength meter for RF meas-
urement in air, twin lead, coax, de-
scribed in "Commander" brochure 
from Amphenol. 157 

V-O-M panel and portable electrical 
and electronic test instruments listed 
in 12-page catalog from Triplett. 158 

Push buttons for horizontal- or ver-
tical-row mounting described in en-
gineering bulletin from Switchcraft. 

159 

Relay selector chart from Cornell-
Dubilier lists technical information 
on miniature, general purpose, pro-
gram, bi-stable, time delay, tele-
phone types. 198 

Tape deck described in literature 
from International Good Music has 
reversing 14" reels in mono or 
stereo. 197 

Automatic programming system de-
scribed in brochure from Automatic 
Tape Control. Shows actual radio 
operations. 160 

Cartridge tape handling equipment 
described in Mark II Carousel litera-
ture from MaCarTa. 161 

Video test set described in literature 
from Riker Industries. Produces 
multiburst, sin2 window, stairstep 
pulses. 162 

Audio console installations de-
scribed in McCurdy literature from 
Visual Electronics. 163 

Cartridge tape recorder! reproducer, 
described in literature from KRS, 
outlines recording, editing, playback 
features of SB1 series. 164 

TV camera deflection components 
listed in catalog from Cleveland 
Electronics. 165 

CATV bridging amplifiers described 
in literature from Entron includes 
operating specifications. 166 

Translators for up to 1-kw UHF 
operation described in literature 
from EMCEE. 167 

Encoders for live and film color 
camera systems described in litera-
ture from G-E. 168 

Books on all phases of radio-TV-
CATV, many unavailable from other 
sources, fully described and illus-
trated in 18-page literature package 
from TAB Books. 170 

Two-way radio systems described in 
literature from Motorola. 152 

Pickup cartridges for stereo appli-
cation described in literature from 
Stanton Magnetics. 171 

CATV distribution equipment listed 
in literature describing American 
Electronics Colorvue Series. 172 

CATV News Channel equipment de-
scribed in literature from TeleMa-
tion. 173 

CATV distribution equipment listed 
in brochure from Cascade Electron-
ics. Describes features of modular 
unit, universal housing types. 174 

Video switching and distribution 
equipment listed in literature from 
Applied Electro Mechanics. 175 

Stereo cart ridge literature from 
Elpa Marketing Industries describes 
S-15T moving-coil type. 176 

Phono cartridge literature from 
Shure Bros. describes Super-Track 
V-15 Type II unit. 177 

Video amplifiers designed for high 
resolution CRT display applications 
described in literature from ITI 
Electronics. 178 

Waveguide components, microwave 
equipment listed in literature from 
Lectronic Research Labs. 179 

CATV system reference data book 
from Jerrold includes channel fre-
quency data, coax cable descrip-
tions and attenuation data, data on 
fittings, etc. 180 

Vector voltmeter discussed in Ap-
plication Note from Hewlett-Pack-
ard. Describes precision frequency 
comparison. 181 

TV newsfilm system described in lit-
erature from Eastman Kodak pro-
vides ready-to-run film in 2 min-
utes. 182 

Precision audio equipment listed in 
literature from Hi-Q Div., Aerovox. 
Includes attenuators, equalizers, fil-
ters, etc. 183 

Video pulse generator described in 
literature from Videometrics. 314A 
designed for color equipment align-
ment. 184 

TV lens list from Burke & James 
includes more than 1,000 types, 1/2 
to 40". 185 

Micro cleaning products for elec-
tronic and optic equipment described 
in 8-page catalog from Texwipe Co. 

186 

Audio tape recorders, reproducers, 
loggers, described in literature from 
Metrotech. 187 

"ColorTran News" published by 
Berkey Technical Corp. for motion 
picture and TV industries. 188 

Video test unit described in litera-
ture from Rohde & Schwarz offers 
sweep and analysis functions. 189 

Tape decks with solid-state plug-in 
components described in literature 
from Scully Recording Instruments. 

190 

Video terminal equipment described 
in literature from Central Dynamics 
Corp. 193 

Audio equalizing equipment listed 
in catalog from Lang Electronics. 

194 

Tape recorders for mono or stereo 
applications listed in literature from 
Crown International. 195 

Circle 52 on Reader Service Card 
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BM/E CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACE 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES 

SITUATIONS WANTED: 15¢ per word; $2.00 minimum 
HELP WANTED: 20¢ per word; $2.00 minimum. DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $21.50 per inch lx; $20.00 per it 
ALL OTHER ADVERTISING: 25¢ per word; $3.00 minimum. inch 6x; $18.50 per inch 12x. Professional Cards $15.00 12x. 

CASH DISCOUNT: 2% cash discount if remittance accompanies order. e 
BLIND BOX NUMBERS: No extra charge. Send replies to address below. CLOSING DATE: 5th of the second month preceding issue date. 

BM/E, 18 Frederick Road, Thurmont, Maryland 21788. Phone 301/271-7151 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

WANTED 
CATV FRANCHISES & 

CATV COMPANIES IN OPERATION 
Group with know how, experience, finan-
ces, willing to purchase franchises & exist-
ing CATV operations regardless of size 
of system 

AMERICAN CATV INC. 
P. 0. BOX 519, ASHTABULA, OHIO 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Disc jockey-announcer-producer-20 yrs. exp. 
—Jazz-Blues-rock and roll-Spirituals award 
winner-syndicated columnist-age 39-Negro— 
Mannie Mauldin, Sutherland Hotel, 4659 
Drexel Blvd., KE 6-7676—Chicago, Ill. 

HELP WANTED 

TELEVISION 
ENGINEERS 
We are interested in contacting 10 
Station Engineers capable of design 
or field engineering. Excellent oppor-
tunities in TV Development Engine-
ering and Systems Engineering with 
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Broadcast 
Equipment Division. 
TV station engineering experience 

required, BSEE or equivalent desir-
able. Send resume of experience, or 
call, Mr. Biagio Presti, Broadcast 
Equipment Division, Sarkes Tarzian, 
Inc., Bloomington, Indiana, Area 
Code 812, 332-7251. 

\ . Elect of ron . cs 
Symbol Excellence 

\I. ..) 

Christian AM station needs professional, 
creative production-announcer, with solid 
commercial experience. Must have good 
background in commercial station produc-
tion and honest desire to apply knowledge 
to Christian programming. Permanent posi-
tion open immediately in this established 
station. Good salary for right man. Send 
tape and complete resume to: Dick Bott, 
KCCV Radio, Kansas City, Missouri 64133. 

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. Engineers ex-
perienced in the following job categories: 
Video tape maintenance and recordists; 
live color video; studio supervisors; trans-
mitter maintenance. The above positions 
are all top salary. Send your resume or 
inquiry to the Amps Agency-3974 Wilshire 
Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90005 

By Broadcasters—For Broadcasters. 

Wanted immediately: Chief engineer an-
nouncer for non-directional 1000 watt sta-
tion Artesia, New Mexico who can install 
new AM studio plus FM stereo. Friendly 
college town in green valley. Good steady 
income. Write Dave Button, KSVP, Box 
38, Artesia, N. M. 

TV ENGINEERING PLACEMENT 
ALL EMPLOYER PAID FEES 

Check Area of Interest 

Director of Eng.   

Xmtr supervisor   

Studio supervisor   

Xmtr technician   

Studio technician   

Video tape technician   

Allied fields   

Electronic Engineers   

D 
D 
D 
D 
111 

Name 

Address   

Salary Desired 

Consultants 
645 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 60611 

PLEASE INCLUDE A RESUME 

PROJECT 

ENGINEERS 

Project Engineers, all levels for 
challenging assignments in the 
design of audio, video & control 
facilities for color TV studios. 
BSEE and minimum of 2 years 
experience, preferably in broad-
casting, required. 

Location: CBS Headquarters 
Building, midtown Manhattan 

Please send resume and 
salary requirements, to: 

WILLIAM J. REILLY, JR. 

Personnel Dept. 

COLUMBIA BROADCAST-

ING SYSTEM. INC. 
51 W 52 St, NY, NY 10019 

Microwave Installer Repairman. Applicants 
must have second class license with radio 
and multiplex experience. Excellent pay, 
vacation, holidays, insurance, retirement 
and opportunities. Send salary require-
ments, employment history and complete 
resume to: Plant Manager, Post Office Box 
308, Fairfield, Texas. All replies confiden-
tial—an equal opportunity employer. 

Immediate openings, experienced engineer: 
transmitter. VTR, remotes, micro-wave. 
Excellent working conditions, pay commen-
surate with past experiences. Fringe bene-
fits. Call collect Charles Perkins. Chief En-
gineer. WJTV. Jackson. Mississippi—area 
code 601-372-6311. 

Studio engineer, experienced, first phone. 
VTR, operations, maintenance. Color equip-
ped ETV operation; Position open January 
1967. Apply chief Engineer, WMVS/ WMVT, 
1015 North 6th St.. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Opportunity in south Texas for qualified 
second man to move up to chief engineer. 
Must be qualified in VTR. studio mainte-
nance, microwave, and capable of installing 
full power, tall-tower operation. Send re-
sume and salary requirements to Personnel, 
P.O. Box 1359, Ft. Smith, Arkansas. 

111_21.11_1LI_Lej_i_mg_i_cay.11.11111.1.111.1.1.11Ll 

Wanted Immediately 
Experienced studio technician 
with 2nd class license. Top 
wages. Major market VHF. Send 
resume to: 

H. Owen, 

WNAC-TV, 
21 Brookline Avenue, 

Boston, Mass. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

Announcer to develop news/sports leader-
ship at this adult CBS affiliate in city of 
14,000 located between Cincinnati and 
Louisville. Right man to take, type, news/ 
sports-will become news director in six 
months. Send picture, full details to General 
Manager, WOFtX, Madison Indiana. 

PERMANENT POSITION for announcer 
with first phone by newspaper owned good 
music AM-FM stations in Northern Indi-
ana's lake region. Emphasis on newscasts 
and commercial announcing. Excellent op-
nortunity. Call collect or send tape, resume, 
to manger, WRSW, Warsaw, Indiana. 

First class license, graduate of two year 
approved technical school ( or equivalent) 
for chief engineer of new 2500 mHz ITFS. 
Reply to Mr. L. McConnell, Asst. Supt., Al-
pena Public Schools, Alpena, Mich. 

Wanted: Technician—CATV experience, per-
manent position—no traveling-220 mile 
system. $525-$575 month. Liberal vacation. 
insurance, hospital benefits. Send resume: 
Cablevision, 716 Francis, St. Joseph, Mis-
souri. 

Engineer with experience in TV, radio or 
allied fields preferred. Must have 1st li-
cense. Excellent opportunity for experience 
in broadcasting. Reply to Chief engineer, 
WFSU-TV, Tallalussee, Fla. 

Wanted: 1st phone for announcing & pro-
duction. Small market with middle of road 
format. Call Station Manager, WSER, Elk-
ton, Md. 301-398-3883. 

Immediate opening. Experienced announcer. 
3rd class endorsed ticket necessary. First 
phone preferred. Send resume and tape to 
KSYL, Box 1489, Alexandria, Louisiana. 
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HELP WANTED ( continued) EQUIPMENT WANTED (coed.) EQUIPMENT FOR SALE ( cont'd.) 

WTOC-AM-FM-TV Savannah, Georgia, has 
opening for first class engineer with experi-
ence. Reply by letter to Chief Engineer, 
WTOC, P.O. Box 858. Savannah, Ga. 31402. 

Need engineer with first class license— 
transmitter and maintenance duties—no an-
nouncing. Will train if necessary. Contact 
R. J. Bitner, Chief Engineer, KRVN AM/FM, 
Lexington, Nebr. 68850. Phone 308-324-3271. 

First class engineer for maintenance, no 
announcing. Work under chief. Growth 
company. Good opportunity. Contact Arnold 
Lerner, WLLH, Lowell. Mass. 617-458-8486. 

Experienced television broadcast engineer. 
Replies confidential. Send resume and phone 
number to Bob Anderson. KIMA-TV. Box 
702, Yakima, Washington. 

Chief engineer for long established 5.000 
watt directional in good Michigan market. 
Excellent permanent position. Contact Gen-
eral Manager, WPAG, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Chief engineer. 1 kw daytime directional. 
Contact Jack Sullivan, WOKW, Brockton, 
Mass. 

Engineer for transmitter. Will train begin-
ner. WAMD, Aberdeen, Md. 

1st class engineer—announcer. WEBO, 
Owego, New York Phone 607-687-0371. 

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED 

EGION,‘L SALES 
REPRESENT ATM ES 

WANTED 
Outstanding manufacturer of CATV 
cable has several openings for Re-
gional Sales Representatives. Must 
know the CATV business. Sales ex-
perience desirable, but not necess-
arily required. Substantial base sal-
ary plus commissions, outstanding 
fringe benefits Growth potential 
unlimited. Please send detailed res-
ume in confidence. 

Box 167-1, e; BM , E 

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED—Large es-
tablished Eastern Manufacturer needs rep-
resentatives for FCC TYPE ACCEPTED AM 
and FM broadcast transmitter line. Selected 
territories available throughout U.S. Estab-
lished broadcast equipment representatives 
preferred, but will consider individuals in 
related areas of the broadcast field. Inter-
ested parties are requested to reply to Mr. 
L. K. Peetoom, American Electronic Labs. 
Inc., P.O. Box 552, Lansdale, Pa. 19446 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 

WE ARE BUYING No. 9 and No. JO COPPER TOLL 
LINES ON ARMS IN THE AIR. COMPLETE OUT-
SIDE AND INSIDE PLANT REMOVAL AT UNIT 
COST. OUR PROCESS GUARANTEES YOU MORE 
MONEY. 

R.D. TVVIST CABLE 
References. Telephone Services of Ohio 

Mr. A. M. Brown, Lima, Ohio 

Powerline Salvage Co. 

"Dealers in Non-Ferrous Metals" 
SALVAGE SERVICE TO THE 

I'RONIC & TELEPHONE INDUSTRY 
Phone 219-484-2311 

2322 No. Cass Street. Fort Wayne, Ind. 

Wanted: High-frequency loop for RCA 
308-B field intensity meter. Will consider 
purchase entire unit if price is right. Ted 
Heithecker, 1409 Cooper Drive, Irving. 
Texas 75060. 

We buy worn-out oscillating tubes, 10 kw 
and up. We pay freight, Sharon Machinery 
Company, 49 Gilbert, Quincy, Mass. 02169 

Will pay cash for surplus equipment. Trans-
mitters and Audio, regardless age or con-
dition in "as is" basis, or will trade this 
sort of gear for any type of new equipment 
you might need. Write Box 167-2, c/1311VE 

Wanted: One self-supporting tower for FM 
antenna between two and three hundred 
feet high. WDIA, Memphis. 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

ELECTRON TUBES 
Klystrons • AIR & TR • Magnetrons 
Subminiatures • C.R.T. • T.W.T. • 5000-

6000 Series 
• SEND FOR NEW CATALOG A2 • 

A & A ELECTRONICS CORP. 
1063 Perry Annex 
Whittier, Calif. 

698-3032 

AMPEX 600 SERIES USERS, gain up to 20 
db S/N ratio using VIFKIT 10001 6F5 re-
placement adaptor containing selected ( for 
low noise) 7025. For postpaid delivery send 
check for $10.00 each to VIF INTERNA-
TIONAL, P.O. BOX 1555. MOUNTAIN 
VIEW. CALIF. 94040. 

For sale-RCA type 5DX broadcast trans-
mitter replaced by 50 kw, has had excellent 
maint. F.O.B. Milwaukee, Wis. Call or write 
J. G. Doyle 4331 N. Wildwood Ave., Mil-
waukee. Wis. 53211. Phone 414-964-0468. 
Best offer. 

Something slipping? Try Vita Drive rubber 
drive cleaner on your tape playback equip-
ment. Recommended by many stations. $1.25 
1 oz. bottle. Postage prepaid. NO COD's. 
Friend's Manufacturers, 135 N. 4th Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106. 

HI-FIDELITY COMPONENTS, Ham Marine 
and Communication equipment at consider-
able savings. If you want to save money 
write us for our low prices on all your 
needs. AIREX RADIO CORP., 132 (BM) 
Nassau St., New York, N.Y. 10038 

TUBES—Complete Stock From #10 to #89. 
lAB5 to 38022. 0C3 to 117z6, and most of 
the rest. List free. Harold Goldman, 43 
Clinton Ave., Rockville Centre, N.Y 11570— 
Phone 516-536-6697. 

Broadcast equipment bought, sold and trad-
ed. Ampex, McIntosh, Crown, Gates. etc. 
Leasing and financing available. F.T.C. 
Brewer Company. 2400 West Hayes Street, 
Pensacola, Florida. 

CARTS, CARTS, CARTS, CARTS, CARTS. 
Lik-Nu Cart Corp. Re-Builds your Cart 
Tapes Lik-Nu. New Pads, Tape for as low 
as 9fet for 70 sec. 5-day service. Box 2608 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 

New and Reconditioned Remote Pickup and 
2-way radio equip., Fire and Police Receiv-
ers. All brands and models. Sales Manager. 
Box 738, Phone 817-594-5171, Weatherford, 
Texas. 

16mm Mitchell camera, blimp, animation, 
wild & sync motors plus all access, lighting 
equip.. Presto 8D recorder. Write for full 
list. Northwestern Inc. 011 S.W. Hooker, 
Portland, Oregon 97201 

ERCO 500T FM exciter for multiplex. Ex-
cellent condition. WGLI. Babylon, N.Y. 
11704. Best offer. 

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORP. 
• BROADCAST REFERENCE & LOGGING 
RECORDER 
24 Hours Continuous-7" Tape Reel 
From 1 to 4 Separate Channels 

• Also 7.5 IPS STEREO & MONO 
For Automated Stations 

921 N. Highland Ave., 
Hollywood, Calif. 90038 

NEED COAXIAL CABLE NOW? 
Large Inventories-Immediate Delivery 

Call, Wire or Write 

WINDSOR DISTRIBUTORS 
48 Fulton St.-Bklyn, N.Y. 11201 

(212) MA 4-7039 

SIGNS, NAMEPLATES, LABELS, Decals, 
Badges. Trophies. Plaques. Seton Corp., 
Dept. BME, New Haven, Conn. 06505. 

Ampex 351-2 with latest record electronics, 
$1200. Moore, 620',2 N. Poplar, Allentown. Pa. 

G. E. Phone cartridges for broadcast use. 
Prompt service. Send for price list. Ridge 
Audio Co. 91 E. Lake Rd., Skaneateles, N.Y. 
13152 

For Sale: Ampex PR-10-2 recorder in ex-
cellent condition. Operated less than 100 
hours. Phone 616-927-3044 or write 1302 
Ogden, Benton Harbor, Mich. 

Heavy poly sleeves for 1p Jackets. 50 min 
60 light round bottom polys for records 30 
min 100. Poly Company P.O. Hillburn, New 
York 10931. 

Whatever your equipment needs . . . check 
first with Broadcast Equipment and Supply 
Co.. Box 3141. Bristol. Tennessee 

TECHNICAL SERVICES 

AMPEX HEAD ASSEMBLY RECONDI-
TIONING SERVICE for all Ampex pro-
fessional model recorders. This profes-
sional service features precision relap-
ping of all heads for maximum head 
life. Your assembly is thoroughly clean-
ed and guides are replaced as required. 
Price includes optical and electrical in-
spection and complete testing on Ampex 
equipment in our plant. Full track or 
half track assemblies . . . $35.00. One to 
two day service. "Loaner" assemblies 
available if necessary. LIPPS, INC.. 1630 
Euclid Street, Santa Monica, California 
90404. (213) EX 3-0449. 

Background Music Service 
For 

FM Multiplex-Wire Line-
CATV Systems 

Magne-Tronics, Inc. 
850 Third Ave., N.Y. N.Y. 10022 

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS 

PRECISION FREQUENCY 

MEASURING SERVICE 

SPECIALISTS FOR AM- FM-Tv 

445 Concord Ave. Phone 876-2810 
Cambridge, Moss. 02138 

AMPEX authorized Sales and Service. New 
and used equipment for sale. 48 hour sery 
ice on most repair including head rebuilding 
Other professional equipment also available 
ACCURATE SOUND COMPANY, 15 N. Tyler 
San Angelo. Texas AC 915 949-1904. 

YOUR RESUME—Make it sell you! Instruc-
tions, samples: 82. Executive, Box 246BM, 
Montclair, N. J. 07042. 
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TECHNICAL SERVICES ( cont'd.) 

VIDEO TAPE RECORDER 
AUDIO HEAD ASSEMBLY SERVICE 

Precision relapping of all heads and sup-
porting posts, including cleaning and 
testing. Ampex head assembly with 
"cue" tracks. $75.00 complete. RCA units 
also relapped. One to two day service. 
LIPPS, INC., 1630 Euclid St., Santa 
Monica, Calif. 90404. (214) EX 3-0449. 

„ere 

ereh-,ro, 
CONS .......  

BROOK VILLE OHIO  

JACKSON 
COMMUNICATION 

CORPORATION 
CATV Engineering & Construction 
P.O. Box 96 • Brookville, 0. 45309 

Phone: 513-833-2184 

PROGRAM SERVICES 

PROGRAMS FOR CATV!!! 
Contact the CATV program 
specialists for features— 

westerns—cartoons—sports— 
half-hours—variety 

American Diversified Services 
Box 975, Kingsport, Tennessee 
Phone area 615-239-9301 

Funny??? Be funny for less money. Ten 
years successful gag service exclusively for 
deejays. Quips on Politics. Artists, korny 
kommercials; silly song titles etc. . . . 
Current issue; "DEEJAY DIGEST" just out. 
Two bucks ( air mailed on request). P.O. 
Box 1234. Eureka, Calif. 

DEEJAY COMEDY MATERIAL—We special-
ize in One Liners, Station Breaks, Bits, Gags, 
Fillers. Sample "Jockey Joker" file $2.00— 
Write for free "Broadcast" catalog. Show-
Biz Comedy Service (Dept E) 1735 East 26 
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11229 

"NEWSBEAT" HAS THE IDEAS! Your 
newsroom does the work. Twice monthly, 
$15 year. Newsfeatures Associates. P.O. Box 
14183, St. Louis. Mo. 

Astrological Forecast Scripts—daily, $4.00 
per week. Box 8241, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15217. 

INSTRUCTION 

FCC License in six weeks from the nation's 
largest license school. Compare reputations 
and success rates before you invest. Pro-
fessional announcing training on the na-
tion's only fully school-operated cotruner-
cial station used solely for training. School 
locations in Dallas. Atlanta, Chicago, New 
Orleans and Minneapolis. Write Elkins In-
stitute, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 
75235. 

"It's REI and Here's Why l" First phone li-
cense in (5) weeks—and we guarantee it. 
Tuition only $295. Rooms $6-12 per week. 
Classes begin every 5 weeks in beautiful 
Sarasota by the sea, on Mar. 13—Apr. 17 
—May 22. Call or write Radio Engineering 
Institute, 1336 Main St., Sarasota, Fla. 

Broadcasting, FCC License Preparation, 
Communications Electronics, taught quickly 
—resident classes: correspondence. Free de-
tails. Write: Dept. 6-B, Grantham Schools, 
1505 N. Western, Hollywood, Calif. 90027. 

F.C.C. First Phone in 6 weeks plus 300 hours 
theory and practical application. License 
guaranteed. Free placement service. Flori-
da Institute of Electronics, 3160 Main St., 
Weirton, W.Va. 

First Class License. Ten week course. 300 
hours theory, lab and practical training 
$395. Atlanta School of Broadcasting, 52 llth 
Street, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia. 

CONSULTANTS 

MALARKEY, TAYLOR & ASSOCIATES 
CATV 

Brokers-Consultants- Engineering 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

1101 17th St., N.W. Area Code 202 223-234.5 

VIR JAMES 
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 
Applications and Field Engineering 

345 Colorado Blvd. 
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562 

DENVER, COLORADO 80206 
Member AFCCE 

BROADCAST 

ENGINEERING SERVICES, INC. 

Walter R. Hario, President 

5305 Raymond Road Telephone 
MADISON, WIS. 53711 608/233-9549 

GEORGE P. ADAIR ENGINEERING COMPANY 
Consulting Telecommunications Engineers 

Radio-Television-Microwave-CATV 

901-20th St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20006 

(202) 333-1116 Cable: GAENGCO 
AFCCE-IEEE-SMPTE-AAR-AIAA-IMSA-NSPE-

AFCEA 

USE BM/E's CLASSIFIED 
MARKETPLACE TO 
REACH OVER 21,000 
BROADCASTERS! 
Please run the ad below in BM/E's 
CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACE in your 
next: 

C] 12 issues LII 6 issues 
D 3 issues n 1 issue 

in a space of  inches  
words under the Classification of: 

^ Check enclosed D Please invoice 

Name 

Station or Co.   

Address   

City   State   

BM/E, Classified Advertising De-
partment, 18 Frederick Rd., Thur-
mont, Md. 21788 301/271-7151. 
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Continued from page 78 

heavier tools and equipment, 
WBIR-TV has a come-along 

reaching from the elevator to 
the top of the antenna, and a 
winch from the ground to the 

60'-high elevator base. 
It is vitally important for 

climber safety to have a 

means of communication be-
tween tower and ground. A 3-

way radio system has been in-

stalled at WBIR-TV: a station 
at the base of the tower, one 

in the elevator, and a third in 
the station control room with 

override capabilities to moni-

tor all conversation. As a back-
up to the radio system, they use 

battery-powered phones with 
plug-in stations at every tower 

working level; in addition the 

phones may be clipped across 
the line at any point. Communi-
cation with the man on top of 

the tower is maintained by voice 

contact with the man at the ele-

vator. A third man is always 
stationed at the elevator base. 
The elevator is electronically 

controlled from the car itself; 

however, the man at the elevator 

A STAR IS BORN 

FILMLINE'S MODEL FE-50 
A Processor for Ektachrome Film 

Who knows more about building film 
processors than Filmline?Nobody. And 
everything we've learned has gone 
into our newest Ektachrome processor, 
the FE-50. It is top quality equipment 
at a sensible price . . . the result of 
Filmline's productive know-how. De-
signed and engineered to fulfill the 
requirements of both large and small 
TV stations the FE-50 is the most 
versatile, fully automated Ektachrome 
processor ever built. 
• EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE SYSTEM — 

guarantees against breaking or 
scratching film. The system is so 
sensitive that film can be held man-

ADDITIONAL FILMLINE FEATURES: 
• Stainless steel air squeegee • Impingement 
dry box • Torque motor for takeup • Leak. 
proof pumps for chemical solutions • Tem-
perature controlled by precision thermistor 
controllers • Construction — all metal • Tanks 
and component parts are type 316 stainless 
steel. 
Recent FE.50 Installations: WEAT-TV, WCKT-TV, 
WMAL•TV, NBC, CBS, WTOP-TV, A-1 Labs, Precision 
Labs, Film Service Lab. 

ually while machine is in operation, 
without breaking film or causing 
lower film assemblies to rise. 
Provisions for extended develop-
ment to increase ASA indexes to 
250 and higher are incorporated. 
Machine threadup allows use of 
standard ASA indexes or acceler-
ated indexes because of Filmline's 
Film transport system features. 

• EASY-TO-OPERATE—automated con-
trols make this an ideal machine 
for unskilled personnel. 

• VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE—speed 
range of 5 FPM to 60 FPM for 
Ektachrome emulsions. 

Now available: Filmline FE-30 Ektachrome Proc-
essor. Speed — 30 FPM. Complete with Replenish-
ment System . . . $ 15,750. F.O.B. Milford, Conn. 

Form') re details write: Dept. Ill! I-67 

Fig. 1. The stainless steel safety 
clamp, manufactured by Meyer Ma-
chine Inc., Red Wing, Minn., oper-
ates on a tower-mounted 3/8" diameter 
cable, held taut by a compression 
spring at the tower base. The clamp 
attaches to the climber's safety belt 
(d) by an automatic locking steel pin 
(e). The 13/4  lb. clamp assembly (a) 
is permanently attached to the cable 
(portable model also available) and 
slides freely up or down until a down-
ward pull from the safety belt pivots 
arm ( b) on shaft (c) against the cable. 
The safety belt cannot turn on the 
clamp, thereby maintaining the wear-
er in an upright position should he 
become unconscious. 

Fig. 2 WBIR-TV's 1750' Stainless, 
Inc. tower. 
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base can take control whenever 
the necessity is indicated by a 
lack of communication on either 
the radio or phone system or 
when asked to do so by the car 
operator. There is also an ele-
vator travel indicator — a 
pulley-driven counter calibrated 
in feet-above-ground — so that 
the person at the elevator base 
knows where the car is. 

Safety Precautions 

Personnel should never be 
permitted to work on lighting 
circuits when ac power is on, 

Twelve Points of Tower Safety 

• Never allow anyone to climb 
when even slightly upset or 
when taking such medications 
as antihistamines, barbiturates, 
etc. 

• Always insist that climbers 
wear the lightest possible 
clothing; in cold weather pro-
vide warm but light-weight jac-
kets, etc. 

• Insist that personnel weal 
"hard" hats and suitable boots 
with soles that do not be-
come slippery when wet. 

• Climbing too fast causes fa-
tigue. Encourage climbers to 
determine a safe speed. To 
keep hands warm in cold 
weather, provide gloves and 
other handwarming devices. 

• Never allow anyone to climb 
alone or at least without some-
one near the tower, in the case 
of smaller towers. 

• Never permit climbing without 
suitable safety belts, make 
sure they are in good condi-
tion. 

• Never permit climbing when 
thunderstorms are threatening, 
even when storms seem far 
away, lightning can be ex-
tremely dangerous. Obviously, 
climbs should not be made 
when the tower is coated with 
ice or there is danger that ice 
may form. 

• Provide some means of carry-
ing necessary tools—a bag or 
pouch that will not interfere 
with normal arm and leg move-
ment. 

• Provide a means of communica-
tion with workmen (and pre-
ferably a backup) and between 
the tower and ground. 

• Never allow lighting circuits to 
be serviced with ac power on. 

• Never allow work to be per-
formed on transmission lines 
and other rf-energized ele-
ments until the transmitter 
has been shut off. 

• Insist on thorough maintenance 
of all safety devices and equip-
ment. Lives depend on it! 

except, perhaps to change 
lights. Work on transmission 
lines or any exposed points 
carrying rf energy should be 
postponed until the transmitter 
is shut down. WBIR-TV will not 
permit a man to go above the 
elevator until the rf nas beeh 
turned off. When breaking into 
pressurized transmission lines, 
the workman must be careful 
not to inhale the nitrogen or 
other gas fumes escaping from 
the line. After the line has been 
opened, WBIR-TV provides "0" 
rings to seal the line to mini-

mize asphyxiation hazards and 
also to cut down on gas waste. 
Also contributing to the safety 

of all involved is a rigid main-
tenance program for all an-
tenna climbing equipment. 
WBIR-TV services their elevator 
system at least every 90 days 
and maintains a constant check 
on batteries and elevator cable 
tension. A little carelessness can 
result in a very serious accident. 
The importance of exercising 
every precaution and absolute 
maintenance regularly cannot 
be overstressed. • 

CI F2 ULTRASONIC 
CLEANER for 

MOTION PICTURE FILM 

Presented The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences Award of Merit for Outstanding Technical 

Achievement. 
etc,* 

e;iiffl 

Ultrasonic energy is the most effective and economical way to thoroughly and 
rapidly clean motion picture film without mechanical scrubbing and wiping. The 
cold boiling effect (cavitation) of ultrasonic energy performs the entire opera. 
tion. Only the solvent touches the film and a forced air, flash dry-off removes all 
solvent and residue. 

• Restores clarity and sound to maximum 
quality. 

• Enhances the entertainment value of 
motion picture film and improves com• 
mercials. 

• Assures static free film with color bal-
ance undisturbed. 

• Cuts projector maintenance costs . . . 
no dirt or dust carried into gates and 
orifices . . . less breakdowns. 

• Completely automatic ... requires only 
loading and unloading. 

• Costs only 1 20 of a penny per run-
ning foot to operate. 

• Used by every major motion picture lab 
in the world. 

DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURE WILL BE SENT ON 
REQUEST. 

Patents 

USA-2,967,119 Luxembourg-37,634 
Belgium-582,469 Great Britain-909,421 
France- 1,238,523 Other World Pats.Pend. 

LIPSNER-SMITH CORPORATION 
7334 No. Clark St., Chicago, III. 60626 

Telephone: 312-338-3040 
7•2 

"••• 

\`, 11111. 
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ENGINEERING 
CASERIM1K 

Increased 
Safety for 

Tower 
Climbers 

Pointers for those 

who climb, and 

those who hire or 

supervise climbers. 

As ONE VETERAN antenna engi-
neer once remarked, "When 
you're climbing up and down 
these towers as much as we have 
to, the only amount of height 
that bothers a guy is the first 
10 feet. Above that, if we think 
about losing our grip, the dis-
tance doesn't make much dif-
ference." Beginning with this 
somewhat wry—but nevertheless 
sagaciously accurate — attitude 
let us explore some considera-
tions for tower safety. 

The Climber 

The task demands the best a 
man has to offer—a calm, col-
lected attitude, the ability and 
agility to maintain self-control 
under stress, and the capability 
to act wisely in an emergency. 
Only those individuals who 
show no fear of height and who 
have already exhibited level-
headed self-control under stress 
should be allowed to climb. No 
person should be permitted to 
begin a climb when he is ob-
viously upset or when he is tak-
ing such medications as antihis-
tamines, barbiturates, etc. 

Climbers should always wear 
sufficiently warm but the light-
est possible clothing; unneces-
sarily bulky clothing restricts 
mobility and increases reaction 
time in an emergency. Clothing 
should fit comfortably but not 
too loosely; loose-fitting cloth-
ing can easily catch on obstruc-

tions. Insulated garments made 
especially for extremely cold 
weather are available, garments 
which provide the necessary 
warmth without encumbering an 
individual's freedom of move-
ment. To lessen the danger of 
head injury a climber should 
always wear a hard hat, with a 
suitable cold weather liner. Pre-
ferred footwear is a pair of 
sturdy boots with soles which 
do not become slippery on wet 
surfaces. 

Stress the importance of not 
climbing too fast; if a man tries 
to climb too fast, fatigue can 
cause him to lose his grip, or 
even worse black out or be 
stricken with a heart attack. 
Pace usually varies with the in-
dividual; if a climber is most 
comfortable climbing 3 minutes 
and resting 10, he should 
practice that speed. In cold 
weather, hands have a tendency 
to become cold before other 
parts of the body. WBIR-TV 
Knoxville, Tenn., provides a 
small portable hair dryer (which 
may be plugged in at any num-
ber of places along the tower's 
length) with which the climber 
may warm his hands. 

It is not wise to climb alone. 
or to go up when the tower is 
icy or during a thunderstorm. A 
considerable length of time is 
required to go up and down tall 
towers; therefore, a man should 
not begin a climb in threaten-
ing weather. WBIR-TV Chief 
Engineer Rex Horton instructs 
all his men to come down imme-
diately when there is danger of 
nearby lightning; and from the 
top of their 1750' tower, it's not 
hard to see approaching storms. 

Safety Devices 

WBIR-TV will not permit a 
man to climb without a safety 
belt; they use and rely upon the 
Tulito safety clamp for the 90' 
climb up from an elevator which 
ascends to the 1660' level. 
Extra clamps are also carried 
in the elevator so that if 
it should stall, a man could 
climb down the tower from any 
point. 
A safe means of carrying 

necessary tools should be pro-
vided. A paperboy's bag has 
been found suitable by WBIR-
TV; it hangs comfortably from 
the shoulder and does not inter-
fere with arm and leg movement. 
When it is necessary to lift 

Continued on page 76 
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THE RECORDER IS AN 

AMPEX VR-2000 

THE GENERATOR IS A 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS 
MODEL 1099 

Ampex uses the 1099 to align Color Video Heads 
and Amplifiers for Maximum Linearity 
Mooel 1099 sweeps from 0.1mc to 20mc with lmc and 5 mc markers. Sweep 
is flat to 0.1dB with a maximum output of 3 volts p-p. The Sweep Generator 
uses special detector probes (supplied) to provide differential level, input , 
output, for exactly linearising networks and amplifiers arid can discriminate 
to 0.02dB. 

FOR YOUR TRANSMITTER— 

Television Sideband Analyzer Model 2360 with 

UHF Adapter TM6936 

• tests channels 3 thru 83 

• measures dynamic response 
of transmitter 

..... • allows insertion of sync and 
• blanking on internally 
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generated sweep signal 

• for steady state response use 
as sync mixer with external 
oscillator for trap setting etc. 

Wee rot go« !me eve of... 

MEASURING RESPONSE OF TV 
TRANSMITTERS 

MARCONI 
INSTRUMENTS 

DIVISION OF ENGLISH ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
111 CEDAR LANE. ENGLEWOOD. NEW JERSEY 07631 

(201) 567-0607 
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memo 

Fece: Director of Engineering!. 10.. General Manager 

bike for you to look over this Computer - 
Programmer. I've been checking into what's 
available and this looks 'like the one for 

1. It's a pretty sophisticated system. We 
could integrate our entire studio operation 

us, for several reasons: 

--master control switching, studio switch-
ing, audio functions, machine controls 

2. All the peripheral eaelpment --machine 
control interfaces, video and audio switch-

ing gear, etc. --comes with . 3. Most importantworks! It's made by 

whole works. 

Sarkes Tariian, Inc. in Bloomington, Ind. 
They're the only ones I've found with actual 
computer experience in broadcastine—in both 
large and small stations. This 4th genera-
tion model of theirs bas all the bugs worked 
out. Looks like they meet our basic criteria: 
they've got the experience, the e*ipment, 

and they've applied both. 

What  3.0 you think'? 


